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not
known
and
which
as
on
decide
Shoemaker was quoted
the course of action by generally discussed: John Morrow
In Italy.
she
made
and
trips
the various unions whenever any of Raton, W. C. Oestrelch and O. having said the legion was "subsi- many residents.' The police claimThe expressions of grief were
Mr. dized by big interests" and was op- ed to have learned she recently was general In aviation circles here toemergency arises In the wage strug- N. Marron of Albuquerque.
Oestrelch has stated flatly that he posed to organized labor. ' Judg- short of funds and sought loans. day, as many of the crew of the
groups.
I gles of any of the allied
She lived with a youns woman who Roma had
The plan, as adopted. d"es not be- Is not ablo to give the necessary ment was by default.
many friendships among
!
at first was said to be her niece. the
come effective until ratified by tho time to the work, but talk that, he
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Although the rail chiefs declined Senator A. A. Jonee will have no three times governor of North Da- ceived today
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Representatives of More Than
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BOARD CAUSE OP

TILT IN SENATE
of
Four Republicans and No
Democrats Is Defended
and Criticised.

President's Appointment
i

'

(Ry The AwHHi'nfrd rrrftn.)

Feb. 22.

Washington,

mm ww& secre
IE mm m

ALLIANCE OF MINERS
AND RAIL WORKERS IS
FORMED AT CHICAGO

funding

ALLIED

I'rosident

Harding's appointment of four

re-

publicans nntl no democrats to the
allied debt funding commission,
and
was attacked by democrats
defended by republicans todny in
ft lively tilt in the senate.
Karlipr
the senate finance committee had
nomithe
four
reported favorably
nations of Secretaries
Hughes
and Hoover. Senator Smoot, republican, Utah, and representative
Burton,
republican, Ohio.
' "Keen
disappointment" over
the fact that no democrats wore
was
Chosen for the commission
expressed hy Senator Simmons of
North Carolina, ranking democrat
and former chairman of the senate
finance committee.
Senators Simmons, Walsh and
Willinms said they hnd no pergonal fault to find with the four
Mr. Simmons paid all
appointees.
were "able, upright, experienced
and competent." but he added that
at least one democrat should have
been named to the commission.
Recalling that there hnd been
"rhnrp conflict" over the allied
debt commission bill, Senator Simmons paid that under the circumstances, and "in view of the pen-erinterest of all of the people
In these loans, it does seem that
propriety calls for the opposition
party to have nt least one representative."
Senator Lodgre, declaring thnf
the country's finances were In
charee of secretary Mellon, who,
by the provision of tho act, as
secretary of tho treasury, will be
chairman of the debt
commission, argued that tho republicans would be responsible for
any action taken and suggested
that their authority Bhould cover
JTo
tho responsibility.
also said
that when former President Wilson retired, all members of the
federal reserve board were demo-rat- s.
Senator Heflin, however,
took exception to this statement,
saying that there always had been
nt least one republican member on
the board.
Former President Wilson's letter
of J 918 asking election of a democratic enncress was recalled by
Senator lloflln, who said the republicans then said " a great deal
about Wilson wanting to shut out
the republicans."
"And now you ain't going to let
even one democrat in to see what's
going on," he said, addressing his
remarks to the republicans. "Tou
democrats," he added, turning to
that side of the chamber, "are
to put up the coin of
the realm, good enough to pay taxes to help win the great world
war, but you're not good enough
to sit in the council chamber."
Renator Hefiln said that if Mr.
Wilson hnd ncted as President
Hrrdlng had regarding the debt
commission,
Senator Lodge and
other republicans would be indignant and would "be bobbing up
and down like one of those cuckoo
clocks."

(Continued from pf.gs One.)
Hallway Conductors, the International Brotherhood
of Stationary
Firemen and Oilers, the International Brotherhood of Blacksmiths.
Drop Forgers and Helpers, the
Switchmen's Union of North America, tho International Association of
the Brotherhood of
Machinists,
of America,
Hailrcad Signalmen
the International Brotherhood of
Klertrlrnl Workers of America, the
Brotherhood of Bocomotlvo Firemen and Knclnmen, the Brotherhood of Hallway Telegraphers-- the
Brotherhood of Railroad Trainmen,
the Railroad Employes Department
Federation of
of the American
Labor, the Brotherhood of Bocomo-tlvKnglnoers, the I'nited Brotherhood of Maintenance of Way Employes, the Brotherhood of Railway
Clerks and the International Association of Bongi'horoinon.
e

IRISH FACTIONS
REACH

ELEVENTH

0
Sinn Fein Convention Gives
Unanimous Approval to
PEACE TRETY; Adjourns
For Three Months.

mm

Accident to the Controls Regulating the Altitude of the Craft Caused Destruction of the
Dirigible, Is the Opinion of the Head of
the Army Air Service.
nn:

AssnriATrcit

(BY
Va., Feb. 22. A state(Ton. Mason M, Patrick, head of tho army air service,
that he believed the destruction of
the airship Roma was due to an
accident to tho controls regulating
the altitude of the craft stood out
tonight as tho only official statement from any of those investigating the accident which yesterday
caused tho death of thirty-fou- r
persons, the injury of eight others
and the demolition of the world's
airship.
largest semi-rigi- d
Meanwhile
tonight the army
board of investigation called into
session today, continued its hearings behind closed doors. None of
the proceedings could be learned.
General
Patrick expressed his
opinion, on the basis of testimony
he had heard thus far, nnd sub
stantiated statements previously
made unofficially by survivors of
tho wreck, that tho elevating rudder a contrivance resembling the
wings of an airplane and attached
to the stern of the ltoma, buckled
and fell forward, forcing the craft
into a nose dive, which ended when
she crashed Into a high power
electric transmission line, caught
fire and burned with the greater
number of her crew and passengers
pinned beneath.
It was reiterated by army officers today that there was no explosion or fire while the Roma was
in the air. General Patrick, who
come here by airplane from Washington immediately upon being advised of the nccldent, declared
there had been none. In his statement General Patrick said:
"From the testimony I have
heard so far it la indleated that the
disaster was due to an accident to
tho controls regulating the altitude
of the Roma.
"The ship came flown, striking
high tension electric wires, which
caused the fire. There was no explosion and no fire while the ship
was in the air."
Army officers also emphasized
that the rudder had given wav and
that fire did not occur until tho
ship struck the electric wires.
Their view was summarized in the
following five points:
First, that the left rudder of the
Roma gave way when she was loss
than half a mile from where rhe
wont down near the army base fire
station.
Second, that there was no fire
on tho ship until the tilt began as
a result of the right hand Ride of
the rudder going into an almost
vertical position.
Third, that the craft became unmanageable as she swooped over
the base reservation
r.arrowly
smokestack of
missing a
tho central heating plant.
immediate
Fourth, that tho
cause of tho explosion with such
force as to wreck tho entire craft
and set her on fire was contact
with a net of 2,200 volt high power
electric wires, less than one hundred feet from whero tho Roma
crashed into a pile of debris.
Fifth that tio Liberty motors,
which were being tested, were not
responsible for the disaster, unless
something more tangible should be
learned than appeared today.
Just how long the official invos-- 1
'ation will require was not lndl-!o- f
cated tonight, although every effort will bo made to romplote it
as quickly as consistent
with a
thorough probe of the entire situation.
Five of tho eleven Injured men
who were firnt taken to the pub-lic- e
health service hospital, have
now been found strong enough to
he removed to Iingley field. They
are Maj. J. D. Beardon, Cnpt. Wal
ter J. Reed, Lieut. C. II. Welch,
sergeant JJieuenbach and Corporal
Flores.
A
small morgue in Newport
News housed the dead, thirty of
Norfolk,

ment by Maj.
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FINN IS
WINNER OF MARATHON

JSX 3

(By The Asundntcd Prru.)
New York, Feb. 22. William
Ititola,
Finn, holder of
the senior Metropolitan cross country championship, today. won the
Marathon.
Brooklyn to
Sea Gate, negotmtlng the distance
in 1 hour, 25 minutes and 5 seconds.
His time was 14 5
seconds
faster than that made on a measured track in 1909 nt Celtic park,
New York, by J. F. Crowley.
Charles Bores of New York is
credited with having run fifteen
miles on a measured
track in
1:23:24 5 three years ago.
feat was considered noteworthy because of road conditions.
Several times he narrowly escaped
injury in mazes of automobile
traffic and he ran several miles
through mud and slush.
's

A very lucky strike
for William Tell, Jr.
One of the luckiest in
history, when you consider the consequences.

H0LSTEIN HEIFER IS
THE CHAMPION BUTTER
PRODUCING
YEARLING

LUCKY
STUIEIE

Hol-stei-

When we discovered the
toasting process six years
ago, it was a Lucky Strike
for U9.
Why? Because now
millions of smokers prefer
the special flavor of the
Lucky Strike Cigarette
because
.
warn
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ft which aeala in tha
dalioioua Burlaj ttaror
And also because it's
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Waupaca, Wis., Feb. 22. Daisy
n
Aaggie Ormsby, the third, a
owned
heifer,
by John
Erickson, living near here, has
a yearly record
Just completed
that makes her the world's chambutter producing senior
pion
yearling, and also wins for her
the
world's
for
championship
combined milk and butter,
the
tosaid
Waupaca county agent
day. In 305 days the Holsteln
produced 22.1 51
pounds of
milk and 870. G3 pounds of fat
or the equivalent
of 1.088.09
pounds of butter.
Daisy Aaggie Ormsby displaces
champion for her ago Saint

C

h

press.)

whom had been identified tonight.
None was ollowed to see them except for purposes of identification,
but wives,- - mothers and sweethearts gathered about and a crowd
was In evidence all day. The bodies were badly burned and identification in many cases was made by
watches or articles of Jewelry recovered with them.
The actual cause of the fire Is
not regarded as of supremo importo Colonel
tance for, according
the wrecked
Fisher,
dirigible
would have burned even if It had
not come in contact with the wires.
When the nose of the airship
crashed against the ground, the
big gasollno tanks burst and the
Inflammable liquid streaked over
tho wreckage, feeding the flames
that had started when the canvas
bng of the craft struck the electric
wires.
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Daring Attempt to Land
Whisky and Gin Valued
by

Customs Officers' Police.

Aoclnrd Prom.)
Mass., Feb. 22.
Salem,
coast guard cutter OsBlpee
(By Tbs

The
to-

night was in pursuit off the New
England coast of an unidentified
auxiliary schooner believed to be
liquor laden.
The chase was a sequel to a
daring attempt today, nipped by
18
customs officers and police,
to land whiskey and gin valued
at $70,000 by means of a large
motor boat, which stranded on
the flats of Collins Cove.
Seven automobiles and two motor trucks were lined up on the
shore awaiting tho liquor cargo.
One truck was seined, Five seamen from the motor boat scurried over the mud flats to elude
tho raiding officers who were in
three row boats, and one was arrested.
Meanwhile the motor boat Wilkin II, of Gloucester, with eight
men aboard, was observed coming up toward Salem Harbor and
signalling to the shore. The boat
swung into Collins Cove and alon
most Immediately
grounded
the mud flats.
row boats containing
Three
raiding officers put out to her.
Just as these left shore, two
men from tho motor boat put off
in a tender, rowed in the direction of Beverly and escaped. Five
others struggled across the mud
flats to dry land and disappeared.
As the officers reached the side

ve-lo-

w
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digestive disturbances by eating

Fleischm arm's Yeast
It is human nature to want to find out "why." So far
as science can tell us this is the reason:
Fleischmann's Yeast is a food abundant in certain elements which are necessary to health and life itself. It
promotes the flow of bile and of pancreatic juice. It has
a remarkably beneficial effect on the whole digestive system. It cleans a coated tongue.
Try Fleischmann's fresh yeast in orange juice or, if
you prefer, in milk. Men like it in mill: shakes and malted
milks. Women like it spread on bread or crackers.
'
Keep your digestion in the pink of condition and your
tongue clean and healthy by eating 2 or 3 cakes of Fleischmann's Yeast fresh every day before or between meals.
Get Fleischmann's Yeast fresh daily from your grocer.

10
REQUESTS
MILLION

(ast Call I

More than a million dollars in
agricultural loan applications was
approved by the executive committee of the agricultural loan agency,
sesslor
which closed a three-da- y
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ARCOLA

few

weeks every minute
IN another
your Heating Expert's time will

Carload of

be taken.

Now is the

er

DUE NEXT
WEEK
90

of them sold.

Arcola means better health for the

seldom fail to

when you take

HERR1CK IS SPEAKER
AT BANQUET IN PARIS
(By The Aatnrlnted Frran.)
Paris, Feb. 22. Speaking

at
the banquet of the American
club tonight. Ambassador Her-rlc- k

i

compared the troubles which
America faced when Washington
was elected with those Europe
was facing today, and he forecast a similar satisfactory issue.
to the sensitiveness
Alluding
which nations, like individuals,
feel as regards disagreeable criticisms, ho hoped overy newspaper office would hang up the
sign: "A kind word turneth away
wrath," until the world's present
disturbed nervous system was re-

MA.
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fewer coughs and colds.

cost comes back to you.
Thousands of owners testify that it
pays for itself in the fuel it saves.
Arcola--
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It builds you up
and helps you regain your normal
weight.

Sold by all good druggists
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BLINDING SNOWSTORM
HITS SOUTH DAKOTA
(By The Amorlnltd I'rem.)
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NEW MEXICO MOTOU
CORPORATION

For Furnace, Range or
Heater Use.

rh.
Just a Heal good Car
748. 517 W. Central
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LUMP $11.00
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all the pure, clean noap you

Make It At Home By This'"ccd for kitchen, laundry and all
household
Takes You will purposes.
Easy Process
find simple directions
for soapmaking on the label of
Less Than 30 Minutes.
Nowaday, more and more wo.
men are doing en their mothers
did and are making their own
soap. Jf you have never tried it,

urpritd to see how
easy it ia to make good oap,
soft aoap, hard soap or floating
kitchen
aoap, Just
by using
scraps and wante grease together
with a can of Merr., War Lye,
the sat ; and sure soapmaker.
In the old days when soap was
made by the boiling process it
took nearly all day to make n
kettle of soap. Now it is hardly
nny work at all requires no
boiling takes less than 30 minutes. Save you money and gives
you will be

every can or Merry war L.ye
also many other recipes such as
how to make lye hominy, how to
to make
soften
how
water,
clothes washing easy, how to
brighten cooking utenHils, etc.
Merry War Powdered Lye is
also a wonderful
cleaner and
purifier for use about the home,
barn, chicken house and outhouses.
Comes in a convenient
can with revolving sifting top
that cannot como off, cannot get
recloses tightly and prelout,
serves contents,
it is economical
to buy and easy to use.
Ask your dealer for Merry War
J',yo
be sure you
"Merry
War" the lye that has made
gooa ror 33 years.

gt

Aztec Fuel Co.
Phone 251

er

LIIMBEH
l'hoD

GOOD SOAP FOR LESS
I

FOR SALE
WATER MOTOR
Inquire
JOURNAL. OFFICE

890

t

Denver, Colo

TIIAC1 TWO CEBITS A POOflD

experience as the successful maker of over
two million automobiles
A-- .i

BoiUn and American Rodiatort
for tvery heatinf need

402 Seventeenth St.

nt

of his 35 years'

men-tlone-

Ideal

C. H. CARNES
SPECIALIST IN OCULAR
REFRACTION
107 S. Fonrtta.
Phone 1057--

built by

compmy:

PLASTER

423 North First Street

Emma Topovits testified
that
her husband John offeredtoday
her for
sale for $10,000 to the man with

s

Your Heating Expert will furnish
an estimate free. Telephone him
J
today.
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Arcola means an American Radiator in each room the same radiators that warm fine homes and buildings throughout the world.

ROUBLES

ENTIRELY

heat to
warmth.

hot-ai-

Remember

Let us design and install
a real hot water system
for your home.

jj

economical season to

change from spotty
Arcola'3 warm-wat-

children

A

installed

telephone today.

"antl-Volstea-

Jumped overboard.
Lafava was placed under arrest and charged with conspiracy
and violation of the navigation,
customs, smuggling and prohibition laws.
From the motor boat the raiding officers confiscated 1.350 burlap packages of bonded Amerisix bottles
can whiskey,
to a
package, ten cases of gin and two
cases of beer.
Meanwhile word had been sent
to the coast guard service and
the cutter Ossipeo was sent in
pursuit of the auxiliary schooner,
which was believed to be engaged
in distributing her cargo at var
ious points along the New Eng
land coast.

of having

promptly,

tions will be forwarded to WashCalif., Feb. 22. ington at once, while $302,000 more
d
smoke" or was approved but the applications
The
alcoholic cigar, has made its ap- returned because of defects in form.
The committee will probably not
in
Santa Barbara.
pearance
two weeks, as
Its producer, A, Delcarro, ci- meet again for about in
hand.
gar maker, paid a fine of $250 the work is now well
In police court following a plea
to
of guilty
the charge of having
liquor in his possession contrary
to law.
A brass spraying device exhib- -'
lted elicited the explanation that
It was used to saturate tobacco
leaves with liquor before rolling!
The cigar thus
and wrapping.
treated does not contain a "kick"
it was contended in defense, al- though it was conceded that it
carried a heavy freighted

whom he accused her of misconduct.
Topovits, whose wife is suing for
maintenance, told Vice
trial package by sending name and separate
Chancellor Batkes that he
d
address to Pyramid Drug Co.,
18
the Bum as reparation for
Pyramid Bldg., Marshall, Mich.
he
believed
the other man
injuries
had done him.
He said he was the slave of his
wife, doing tho washing, cleaning
the kitchen and taking out the
garbage.
Kidney and bladder trouble ire not
limited to men. Housework, or work
in office or factory, csutei women to
suffer from weak, overworked or diseased kidneyi.
The iymptom are
puffineei under the eye, tallow skin,
conilant tired feeling, lack of ambition,
cervoui condition, backache, rheumatic
paini, tore mutclct, itif! joinU. ,

Tha familiar Hi). toll
package with tha
label la tha only
form in whl oh Flai
'a Yeast it aotf

)

'ave

(By The Awrarlnlrd frm.)
Newark, N. J., Feb. 22.

of men and women have found relief

(By The Asunclnted Prns.)

-

and

cleans a coated tongue

Santa Barbara.

MAN OFFERED TO SELL
HIS WIFE FOR $10,000

Run Down?

helps digestion

"ALCOHOLIC
CIGAR"
MAKES APPEARANCE IN here last night.
Loan applications amounting to
SANTA BARBARA, CAL $896,295.44 were finally approved
by tho committee, and the applica-

MEl'TEXANT KILLED.
rc3. 22. Lieutenant
Belfast,
Duffey, in command of a party of
the Irish republican army,
last
night demanded admission to the
a
residence of Leslie Huddelson,
ho rnot"r ?OB?- - Jn,h,n
' Yarmouth.
retired British officer at Itamelton.
N. H.. said Jo be a Donegal. The answer was a shot
aux from- tho house, which killed Dufmember of the crew of
schooner
from
Nassau, fey. Huddelson has been arrested.
iliary

SiOUX Falls. 8. IJ.. Knh. i'i
Tho
whole of South Dakota is in the
midst of a blinding snow storm tonight. Practically all train service
in the northern part of the state
was discontinued late todflv on ac
count of drlfing snow which filled
railroad cuts and made highway
travel almost impossible. A
heavy
get right at the cause oi lutTerlng end snow was falling here tonight and
misery, regulate the kidneyi sad blad- the temperature slowly dropping.
were disder end restore the diseased organs to Local train schedules
rupted, but no trains discontinued.
sound and healthy condition.
in Oregon, which produced 82R.09
Mrs. Wm. Fitchcr, 2008 Woodbotirnt Av.
Lady gcott. Widow of the fnmnin
pounds of fat, according to tho Louisville, Ky ivrifei: "I am just netting lortf Arctic explorer, and who has an
J am taking Foley Kidney Pills every other
fin.
agent.
nounced
hor engagement to a mem
I
You
ifaould
atarted
have
factor
eenma
niaht.
1 wai yellow
told, now my ayes and akin era ber or tbe UritlKh parliament,
posTo Cure a Cotn in Ono .ay
all cleared up: My kidney do not bother ma at sesses much talent as a sculptor.
TaIta Laxative BROMO
UINI
night any more. If it will help soroaothai poof Some of her best work has been
inblets. The genuine bears the sis- - mil who i tu (Taring you may lit my Bam done in connection
with publle
ycur medicine is advertised,"
nrfure of R W. Grove. (Be ure
monuments. Including a. statue of
"
Sold everywhere.
the heroic explorer.
j'ou ret J. ROMO.) ?0o.

!"

ber of commerce.

habilitated.

yacjr of your own home from Itching, bleeding or protrttrllns piles,
hemorrhoids and such
rectal troubles. Get a 60a box today of any
A
box
druggist.
has often
single
been nulflclent. You can have a free

Mil 2dff4L

Fleischmann's
fresh yeast
THOUSANDS

An experimental venture In tho
raising of sugar beets in this section will be undertaken by the
farmers of Irrigated lands, with
and assistance
the
of the Holly Beet (Sugar company
of Holly, coio. The sugar company officials. Field Man R. V.
Stevenson and General Manager
Mauger, who were here for the
meeting the Kiwanls club held
for the farmers, were taken for
a trip over the Irrigated sections,
and were much pleased with what
These men held a
they saw.
conference with the sugar beet
farming committee named at the
Kiwanls meeting, and announced
that they would be willing to send
an expert here during the spring
and summer to Instruct the farm-- I
era in raming ot sugar beets, if
300 to 400 acres could be signed
The committee now is at
up.
work, and expects to have the
acreage signed in a few days. The
sugar beet expert will come from
Maxwell, where he is instructing
farmers, and will divide his time
between
that place and Las
This Is the first move
Vegas.
that has been made definitely In
the direction of sugar beet growLas Vegas
ing in this locality.
farmers hope it may result In the
ultimate establishment of a beet
sugar factory here. The work
leading up to the present development was done by the cham-

UlluULU

at $70,000 Thwarted

relating to Yap and other former
German islands of the Pacific. Mr.
Lodge explaining the treaty at
length, characterizing It as securing all the rights tho United States
ever desired in the former German
Senator France, repossessions.
publican, Maryland, attacked it as
a repudiation oi repuoncan platform pledges and a part of a
plan" which
"league of nations
would lay the foundation for a new
world war.
Senator
Tomorrow
plttman,
democrat, Nevada, is to address the
senate, taking exception to some
of tho treaty provisions.

(Special Compomlenc to Th Journal
Las Vegas, N. M., Feb. 22.

LADE

d pc

One)

SUGAR BEET GROWING
TO BE GIVEN TEST IN
SAN MIGUEL COUNTY

WITH LIQUOR IS
ULIliU

rage

(Continued from

DEAD, 8 INJURED

(I)r The AMnclnled I'm,)
Dublin, Feb. 23 (by tho Associated Press.)
With dramatic suddenness, a peace agreement, reached
at the eleventh hour between free
state and republican leaders, was
sprung on tho ard fhels, or national
sinn teln convention today, and the
huge gathering of delegates, impatient of any delay likely to endanger
the treaty with Great Britain, gave
t unanimous approval and adjourned for three months. The general
feeling was that in preserving intact tho party organization somehad been
thing like a miracle
worked.
The net result of tho two days
meeting of the nrd fhels is to insure that no election can be held in
Ireland for the next three months,
and when it is held tho Issue will
not simply be fcr or against the
treaty but to determine the Judg
ment of the Irish people on the
actual terms of a constitution in
which the treaty will be embodied.
Supporters of the free state have
contended
throughout that thts
treaty enables Ireland to frame for
herself a constitution giving all the
essentials of freedom, hut the re
publicans have denied this and
have qurted interpretations placed
upon the treaty In speeches by
Prime Minister Lloyd Ucorge and
other British cabinet ministers.
All tho objections to the agree
ment raised on the floor today,
after Kumonn de Valera had announced its terms, emanated froaprominent republicans and, despite
Air. oa valera a assurance that ho
had carefully
considered
every
point and was quite satisfied with
Arthur Griffith a emphatic declaration that no election
must be
forced upon the country during the
three
the
coming
republimonths,
cans decided to hold & meeting this
evening to insist upon clarifying
certain points they considered du
bious.
The British government's hurry
BUSINESS INTERESTS
to pass an act of parliament sup
KEEPING 112 PERSONS porting the provisional government
iind to provide it with an elected
IN PRISON, ASSERTS parliament wnicn would replace the
dail eireann and disestablish the
Irish republic, has been rendered
(Ily Th ftiaorliitra ITfJ
22. Scott futile, it was argued by those favorFeb.
Washington,
The possibility
Nearlng, addressing a meeting con- ing the agreement.
ducted here tonight by tho Joint that elections could be held by
British
now been
has
amnesty committee, charged that
authority
'business interests" were respon- negatived by both .sides, it was
sible for the continued imprisonargued.
ment of the 112 persons still held
By the terms of today's agreefor violation of the espionage act. ment, Arthur Griffith is as strongly
Meanwhile, he declared,
enemy committed as Mr, de Valera not to
agents and German spies have jRPnpn' ,0 tne electorate, except with
sanction of tr.e Hall eireann, and
been released.
He attributed the failure to re- tho majority favoring the provls-a- l
lease them to their having "degovernment within the dall is
voted their energies" prior to the admittedly so small and so precawar "to attacking the established rious that no resolution promoting
industrial order," and asserted that elections to which the de Valera
the "passaga of the espionage act faction Would be strongly opposed
Interests the could be carried.
gave the business
Different
were exchance for which they had been
opinions
tonight as to which sec
waiting and under Its provisions pressed
advantages
they imposed tho most drastic sen- tion reaps the most
On the one
tences on the industrial heretics." from tho adjournment.
hand Mr. de Valcra'a friends
claimed he had stopped
stampede
and had given the electors time to
consider and vote on a definite Tell Your
Friends What Wonderful
Issue, On the other hand, it was
Relief Is Given by Pyramid Pile
pointed out that meanwhile thu
Suppositories
provisional gonvernment will have
complete control of the whole ma.iFIl7t
thPm' ,thpn tel1
lrychinery cf the Irish administration.
Pyramid I'ilo
tories bring blessed relief inSupposithe pri- al

HARDING ADVICE TO BE
SOUGHT ON FOUR-POWE- R
PACIFIC TREATY

CO.
403.

L. JOE MILLER, Pres.

JOURNAL WANT ADS BRING QUICK, SURE RESULTS

February 23, 1922.
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JELLS

OF DISASTER

CONFESSES

POSTAGE RATES

ORANGE, TEX., GROCER
IS TARRED, FEATHERED

DOG DERBY WON

(Bv The Assorlulrd

10

TO SLAYING

BLEROI

SLASH TO

OF
L

COLORADO

LEVEL

1919

BY AMERICAN

IS ASKED

IfJ

SNOW

BLINDING

Aanorlntrd

Trcm.)
(By The
(By The Associated ?rew.
DeMajor John D. Reardon, one
Brighton, Colo., Feb. 22. WilChicaso, Feb. 22. A reduction Tud Kent Successfully
murderconvicted
liam Riley Hill,
of postage rates on second class
of the Injured Men, Is er
Title
His
fends
Against a
of his
stepdaughter, matter to the 1919 level was asked
tohandto
to
Contenders
sent
Helen
Maxlne
an
in
Field
of
congress
tonight
Short,
Improved
appeal
Eight
Sufficiently
ed to Sheriff E. A. Gormley here day by members of the Inland
in Utah Contest.
Relate HisStory..
a written confession of the crime, Daily Press association.
Sheriff Gormley stated tonight,
The resolution says the rates
(Br rue Afsnrintrd" rrc.)
Hill is to be taken to the state pen- continued 300 per cent higher than
Hy The Asorln(fil Prc.)
2 2.
22.
Driving

Feb.
Major
Norfolk, Va
John D. Reardon, of Washington,
one of the injured survivors of the
Itoma disaster, was sufficiently
proved tonight to discuss his experience.
"The fire burned an opening for
me to get out of the Koma," he said.
"I don't know just how the accident
1 wa3 lnlay
with n,y
happened.
sent
engine when an o order was
stop the motors.
through the ship
The Itoma was then shooting to- 1
ward the earth at a rapid (speed.
had my parachute strapped to my
"I stopped my engine and I heard
lieutenant Burt say something
being
about the elevation lever shouted
clogged. Lieutenant Burt off the
shut
to
to Captain Mabry
motors and the order was repeated to the engine room.
"I started to stand cn my feet,
was
but fell on mv side. The ship
rocking and pitching like aof vessel
men
at sta. I saw a number
a
possibly eight or ten. fall toover in to
get
heap when they tried
their feet.
"An order was given to lighten
nd the men started
the ship
could lay
throwing everything they Batteries,
hands to overboard.
vc
over.
went
wrenches and bags
were about 400 feet up. The ship
was still shooting tcward the eartii.
I heard either Lieutenant Burt or
Captain Mabry my, 'My God, boys,'
I knew something was about to
us unless the ship righthappen to we
hit the earth. Then
ed before
there was a bump.
"It was so sudden it upset everybody. I siw men enveloped in fire
in an instant. It looked like liquidI
fire had closed in around them.
Mumbled to my feet, fell down,
then got up again. Fire was all
around me. Men were screaming
and falling on both sides of me.
"I saw a blaze lust over my head.
Then I saw the sky. I jumped for
this opening and with my bare
hands tore awav the flaming fabric.
Then I jumped out and fell on Aa
pile of iron. I got up I and ran.
felt water
man caught me, and
splashing on my head and Iback.
was
Mv clothes were burning but
still alive."
It is believed Major Reardon wi'l
be nble.to leave the hospital

as
itentiary at Canon City tomorrow before the war and were made
to begin serving a sentence of life a war measure, working a hardto
on
the
the
industry.
According
publishing
ship
imprisonment.
F. P. Mann president of the
sheriff, Hill handed him the con- 1
North Dakota itetail Merchants asfession, saying, "Here's what
have to say about it." The sheriff sociation, told members of the asmail order
said he considered It inadvisable sociation that where
to make the contents of the con- houses took $30,000,000 worth of
enbusiness out of North Dakota In
fession public before Hill had
advertising by
tered the penitentiary, because he 1918. newsnaner
of public North Dakota merchants has forced!
feared the possibility
the big mall order houses into
sentiment arising against Hill.
competition.
The girl's body was found in a
an
irriga"Only a few years ago only 25
dry overflow pool from
tion ditch near Knox, on July 23 nor rent nf the North Dakota mer
newspaper ad
An engineer on a passing freight chants conducted
of tnose
train discovered the body, with vertising," he said, "home believed
ro
because
did
they
only
railroad irons tied to the neck and
.mnnncri'ii community benefit.
ankles.
"Today the merchants of the
Testimony given at Hill's trial
showed that Hill had kidnaped her state have successfully frustrated
have
from a local orphanage, had kept big outside competitors and enor
sales
bv cross
her in a local rooming house overnight, and had then set out with mously."
her for Brighton, traveling as far
as possible by street ear and later
NASH INTRODUCES
being assisted by passing automo-blllstCARRIOLE BRAND OF
Later, he tied the railroad Irons
to her, threw her Into the overflow
NEW ENCLOSED CAR
pool, which then contained water,
and allowed her to drown.
The Nash Carrlolo for five pas- e
Hill formerly lived at Paul's
the last word in
Valley, Okla., where his sister, Sue sengers,
makes
light enclosed cars,
Hill Peevey, now resides. His sisits bow as a member of the Nash
ter was present at his trial.
line. It was shown to the public
for the first time at tho Chicago
Automobile Show.
LAWLESS PERIOD IS
Tho Carriole is built on the Nash
chassis and in deTHE RESULT OF WAR,
signed as a light enclosed family
SAYS W0MAN LAWYER car. It is handsome in appearance, comfortable, and powerful.
e'

s.

high-grad-

(Br The AMorlated Press.)
Chicago, Feb. 22. Mrs. Mabel

assistant
Walker
Willebrandt,
United States Attorney General,
who is In Chicago directing liquor
declared that
law Investigations,
the present is a lawless period In
She spoke before the
history.
Women's Bar Assocation of Illinois.
"I hear two reasons most often
advanced," she said. "One will
say 'It's the women. Here they
have suffrage and they are mixing
In politics, and they're going out
into the professions and businesses,
and that's the cause of the unrest.'
"And another answers: 'No, it's
It's ruining everyProhibition;
thing and causing all lawlessness,'
but we will find that It is not
woman, nor Is it prohibition, that's
turning things around. It is merely the same post war cycle tha
has followed other wars Law violation is stylish today. It has been
before, following the civil war.
"The American spirit of fair
play, however, is bound to bring
us through.
We must remember
that merely by passing a law you
cannot change the habits of a

ESSFX ENGINE TO BE
SHOWN IN OPERATION
AT AUTOMOBILE SHOW
Unique among the automobile
disnlavs at the show opening, at
the Armory this afternoon will
be an Essex engine, operated by
electricity and so cut away that
the entire mechanism will be laid
hare. The display was arranged
by the Lauderbaugh Motor company and was prepared by George
Irvin, a mechanic in the employ
of the firm.
The motor has been cut In half
and all its parts are clearly seen.
The electric motor operates it
and a mirror below enables the
spectator to see clearly how the
mechanism works.
"This is a duplicate of the engine which drives the Essex
coach," said Guy Lauderbaugh In
upon the display.
commenting
"We believe that there are many
new Essex to apin
the
points
peal. The prospective purchaser
can see Its body and appreciate
its beauty. We want him also to
see Its engine and examine thoroughly Its mechanism."

THREE MEN ARE BURIED
WHEN TUNNEL CAVES IN
(By The Aaaorlntrd PrriM
Canton, Ohio, Feb. 22. Three
men were burled when a tunnel
being dug under car tracks in a
city street caved In this morning
One man was rescued alive and
Two others have
will recover.
been Imprisoned for more than an
hour and authorities fear they
have been crushed to death or suffocated. The tunnel was being put
through the Btreets under the car
tracks In connection with the lay
ing of a large sewer.

..

PLAYERS ARE WINNERS

e

WESTEOUND TRACK IN
CAJ0N PASS BLOCKED
BY HUGE LANDSLIDE

eaft-boun-

EXPLOSION OF STILL
CAUSES DEATH OF MAN

DEATHS

AND

(By The Aiawlnted Pres..)
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Say "Bayer" when you buy Aspirin.

'

f

.,'VnJL

Handy "Bayer" boxes of 12 tablets Also bottles of 24 and
Aspirin la the tails mark of Barer Mmrafaetnre of Monoacetlcacldotor

-A-

cf Salicrllcaclo'
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7:30am'

10.00 am

it ,
,

Hound Trip,

9.50.

,

2:30 pm
5:00 pin

Albuquerque Headquarters,
Ringling Brothers Cigar ' Store

WEST CENTKAti.
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Heavy Cold? Chest
All Clogged Up?
I )ONT let it get a start, Dr. King's
New Discovery will get right
down to work, relieving the tight feeling
in the chest, quieting the racking
tough, gently stimulating the bowels,
thus eliminating
the cold poisons.
yUways reliable. Just good medicine
made to case colds and coughs.
For fifty years a standard remedy.
All the family can take it with helpful
results.
Lases the children's croup.
No harmful drugs. Convincing, healing taste that the kiddies like. Atmll

r.

King's

Hew Discovery
For Colds and Coudns

EOT

II

1

ead the Papers
For Our Next
E

WEDNESDAY
SPECIALS
OF

Katies

NORTH FIRST STREET
Phone
Opposite Y. M. C. A.

i

109

Vatch-lVait-Wa-

3 5 2

Emi Window Display

tch

Pills

at

t4

JfWi

Irons Left

the Great Reduction Price of

$goo

cSlKt

CORDOVA Tho funeral of Hl- glnlo Cordova, who died at Sandoval Tuesday morning, will be held
this morning at 9 o'clock from th
Catholic church, and
Sandoval
burial will be at tho Sandoval cem
will have charge.
Crollott
etery.

IB

Our Hotpoint Iron sale Is drawing to a close and there are only a very few left.
It will close February 28th and starting March 1st they will be back to the
regular price of $6.75.

back-ache- s,

Accept only "Bayer" package which contains proper directions.

Albuquerque.
Cstanrla
Kslnncin
Alhuqnerquo
One Way, $3.00

The Woman's Tonic

f

packed his church and more
than paid for itself In enormous
collections, said the P.ev. William
T,. Slldger, a Detroit
pastor, here
last night.
The advertising brought crowds
so largo that hundreds were turned
away from St. Marks Methodist
church. Dr. Slldger said.

On iy a Very Few

Beffiri
tonight the following
Cleanso the
Beauty Treatment:
skin with warm water and Black
White
and
Soap. Einse and drj
thoroly. With the finger tfp.i
gently apply Black and Whits
Beauty Bleaclu
Allow to remain on over night
Next morning again cleanse the
kin with Black and White Soap
.Should the skin seem irritated
or the least bit inflamed, due to
exposure to sun or wind, use Black
and White Cleansing Cream.
All drug stores guarantee and
Sell Black and White Beauty
Bleach, 60c; Black and White
White
ELLISON Funeral services for Soap, 25ej Black and 50c
the
Mrs. Annie Ellison will be held this Cleansing .Cream, 25c and
morning at 9 o'clock at the Im- package.
Write for oopy of Birthday and
maculate Conception church. Rev.
reDream Book, and & leaflet which
Th
officiated.
Mandalarl
mains will be shipped to Ottawa, tells yon all ahout the merits and
111., for burial.
Strong Brothers uses of Black and White toilet
are In charge of arrangements.
preparations. Address Dept. B,
MARK Charles E. Mark died Plough, Memphis, Tcnn,
at his home on West Gold avenue

ItAIX DKLAYS TRAINING.
Chicago, Feb. 22. Word comes
from tho Cub's training camp at
Catallna Island that soring training has been held up again by
rain. Manager Klllefer, Pitcher.
Alexander and Martin plaved golf
today while tho others chafed under the enforced idleness.

Moved to Headquarters

(Ily The Amoclnted PreM.)
Feb. 22. Advertising
SlD.onn worth of it in one year

Chicago,

T. Kind's

'

Leaves
Arrives
Leaves
Arrives

ADVERTISING USED BY
PASTOR PACKS CHURCH

Feel Badly? Bowels Sluggish?
Haven't any "pep" in work or play.
You're constipated! The stimulating
New York, Feb. 22. An unidentified man vas killed today by the action of Dr. King's Pills brings back
old
time energy. All druggists, 25c.
explosion of a liijuor still he was
PROMPT! "WON'T GRIPE
operating behind barricaded doors
in the basement of a Brooklyn tenement.
Policemen attracted by the blast
broke down the doors and found
the body beside a tub of mash.
Twenty families fled their apartments in tho same house, thinkim;
a bomb had gone off,

RHEUMATIC TWINGE
Unless you see the name "Bayer" on tablets, you are
CHARON Jesus H. Cuaron died
a
not getting genuine Aspirin prescribed by physicians Tuesday night at his residence
MADE 'YOU WINCE!
San Jose, after a weeks Ulnes
over 21 years and proved safe by millions for
The funeral will be held this
morning at 8 o'clock from the
Sloan's freely for rheumatic
Burial will b
family residence.
Colds
Headache
Rheumatism
sciatica, lumbago, overat Santa Barbara cemetery, crol- USE
worked muscles, neuralgia,
will
have
lott
charge.
Toothache
Neuritis
Neuralgia
stiff joints and for sprains and
strains. It penetrates without rubbing.
MEYERS
R.
Juanita
Earache
Pain
Meyers.
Pain,
Lumbago
The very first time you use Sloan's
Infant daughter of Mr. and Mrs.

ESTANCIA

Nominations for officers to be
filled at the annual election on
March 8 were made by Albuquerque Lodge No. 401. B. P.
O. E., last night as follows: Arthur Prager, exalted ruler; C. K.
esteemed
Twogood.
lending
knight; Frank Strong, esteemed
loyal knight; Joe Regcnsburg, esteemed lecturing knight; F. A.
Stortz. secretary; C. S. White,
treasurer; O. N. Marron. trustee
for three yet.rs; Ornvor Divine,
delegate to the grand lodge meeting at Atlantic City In July; P.oy
Stamm, alternate.

CIlAIJiENGK TO DEIIATE.
Mason City, Iowa, Feb. 22.
MacNidor, national commander of the American Legion,
tod.iy received a challenge to debate the bonus question before
the City Club Post American Legion. Tho challenge
was forwarded to him in Chicago.

ANNOUNCEMENT

FUNERALS

Mr. Mark
morning.
yesterday
came here last November for his
health. He is survived by his wife,
Mrs. Grace Mark, who was with
him at the time of death, and one
son. The body was taken to Blake-mor- e
Mortuary home pending

OFFICERS NOMINATED
BY THE ELKS' LODGE

liT'XTK TO SAfHAMKXTO.
Calif., Feb, 22.
Sacramento,
PROPOSE A MONUMENT
Harry Lunte, Cleveland's world
shortstop In 1820, will
TO FRENCH WAR DOGS champion
wear a uniform of the Sacramento Pacific Coast league team
B? The AKiirliitii1 r.iO
this year, according to Dew More-Inone of the owners of the club,
Paris, Feb. 22. Tho war dogs
of Fiance may have a monument who announced Lunte would reerected in their honor. The idea port March 1.
has been approved genorally because every one recalls the service theso dumb creatures rendered.
Ten thousand of them hauled
machine guns, while hundreds
served as dispatch runners and
sentries. Some were even classed
These
as telephone operators.
were hluhly trained dogs, taught
to patrol with a small telephone
instrument on their backs attached to a wive connected with the
trenches.
The bark of a dog
would warn the sentry of any
trouble. An entire regiment was
saved in this manner by one dog.

San Bernardino. Calif., Feb. 22.
What Is declared to be the worst
landslide in many
years in the
Ca.ion pass today had buried the
Fe
westbound track of tho
railroad between Cajon and Summit, where an eijrhth of a mile of
track was covered, in some places druggists, 00c.
d
to a depth of thirty feet. The
track will handlo
trains In both directions
and it probably will b.- two weeks
before the landslide can be cleared.

OSTINDER Claude H, Ostlnd-e- r,
aged 28, died at a local hospital
Pueblo, Colo., Feb. 22. The volley ball team of the city T. M. C. A. last night. The body was taken to
of Pueblo won the state cham- Strong Brothers' mortuary pendpionship In Denver today In com ing arrangements.
petition with eight other teams In
MASON
The remains of Frank
the state. Pueblo was represented
The final game E. Mason were shipped yesterday
by three teams.
wnicn decided tne cnampionsnip afternoon to Snow Hill, Md. Mrs.
was between Pueblo and Denver Mason accompanied
the body
V. M. C. A. This qualifies Pueblo Strong Brothers were in charge.
to go to the national tournament
In Brooklyn In April.
WHITE The remains of Mrs.
Myrtle White were shipped yesterday afternoon to her former home
W. Va.
in Huntinpton,
Strong
Brothers were In charge.
.

Let's have u "Dip" Thomas'
Crcmo Dips, lie. Druj? stores.

I

high-grad-

cov-rre- il

n

Prm.)

22. C. C.
Orange, Tex., Feb,
Johnson, 25, a grocer, was taken
from his store last night by two
masked men and after a coat of
tnr and feathers was applied he
was dumped naked Into a street, in
the heart of tr.e tnislness section.
The driver of the car did not slow
down for him to alight and Johnson fell, Injuring
one arm. He
walked to the postofflee, a halt
block awny, and
to be
asked
(alien to the hospital.
Johnson is unmarried and ha
lived here six months.
Ho said he
bad not been warned to leave the
He
to account
no
effort
made
city.
for the attack.

PUEBL0V0LLEY BALL

CHECKER TOl'HNET.
Boston, Mass., Feb. 22. Many of
the leading checker playprs of the
country participated In tho Joseph
J. Lannin master's tourney at the
annual meet of the Boston checker club today. In the finals Louis
Ginsberg of Brooklyn, N. T.. defeated J. B. Hanson of Long Beach,
Calif.
Ginsberg won one gam
and the other three were drawn.

WARNING

The price, $1,350 f. o. b. factory,
has amazed those who have had
an opportunity to inspect it.
"While we, of course, are gratified at the reception with which the
Nash Carriole has been accorded,"
said C. B. Voorhis, vice president
and general sales manager of the
Nash Motors company, "I cannot
There
say we aro greatly surprised. Carriis no question but that the
ole exactly meets tho requirements
of the family who wish a light
grade car of tho enclosed type." ii
The body of the Nash Carriole
of all metal, similar to the bodies
e
Sedans
used on most
and Coupes. The lines of the body
car
the
and
length is
are graceful
is In
such that its appcaranco
to its low
striking contrast In
its conprice. Every detail
struction is in keeping with thai
good taste which distinguishes all
products of the Nash Motors company. The front seats are individual, with an aisle between; they
are of the narlor car type. lioth
may be folded forward, the driver's seat close against tho steering
wheel and the right hand seat rmy
be folded under the cowl when not
in use. The front seats are upholstered In genuine leather. The
rear seat for three passengers
is upholstered In a fine grade of
wool cloth and the Interior trimming is all in this same luxurious
material.
Both doors are wide, maklngcn-tranc- e
Windows
and exit easy.
front and rar may be raised or
a handle
of
lowered by tho turning
and in back of the car is a large
plate glass window. There Is a
dome light for Interior Illumination at night and all appointments
are In excellent taste. The list
price includes cord tires.
It is pointed out that tne low
price of the Nash Carriole is made
possible because of the adaptability of Its body design to volume
production.

Ashton, Idaho, Feb.
through a heavy snowstorm whicha
late in the afternoon turned to
blizzard, while the mercury sank to
the zero mark, Tud Kent. American
champion successfully defended hi"
title in tho American
dog derby
here today against a field of eight
woman.
one
including
contenders,
Kent's timo was two hours thirty-fiv- e
minutes and the distance
twonlv-flvmiles. Second in
the ck'.sslc was William Kooch, who
finished in two hours, forty-fiv- .'
minutes, while Cleorge riichcr
came in third in two hours forty-ninminutes.
Kent furnished
the first birr
thrill of the derby when he was the
first man to finish the first lap, in
which be started third. Getting
Hay
away ten minutes behind
five
Ppraguc, first man off, and who
minutes behind A. Tt. Carter,
etnrted second, Kent passed both of
these in tho first lap or tnn race,
and was first bnck into Ashtone in
tho phenomenal time of forty-fivminutes for eight and
miles.
Thin, bearing In mind the fact
that the winner had unbroken
trails to contend wun for a great
as
part of the lap, is regarded hereNo;
a remarkable performance.
rnlv that, but Kent's time in the
first lap was the best time made by
any driver at any time during its
progress.
Prime examples of grit and endurance were turnlshcd by Lydia
conHutchinson, tho
tender, who drovo tha entire twenty-f-In
finished
ive
mile course and
a state of exhaustion, and by
Olcott Zarn.
Miss Hutchinson was placed tinder
the care of a physician immediately
upon her arrival from the race
rourse. Too wearied to even car?
fcr her dogs, she was lifted from
her sled by friends and carried
away.
one-thir- u

Fage Three.

1

'.

PHONE 600,

Joe Meyers, died yesterday morn Liniment you will wonder why you
Ing at their residence, 1231 North never used it before. The comforting
Seventh street, from pneumonia
warmth and
relief from pain
Funeral arrangements will be made will delightfullyquick
surprise you.
today. Crollott Is In charge.
Keep Sloan's handy and ct the first
CHAVES
Chavez sign of an ache or pain, use it.
Guadalupe
At all druggists 35c, 70c, $1.40.
died yesterday afternoon at his
residence at Atrlsco, He is survived by one sister. Maria Chaves,
and one brother, Tjeofilo Chaves.
Funeral arrangements are still
pending, crollott is In charge.

PROHIBITION ENDORSED.
Long Beach, Calif.. Feb. 22.- Adoption of a resolution endors- Ing prohibition was the answer
of the Long Beach city council
to a communication from the city
council of Davenport, Iowa, asking support for Us resolution favoring modification of th6 Volstead act to permit light wine and
beers,

EM'

Liniment
f

So just remember that you only have Five more days

to get a Hotpoint for $5.00.

fPairfi
Werrtv

Dhisnrlni facial eruption!

i

Now is your chance to take advantage and not tomorrow, for tomorrow
they
may be gone. Note all the splendid qualities of this wonderful iron and then
make up your mind to visit us and take one home. It is one that
you will be
proud of and one that will give you service. They are guaranteed.

tn

quickly healed byDr.Hobaon'sEczama
Ointment. Good for pimply faces,
eczema. aeM. itehino akin, and all
other Blcin troubles. Oneof DrJlobson' ; I
Jraimly Bemedlea. Any druggist.

Dr.Hobsons
Eczema Ointment

Albuquerque Gas
"At Your Service'

I Electric Company
Phone 98

ii3
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NEW

'GROSS INCOME'

TO SAVE MONEY

IS

DEFINED

BY

G1RKIMENT

Includes Personnel of Army,
Navy, Marine Corps,

Numerous
Inquiries have been
received regarding the proper interpretation of Section 223 of the
revenue act of 1921, which provides that each individual whose
gross Income for 1921 was $5,000
or over shall file a return regardless of his or her net Income.
Gross income means statutory
gross income, defined by the revenue act to include "gains, profits
ami income derived from salaries,
wages or compensation for perof whatever
sonal service
Ittnd and in whatever form paid,
vocations.
or from professions,
trades business, commerce or siuea
or dealings in property, whether
noronnql rrnwitl? Ollt Of
the ownership or use of or Interest
also irom inin such property;
terest, rent,' dividends, securities or
,vn.nnHnn r.f nnv hllSineSS
carried on for gain or profit or
gains or profits and income
from any source whatever."
Gross Income does not necessarA merily mean gross receipts.
chant, for Instance, in computing
should destatutory gross income,
duct therefrom the cost of goodn
m
rmr Mamnlp. a merchant
may have gross receipts amounting
to $10,000, hut the cosi ot iramw
sold amounts to $7,000. He has no
other income. The statutory gross
income would be $3,000. In case
him
the other deductions allowed intertaxes,
for business expenses,
,
to
amount
debts-etc.,
est, bad
be
S2.R00, his net income would re$r,00. No return of Income is
quired in this case. married
ana
A lawver who is
reliving with his wife has gross
amountceipts In the form ofhisfees necessary
ing to $(,000 and
business expenses amount to $4,200,
$1,S00.
leaving a net income of only in
this
A return will be required
as
income
case, ns taxpayer's gross
is
$0,000.
well ns gross receipts

Coast Guard, Public

Health, Geodetic Survey.

.

Apoi:tled Prcas.)
Washington. Ffb. 22, (By
(Ry The

the
Joint

Tress.) The
Associated
pervlco
pay comcongressional
mission completed its work late
toilav and ordered favorably reand senate
ported to the house
a bill providing a new basis of
of the
pay for the personnel
armv, navy, marine corps, coast
and
service
health
guard, public
the coast and geodetic survey.
The measure, its framers hope,
ultiwill save the government
anmately a total of $28,000,000servnually in the pay of the six
ices, based on the present strength
of each.
For the fiscal year 1921, the
new rate of pay under the bill
would reduce the total of the
by
budget for the six services
approximately $13,000,000 according to an estimate by Chairman
In the five years
Wadsworth.
thereafter, a further reduction of
$9,480,000 would be accomplished
annually provided the strength of
the services remained uncharged.
The proposed pay arrangement
of
Is based on a combination
length of service with the, rate
to
incident
increases
promotion.
Members of the committee said
that in somo instances there
would be sharp cuts for younger
men in the service, but these, it
was believed, would be more
than offset by provisions protecting the personnel in times of slow
promotion.
when
promotion come
Days
fast, thus giving younger men
quickly added pay, also are dealt
with so that the other extreme
from the results of slow promotion does not take the younger
men too rapidly to the pay level
of their elders.
As a whole, the proposed rate
is below the present basis which
wbb fixed in 1920, but Chairman
Wadsworth said that it still remained
materially
higher than
the basis established in 1908.
The senate already has appointed a special committee, including
the five senate members of tho
commission which will make a
formnl report on the measure ns
soon as the commission's views
are put in writing.

kiwanIanTto'stage

1922 passing show
here march 6 and 7

The next home talent musical
of interest will be
production
"The Passing Show of 1922,"
which will be Riven here under
the auspices of the Kiwanis club
on March 0 and 7. Complete ar
rangements for the production
were made at a meeting of the
officers and board of directors
yesterday noon. be
The show will
staged under
the direction of Mrs. Mildred
a professional
director,
who has Just returned from 3,as
Vegas where she put on a performance of the "Tassing Show."
The proceeds of the entertaln-wil- l
be used to finance the Albuquerque delegation at the district
convention of Kiwanla clubs at
Gallup next fall.
The regular meeting of the Kiwanis club this week was postponed from yesterday to Friday.

K.

0. HILL HELD ON
BAD

CHECK

CHARGE

K. O. Hill, arrested by local
police and wanted in Mountain-ai- r
on a worthless check charge,
admitted in police court yesterday morning that he had passed
cheeks amounting to
worthless
He was arrested here on
$240.
a vagrancy charge and will be
held for the Mountalnair

...

d

TEAM

ST. MARY'S

PLAY BELEN

TO

TWICE

SATURDAY

HERE ON

IS DEDICATED
'PtCIAl

DIVeATCH

L Ffl

AIUA

I

REVENUE OFFICE

FOR

ID

BRIDGE ACROSS

-- O

MORNING

L

T

KITE

FLYINGTOURNEY
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Logan, N. M., Feb. 22. Approximately 2,000 persons were present
yesterday at the ceremonies in connection with the dedication of the
new
bridge, recently completed
across the Canadian
river, near
The
a cost of $143,000.
at
here,
principal speech was made by Dr.
II. L. Kent, president of the state
agricultural college, who touched
briefly upon the agricultural pos
sibilities of the state and the vast
importance of the new bridge to
traffic in the southwest.
He was followed by Governor M,
C. Mechem, who expressed the be
ef that a solution of the dire
straits that exist at this time rests
In the utilization of home products
"We must
for homo consumption.
communities, '
have
"When we live on our
ho said.
own resources and improve our
local conditions, the general trend
The
of affairs will run smoother.
covcrnor Draised tho work being
done by the agricultural college. In
completion oi i
referring to the Bald:
"This is the
new hriilee. he
connecting link that makes possi
ble the ultimate completion or our
great interrelated highway system
now being undertaken by our highway department. The bridge is the
greatest of the kind in the south
west."
At the closing session et the gooa
rnsirls meetlne yesterday, a state
organization in New Mexico for the
Atlr.ntic-Paci- f
c.
highway was per
fected. Owing to the short mileage
und
Oklahoma
in
Texas, towns in
Oklahoma were affiliated with the
Kansas organization wnue towno
in Texas were put with the New
Mexico division. George Keith, ot
Socorro, was elected president of
the New Mexico division; O. M.
Warrcnder, Logan, secreiary-ireaa-ureF. E. McDowell, Dalhart, and
A. L. Zinn, Tucumcari, directors,
with two additional directors to be
chosen bv the president. A meetof the organization will be held
ing
n tho near future to discuss gen
eral plans for advertising and hand
ling summer tourist iravei. a
federal aid projects are now under
construrttyn on this highway .n
New Mexico, and the road win oe
one of tho best in tho southwest at
an early date, it is said.
At a meeting or tr.e iexas aim
the routing
Colorado division,
through New Mexico was changed
to pass through Springer, with
Taos as a terminus, making the
higher altitudes of the state easilv
and quickly accessible. The entin
highway will be marked, commencing within thirty days. T. E
Mitchell, of Albert, was elected
president of this division; E. W.
Harrison. Hereford,
Texas, nisi
vice president; E. F. Gallcgns, second vice president; O. M. Warren-desecretary-treasureLogan,
John Boswell, Plainview, Texas,
publicity director; F. S. Brown,
Roy; L. S. Brock. Abbott, and W.
P. Mealey, Mosquero, directors.
r;

The bovs and girls basketball
teams of St. Mary's school will play
the second teams of tho Helen high
school hero on Saturday afternoon.
Tho games will take place In the3
at
school
gymnasium
high
o'clock.
The Ft. Marv boys defeated the
bovs 25 to 15 when they
Tielon
7.
played at Eelen on February
The Albuquerque girls team lost to
Helen 27 to 6 on that date. The
Saturday games are expected to be
much cioser, the local girls having
plaved several hard gamesThesince
Ft.
their defeat at Belen.
points to
Mary bovs have won in415the
games
304
their opponents'
this season. They have won sixgames.
teen out of twenty-on- e
The local lineups are: Girls Joy
Sutcliffe, DURANT CAR WILL
and
and Pinter, f; Davy
c: Dolzadclll and Garcia, g. Boys
BE AT THE SHOW
Divine and Iockhard, f; Palzo-delc; Homero and McFarland, g.
The Durant car, the accomplishment of W. C. Durant's 35
VEGAS CONTRACTOR
years experience, during which
he manufactured over two
REPORTED MISSING time
successful
automobiles,
million
will be shown at the Automobile
(Special CorrMtmndenre to The Journal.) Show by tho New Mexico Motor
t no Vocraa tj M Feb. 22. The
Corporation.
mysterious disappearance from the
This remarkable car, last Sunor
ui
ri.
presmeut
Meyers,
i";
climbed La Bajada hill on
city
Tvroi.nvo nnnctfnftinn enmnanv. has day,
high gear, carrying four passenthe
on
caused much apprehension
gers, a feat which no other car
usm. has ever
H.sHuriiLit.'
part ot msAt nusmesa
accomplished.
lovnr. WPflt SeVl'l'al
f.tnna
The price ot this car F. O. B.
days ago to Albuquerque, his for Albunuerque is $1070.00.
nm
mer nome, wnere ne jumeu
a rwf riova lntor ViIr nart- n.irA
ncr. O. Randall, attempted to com
municate with Mr. Meyers in
orwl wn
Informed the
Kuniiovmia
man was not there, and that Mrs.
Meyers also had lett. An ciiurt i
rtnln where thev
ROUGH
went. The Meyers Construction
mum
company Pas several nouses
...Minn ham rt n w ond h fl S COItl'
plrted several others during the
fall ana winter, it is generally
the company's affairs are in
good condition.

Arthur Everltt took the general
prize In the second annual T. M.
C. A. kite flying contest which wa3
held on the mesa yesterday afternoon. Everitt's kite was a Chinese
firagon built more than thirty feet
It flew successfully after a
long.
heavy rope had been substituted In
place of the usual cord line,
Ed Ricketts took the first workmanship prize with a three-stic- k
kite and Olln
Bray the second
prize with a black bow. The first

beauty prize was given to Albert
Monkiewicz. who flew a three color
bow kite. Sam Loekard took second in this class with a three-colthree-stic-

k.

In the actual flying Clifton Howell took first; Clifford Grigsby, second and Sam Glassman, third. The
judges were George Mitchell, Frank
McGraff, C. J. Green and R. W.
Bock.
Flying conditions on the
mesa were ideal and a mild west
wind proved to be very steady. The
prizes were "Y" memberships for
various numbers" of months.
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EIGHT SURVIVE GOLF
MATCH OF YESTERDAY
FOR ROSENWALD CUP
but eight golfers at tho
Country club have been eliminated in the spring tournament tor
Those
the Rosenwald
trophy.
the first flight
who survived
be
will
played yesterday morning
matched on next Sunday morning, The tournament will close
the following Sunday.
The results of yesterday's flight
follow: Leo Murphy won from
Roy McDonald 6 up and 6 to go;
E. Nnranjo, from W. A. Allen, 3
and 2; H. O. Coors, Jr., from
2 up; Antonio
Charles
White,
Otero, from A. G. Simms, 1 up;
A. Reeser, from Hiram Herken-hof- f,
and 6; O. Oiomo, from
Frank Tierney, 2 and 1; Grover
Divine, from Dr. P. G. Cornish,
Jr., by default; Dr. J. R. Van
Atta from J. Tierney, 6 and 4.
All

C

xir
mic

dc a no
ut-Hn-

o

GAMES

tuocc
inner.

.

LIONS

FROM

J

Bears took three straight games
from the Lion bowlers yesterday in
the "Y" bowling tournament. The
last game was wm by two points,
the Lions scoring 703 and the Bears
705. Blind, of the Lions, rolled 205
In the third game, which was the;
high score of the match.
The scores follow:
J ions.
Roherts
Busch
Blind
Hussey

Totals

Boars.

Lovitt
Baser

Franklin

..

Wagner

Totals

201

1S3

117
149
176

J

643

621

703

187
152
102
167

177
158
158
204

178

698

697

705

34

162
142

157
178!
205 i

1

ELESS!
We will have a Wireless Outfit at our booth

AUTO SHOW
and hear music played in Denver and other
distant cities.
Come

JOYCE

63

179
185

f

iSOSf
FJiLw.i'fej

STATION

BATTERY

107 South Fifth St.

PHONE 941

Hli1IHI.lMB:,

ll

The Lincoln Ckr Is Here

I

BE SURE

AW SEE IT AT THE AUTO SHOW
BOOTH NO.

1

QUICKEL AUTO and SUPPLY CO.

Milk

For Infanta
; Invalids
NO COOKING

7

at the

Distributors

Phone

fb "Food Drink" lot All Ages.
?uick Lunch at Home Office,n4
Fountains. Ah ot HORUCICS.
tsrAvoid Imitations & Substitute!
--

750

Sixth Street and Central Avenue
jtiHiifmi' rnrtf

nrl

n

r

n

r,

r;

WHITEN

Squeeze the juice of two lemons
OF ARBUCKLE
into a bottle containing
three
ounces
NEARLY
Orchard White, which
COST
$13,000 any ofstore
ABDLY
will
few
a
for
drug
supply
cento, shake well, and you have a
(By The Associated Trend.)
quarter-pin- t
of harmless and deSan Francisco. Calif.. Feb. 22.
lotion to
The trials of Roscoe C. Arbuckle on lightful lemon-bleac- h
STAMP AT
soften
whiten
and
the
reC, rough or
for
a manslaughter charge
hands. This home-mad- e
death of Virginia Rappe, film chapped
to
actress, have coBt the city of San lemon lotion la far superior
rose water to smooth-e- n
would
and
Back
and
Legs
Hips,
Francisco
nearly $13,000, It was glycerin
Famous
the
skin.
beauties
of
stage
with
the filing
today
Have Thct Tired Ache disclosed
exnense sheets. Both trials re use it to bleach and hrlng that eoft,
complexion, besulted in a jury disagreement. The clear,
Everett, Washington. "For
trial cost $5,963.25 and the cause it doesn't irritate.
first
years 1 have had trouble with the second trial $6,788.71.
lowest part ot my
l'fi:uill!'(lll,IIII

To Run Three Days
TODAY,

FRIDAY, SATURDAY

Afternoon biiow s Ooen at 1:30
TO

ri
riiiPBi J.i JIB
v

a.

Sli

Ws

Open

at 7:00

TRIALS

THE MAURIE KLEIN ENTERTAINERS
Render a Program Afternoons and Evenings

TIMES

rosy-whi-

te

I

i,

--

back and my hips
and my legs would
ache with that
tired ache. I could
, A
hardly stand on
my feet at times.
I was always able
to do my work although I did not
feel good. I saw
's
Lydia E.
Vegetable

Ay

Pink-ham-

Compound

CAD

WILL BE HERE FOR

MS

3

With a Different Orchestra Engaged
for Each Evening

4

AUTD SHOW TODAY

ad

vertised and having heard several
praise it I decided to try it. I feel
first-rat- e
at the present time. It has
done wonders for me and I keep it in
the house right along. I always recommend it to others who are sick
Mrs. J. M. Si B BERT,
and ailing. "
4032 High St., Everett, Washington.
To do any kind of work, or to play
for that matter, is next to impossible
if you are suffering from some form
of female trouble. It may cause your
back or your legs to ache, it may
make you nervous and irritable. You
may be able to keep up and around,
tut you do not feel good.
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
Compound is a medicine for women.
It is especially adapted to relieve the
cause of the trouble and then these
annoying pains, aches and "eo good"
ieehngs disappear.

Wanted

THE LINCOLN

And There Is Free Dancing Every Evening

Since Henry Ford has associated
himself with the Iceland Brothers,
manufacturers of the IJncoln car,
the Qulckel Auto and Supply company, of this city, ns distrihutors,
have tried to get a carload of these
wonderful cars from the factory
here in time for the automobile
show. After they found out that
this could not be done, they got
busy with the telephone and telegraph messages, and finally succeeded in locating a Lincoln car
in Denver.
Then C. S. Quicke!
made a hurried trip to Denver to
get this great ear hero for the
show. He wired from I,as Vegas
yesterday that he would b here
at the opening of Automobile show
this morning. It will be one of the
"wonders" of the show.

ICt's have

s

"Dip" Thomas'

Cremo Dips, 10c.

Attend the AutO Show.

You'll be interested in
the wonderful displays
of new cars and accessories; you'll like the program, and you
can dance if you wish to.

YOUNG folks
the goodness of
Lytona Baking,
while older folks

also know its
economy.

r.'j

Drug stores.

Bake with
Lytona I
Layton
Pure Food

Used Cars

Co.

Must be of Popular Make and Priced Reasonable.

I103BS MOTOR CO.
Cars also listed and sold for others.
Learn more about the HOBBS QUALITY of
Used Cars.

513-1- 5

West Central.

Phone 434

AFTERNOON
ADMISSION 25c
Ii'jl-iiii-

iiiiJI.

1

EVENING '
ADMISSION 50c

1
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Woman

Paza Ffve

me

Daily

IMRWOOD

BEATS

INDIAN

SCHOOL

EiiTiRE STOCK
Of Wall

s

Serial Calendar

If

RIPPLI8G RHYMES

Shelvings, Counters, Show Cases

FINAL GAME

Bj Edna Kent Forbes.

By WALT MASON.
Thursday.
Woman's Missionary society of
REFRESHING TOILET WATERS a stroke upward and outward to
church will
the end of the chin. The Idea Is the Congregational
till, and take therefrom the
THRIFT WEEK.
A great many women like to always to lift the muscles and the meet with Mrs. R. W. Ellis at Gil
hoarded mon, and blow it with
make their own perfumes and action should be vigorous enough North Eighth street at 3 p. m.
had a week of thrift, a will. But if we had a year of
Eastern Star dance at Masonic to We latelyour
toilet waters. It Is an Interesting to consume the fat and make all
brace
spendthrift souls, thrift, the lesson we would .heed,
and dainty task.
Many of my the flesh firm. An ice rub after temple at 9 p. m.
and close observers saw us drift and from our shoulders we might
readers possess recipes for per- each treatment Is helpful or an
to savings banks with rolls. A lift the load that makes them
fumes which have been handed astringent several
times
each ALDO LEOPOLD WILL
week of thrift Is far too short bleed. It is a habit, saving scads,
down through generation
after
this lesson to convey: Two pints a habit hard to learn, if we train
LECTURE HERE NEXT
generation of their families.
of nickels made a quart, agnlnst with the giddy lads who think
One woman once bent me her
WEEK ON WILD LIFE the rainy day. I save tho dimes coin's made to burn. Bjt in a
formula for the famous extract
for seven days, and find it nuito year we've learned to count the
known as Frangipani. This form- 1
' "
it H W
W J forester, will give an Illustrated
i
a bore, for I can think of forty guilders we have stored; it's good
ula has an interesting
i ,)
history,
to see the package mount, to view
lecture on "Animal Wild Life in wavs to blow them at the store.
since it ha held from the- time
New Mexico" before the Business I drop a kopeck in the Jar, and the rising hoard. We realize how
of the Crusaders the name of a
v
v
it
but
s
tSx
foolish 'tis, to waste the
alas!
x
h
,
famous Roman family, one memand Professional Woman's club at sigh, "It's saved,
rocks, and to ourselves we
ber of which Invented a sweet
their next Monday evening dinner would buy a good cigar composed
at the Y. W. C. A. He gave the of herbs and grass." A rouble in say, "Gee whiz, this Is the graft
scented powder and named it after himself. His grandson, a cerlecture before the Santa Fe Wom- the Jar I drop, and I'm that murh that knocks!" And so we save the
tain Mauritius Frangipani, discovan's club last week.
ahead; "but, oh." I sigh, "the marks and francs, the kroners
ered that by treating the powMr. Leopold is one of the best drugstore pop. that's stained a and the bucks, and haul them to
der with Bplrits of wine he could
informed men on animal life in the gaudy red!" And when the week the savings banks In lorries and
a fluid extract.
southwest.
He is prominently of thrift is done, I gladly raid the in trucks.
The
produce
formula Is:
Identified with the Game Protecof
Extract
tive association and is tho author
neroll...l drachm
3 drachms
Essence roya'.e
of numerous magazine articles on
5
Oil of lavender.
drops
hunting and fishing. , His lecture
Oil of cloves
5 drops
is illustrated with valuable lanOil of rhodium.
.5 drops
tern slides furnished by the forest
Civet (powdered). .10 grains
service.
Rectified spirits.... 4 ounces
By LAURA A. R IRK MAN,
In addition to Mr, Leopold's lecThese
are mixed,
ture there will be club swinging
Ingredients
warm
in
a
a
dark
put
under the direction of Miss Evelyn
place for
week, being thoroughly
shaken
Schuler. The attendance prize will
and cut Into narrow slices length-wire- .'
A GVEST SUPPER MENU.
be given by Mrs. Blanche
occasionally, then poured off Into
Put these slices into a frya bottle ready for use.
Dinner will bo served at
a
"Please publish
guest supper ing basket and lower them into
All extracts are not so hard to
6:15 o'clock.
friend.
Cook a delicate
hot
fat.
a
writes
reader
menu,"
deep,
make as this. A splendid extract
Although it is not' necessary to brown. Or they are nice cut In
of violet is made by mixing one
of in oblong
instead
serve soup on such an occasion, rounds
BIG SENSATION
AT
and one-haounces of bruised
it is nevertheless a welcome ad- slices, and fried In the same way.
of an
cinnamon,
AUTO
SHOW
BE
WILL
on
cold
a
dition
Sift together
night.
ounce of cloves and one pint of
Apple Pudding:
1
Tomato Soup
pint of bread flour, 1 teaspoon
rectified spirits. This is allowed
PACKARD PRICE-CU- T
tea2
of baking powder and
Beef Loaf
IK
to stand for a week before being
French Fried Sweet Potatoes
spoon salt. Kub into this 2 tableA
puored into bottles for use.
in
the
reductions
Sweeping
of
butter.
Beat
Coffee
spoons
together
Apple Pudding
pure extract of pink is made by
1 egg and
price of the Packard Twin Six
cup of sugar and
Tomato Soup: To a
mixing 1 ounce of oil of pink in
were the big sensation of the
mixwet
the
and
combine
1 pint of rectified
1
of
tomatoes
can
dry
of
add
spirit. If these
past week in tho automobile either cold water or beefpint
Add only enough sweet
extracts are diluted slightly with
stock. tures.
and
a
marked
decisive
world,
to
milk
soft
a
make
rose water they make excellent
dough, then
Into
grata 1 medium sized
step in the progress of the auto- onion this
toilet waters.
and add 2 medium sized turn it out onto a board and roll
motive industry toward stabilizavery lightly, making it circular
tion of prices.
Lowered prices pared and thinly sliced white po- in shape
You Can Mnlco Your Own.
nnd as nearly as possBlue Eyes: You can prevent
were also announced on two of tatoes. (A cupfulwillof green tocelery
ible the exact size of the top of
the
add
tops,
that double chin If you keep the week, so the skin will nnt
chopped,
the Packard truck models, but flavor, but these are not neces- the bakitig dinh in which you
muscles of the face firm - and baggy after you have ridded
Cut
your- no reduction whatever was made sary.)
Cover the pot and let the wish to make the pudding.
every time you find this appear- self of the fat.
in the present
of the
prices
soup simmer for 40 minutes, or 8 pared apples into small pieces,
ing, use the palm of your hand
Six.
U. S. Your sallow
car
The
had
latter
Single
with
them
sweetening
slightly
are tender,
until the
as you would a flat iron in be due to a
poor action of
already been twice substantially then strain potatoes
a fine brown sugar, and spread the
all
smoothing out a garment. To do liver. Try drinking a quart the
of reduced, and tho advices from sieve and return through
dough over them. Bake in a hot
add
to
the
this throw back the head slightly buttermilk
pot;
day or include the Packard factory, stated that 1 tablespoon of sugar, 1 teaspoon oven for 25 minutes, or until
and with the open palm start at more fruit each
Prica Increase would probably of salt, 1 tonppoon of pepper, a brown.
Servo with tho followthe base of the throat and make in your diet.and green vegetables 'afollow
later on the smaller small piece of butter, and thicken ing:
model.
with 2 tablespoons of flour nii.cd
Apple Pudding Sauce: Mix toAccording to Roland Saner, lo- tn a rintn
In 2 in tilfiqnnnna nf gether
cup of brown sugar
cal distributor for the Packard nnlrl wntnr
Viot
and
cup of whito sugar,
car, the price reduction was the
2
Beef
it
Loaf:
Mix
with 1 tablespoon of
creaming
together
big sensation at auto shows, and pounds of uncooked, finely
butter and adding 1 tablespoon
chopits announcement resulted in a
pound of fresh of flour. Add hot water, a few
of busi- ped beef,
substantial stimulation
pork, 2 beaten eggs, 1 cup of drops at a time, till it is rpiite
ness on the Twin Six.
By JANE PHELPS
crushed
cracker
crumbs, 2 cutis thick (the flour makes it thicken)
"The reductions on tho Twin of sweet
3
milk,
cup of soft- then stop and mix well before
Six model represent a decrease ened
1
butter,
teaspoon salt, 4 serving.
in prices of more than 35 per
JOAN AND MALCOLM FROST
more comfortable."
Here Is another good sauce:
and 3 teapepper,
cent in eight months," said Mr. teaspoon
VISIT MARGARET.
Bake one and Smooth Ranee: Cream together 1
sage.
"And becoming to some."
Saucr yesterday. "That is a drop spoon of hours
2
of powdered sugar and
"This Is where mother lives. that approximately parallels that oven. Servo hot. in a moderate cup of
CHAPTER 99.
cup
butter; add
teaspoon of
of commodity prices.
The reMalcolm and Joan climbed atop Won't she be surprised?"
French
Fried
Sweet
vanilla
Potatoes:
and
sweet
of
milk.
cup
to this announcement all rare
the bus. They had much to talk
sweet
Hannah opened the door to their sponse
potatoes smoothly Stir smooth over hot water.
over the stRte was very gratify- about, and their interested young ring, and Joan laid her finger oniing, and Indicates that
the motor
vo!po3 caused more than one to her lips, with a nod toward Malbuying public believes as we do
TWO CASES AFFIRMED
look at them with a sympathetic colm, before she greeted her. Then that it places the Twin Six in a TWEED SUITS ARE
smilo. Malcolm was in Harvard, she
very unique position as to value
BY SUPREME COURT
Malcolm
GOING
ahead
Into
LIKE
FIRE
pushed
on the automobile market today."
a sophomore. He was only in New
York for the week-enbut he had her mother's sitting room where
FECIAL OttPATCH TO MORNINO JOURNAL!
kept in touch with nil the people Margaret was engaged in writing a PIONEER RESIDENT OF
Santa Fe, Feb. 'i2. judgment of
Joan knew in the old home and so note to Craig Forrester.
tho district court In Ilcrnnlillo
See who's
had plenty of interest to tell her.
"Hello, Mumsie!
COLORADO, 86, DIES
6"l
"Gloria Freeman and Clarence here!"
county has been affirmed by the
Tobln are engaged," he said.
"Why, Malcolm Frost!" Margasupreme cout in two cases decided
(n? The Aorlntfd
"Really! I remember I used to ret knew him at once. "I am so
22.
Feb.
Colo.,
Florence,
today.
call Clarence that 'smarty hoy.' I glad to see you."
SG
A.
Jnmcs
One was Ounranfy Banking corMcCandless,
years
"And I you, Mrs. Hayden."
suppose he'd be very different
member
of
state
the
old,
legisla
poration, appellant, versus West-fer- n
As he had told Joan, so now he
now."
assecond
and
in
ture
the
third
Ice nnd Bottling company, np- "Not so very! He still thinks he had to tell Margaret the news and semblies and a senator in the
peuee, an action In replevin to reIs pretty smart says things he gossip of the old home town of sltfth and seventh
cover possesion of an automobile
assemblies, and
thinks cute but which no one else the older people as well as Joan's who raised the first
in
from the appellee. The district
friends.
cares to hear."
Hannah had been cap- Colorado and bored thealfalfa
oil
first
found for appellee, dismissing the
"Put Gloria Is going to marry tured by Joan, leaving Malcolm well In the Florence district, died
complaint.
and her mother alone for a few at R:30 o'clock this
him!"
j. iic ouier was ,T. J.
morning at
.Wepgs, et
"Yes, and Edna and Lonnie Car- minutes, nnd the odor of fresh his home here.
nl.,
versus
Willinm
appellees,
penter are awfully chummy. Noth- cakes soon filled the apartment.
et
si., appellants.
This
.nreugei,
"He used to love them so, Haning settled I guess, but everyone
a
to
sell
proceeding
(was
property
seems to think it will be a match. nah."
colm Invited Joan and Margaret to
a
mechanic's
lien.
,to
satisfy
The
ITS
"But he's a growed man now, the theater.
Now tell me about yourself and
court determined the amount due
your mother. Is she still Mrs. child."
"I hope you have no other en
and
declared
to
It
be
a
li"n against
"I'm grown tip, too, but I like
Hayden ?"
he said.
tho property, owned bv Frank
Tothem just as well as I ever did: so gagement,"
"I'll tell the world she is!"
"None that cannot be broken,"
me!
and
William
Kreugel.
"I used to think that Mr. For- will he."
Joan answered: "have we Mum
"All right, honey!
rester was awfully interested In
They only sie?" She
to Malcolm
PAHACHrTF! JVMP FATAL.
take five minutes to whip up, and that If there explained
her."
was nothing going on
San Jose, Calif., Feb. 22. Thorn"He was, and Is. Precious lit- 20 minutes to bake. Will he be Saturday night the village usually
ton Jenkins, an aerial circus per
tle good It will do him. Here Is here that long?"
met at some studio and spent the
former, fell 2,700 feet here tod:n
"Of course!"
where we get off," said Joan ns
when his parachute failed to
evening.
"They are tho same cakes you
the bus stopped with a lurch.
made no reply.
But
Margaret
he leaped from an airplane
"Come, hurry, they don't stop used to love, Malcolm!" Joan said she reached out and tore up the
Jenkins was well known in the ea;
when Hannah brought them In. note she had been
to
long."
under
his professional name c;
Craig
"It's awfully nice to see you, "Hannah thought you'd be too Forrester acceptingwriting
an Invitation
"Jinx." He died at a hospital sclMalcolm," the girl said as they grown up to want them, but I said ror tne evening one she received
eral
hours
after the fall.
walked the few steps to her moth- you wouldn't!"
at a late hour because he had been
"You said something!"
'
He out of town until that afternoon
er's apartment.
Lot's
ritiTe n
Tliortins'
"T)lp"
"And it's a lot nicer to see you. smiled roguishly as he helped him"What time shall you come for
Crcmo Dips, 10c. Pruij stores.
You haven't changed much, Joan. self. Then said to Mrs. Hayden: us.'" sne asKea when he refused
I guess It is because you still wear "May I have two? I used to ea; an Invitation to remain for dinner
because he had to dress.
you hair bobbed. If you did it tip five or six, I remember."
"Eat five or six now if you want
"At 8 o'clock. Will von bo here.
it would make you look different,
she
while
old
to,"
Hannah
replied,
I guess."
Joan, or at your studio?"
beamed.
bobbed
wears
II be here, Malcolm.
hair,
I always
"Everyone
even Mary Garden. It is so much
They talked until late, then Mal- - keep emergency clothes here."
1
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Harwood completed her
basketball schedule yesthe Indian
terday by defeating
school 61 to 22. The game was
the
at
Harwood
Iloor ami
played
was one of tho fastest seen in the
Harwood took
gym this season.
the lead at the whistle and at the
end of the first half had piled up
i'i points to the Indians' 9.
The game places Harwood second in the local conference and
entitles her to compete in tile state
tournament to be held here next
month.
It la possible that tl-only other gaino Hurwood will play,
saving the tournament schedults,
will be a
game with
Albuquerque high, which has also
won the right to enter the state
Arrangements for such
meeting.
a post season game have not been
made, but It is considered likely
that it will be announced.
The lineup follows: Harwood
Campa, Robles. Costales, Madrid
and J. Costales. Indian school
Meastas. Amallo, Ahanie, Parranon
and Analla.
In the opening game the Harwood second 6tring men defeated
the Indian seconds by a score of
2S to 7.

First Come, First Served.
Store Room Leased Out.

REMEMBER

20,000 single rolls Wall Paper to be sold at
9c up

l mm

post-seas-

Corner Sixth and Central.

Phone 639

f

SCHLAIFER
DECISION

GIVEI

(By Tlie Assoclnted Proes.)

Omaha, iNeb., Feb. 22. Morrle
Schlatter of Omaha won a referee's
decision over Frankie Murphy of
Denver In a fast ten round bout
here tonight.
of Casper,
Anderson
Eddio
Wyo., outfought Frankie Schmalzer
aco Milwaukee in ten rounds,
cording to the referee's decision.
ROSTOMAN DROPS DEAD.
San Diego, Calif., Feb. 22.
Johnston Letson Walker, a Boston
shoo manufacturer, dropped dead
lata today while in a golf game at
the links of tho Coronado Country
club. His wife and daughter came
here for the winter with him.
Let's have, a "Dtp" Thomas'
rcme Dips, 10c. Drug stores.

CORNS
Lift Off with Fingers

New Complexions
for Old!
Make This Amazing FREE Test!
"
FREE!

Thousands whose complexions only
eccntly were marrej with humiliating
ikin blemishes today possess entirely

iew complexions
complexions which
ire entirely free from even the slightest
which
and
glow with the
mperfections,
adiance and freshnes3of perfect health!
Theno mirprMnK
wers achieved,
lot by Using '.' bemitiflpra" or conmutlcs of
my kind, but by getting at the real tauv of
lm trouble and Biipply iiig their nvHtemi
vita the proper amnunt of vitamin
and
rim two elementx vital to licillli, yet laolc-L- g
la tlio modem diet.

Make This Amazing Test!

If your complexion is a source of embnr-anmeto ji,u if you are thin, or feel the
teed of more " pep," simply mail coupon for
tie famous Tfcrce-Da- y
Trial Treatment of
liONIZEl) YKAfiT. Take these pleaa.nt-astin- ir
tablets two with eacli meal. Then
;et reaily lor a aurprise!
Pimples, blackheads, bolls, etc., begin to
almost "while you wait." You
lisappar
vili feel an almost immediate increase in
four ability to tackle hard work. Aud as for
mttiiiK new, Arm flesh on your bones thin
olka report Katning five pounds and more
B tbe Urst package otiUONlZhD VEA6TI

1

d,

.

MHQi

BY THE 15TH OF MARCH

e

lf

Pr.)

Ml

lnter-scolast-

MORRIE
IS

Papsr, Paints, Varnishes. Etc.

Yeast Best With Iron
IRONIZED YEAST Is pleasant to take
tnd will not causo gas or la any way ailect

Amazing

ay

Tst

this eoupon
lthr7onr nana aad
addresi to Tbs Irooized Yea.t Company,
Atlanta, Os. By return mail you will
revive ah.otutvly f'RKR our famous
Trial Treatment, Watch the Quick
Rosultst
Dept.
MaD

ths stomach as It contalna a specially "cuV
tnred yeast which la grown under the atrlct
est supervision for medicinal purposes. Tli
reason it brings such splendid results u
n
berause it supplies thin and
folic,
with the three vttamlnea, which thouri
vitallyessentlal to health, are lacking in th
modern diet. Hut more than that, It auppliei
your blood with the Iron needed to make l)
Vitamlnes alone an(
rich, red and atronr.
line.
hut when taken with ircfi, aa Is
IRON1ZBD YEAST, they bring ftelrgood
reaulls iuit twict ai quickly la many cases.

Try Ironized Yeast Today!
Just mall coupon aa directed aboTe tot th
Three-Da-

y
KREffi Trial TfeaU
wonderful
rnent. Or go to your drugglat and gel
IRONIZED YE AST on the poaltiT guarantee that your money will be Instantly
refunded if you are in any way dissatisfied
with the results. You will very likely bi
amazed at the Improvement IRONIZED
YEAST will show la you. tietittodayl

Doesn't hurt a bit! Drop a little
"Freezone" on an aching corn. Instantly that corn stops hurting,
then shortly you lift it right off Jue to h mnrkftd mperlority nf IRONIZED YEAST It la bInf wldaly lmttaUd.
RON1ZED YEAST Is entirely different from ordinary combinations of ymmt and Iron
with fingers. Truly!
Certain type of yeast and Iron have absolutely
yeast and iron takon
Your druggist sells a tiny bottle 10orvalue
medicinally. IRON. ZED YEAST, on the other hand, mean not only ape
of "Freezone" for a few centP, suf- ilally cultured
and other vitamlnes, but the special process by which thesa
yeast
to
remove every hard corn, 'Itamlnes are ironiitd. There la only ens IRONIZED YEAST. Insist upon it alwayfl
ficient
soft corn, or corn between the toes, for nothing else can bo like It.
and the calluses, without soroness
or irritation.

Be Sure It's

Ironized Yeast!

si

ope-nfte-

r

v

1

DANDERINE

X

Stops Hair Coming Out;
Thickens, Beautifies.

7vwy

First time I met him, I said:
"There's some one to tie to"
Smith was telling how
real quality needed no
second introduction.
And that's the testimony so many people
have given about GrapeNuts. They didn't have
to learn to like it
-

Wheat and malted barley, skilfully blended, and
slowly baked for 20 hours,
in our great, sanitary food
'

factories, are developed
into a natural sweetness,
richness and crispnes3
that make an immediate
appeal to the taste. The
exceptional nourishment

"There's a Reason" for
Mad

by Postum Cerral Co., Inc.,

Bttl

which Nature places in
these best of the food
grains is perfected for
complete and ready digestion and assimilation.
builds for
health and accomplisht
ment,
Grape-Nut- s

A delightful breakfast
or luncheon cereal, with
cream or milk (ready to
eat from the package);
delicious when made into
a pudding for dinner.
Ask your grocer to send
you, or your waiter to
serve you, this splendid
food today.

Creak, Michigan

,

I.

BY ELOISE.
The tweprl anitn
tin,a
been Introduced for spring wear
are literally gellinir out. Shops are
not able to get them fast enouh
by exDrefiH And nra frnlno. in 1Ua
manufacturing centers to transport them in trunks. This Is
a hint of how popular they are justp
to bo in the near future, for
the suit season Is still a month or
more away. Tweeds fill that long-fe- lt
Want 1ni a v,n.lnAl1nn tail
ored suit for general wear which Is
i.ov expensive.
range In
Drlce frnm 19R tn They
tar:
Am, n,M- an should be able to find her suit

OF

We TlflVA lifnt' .nfnAr1
r,t
high grade Polar pure white triple
coated enamelware, also blue and
white triple coat enamelware.
We know from experience the
low grade innmlw
)
not what

the people want, especially those
that take time to investigate the!
small differences in prices.
We now sell this high grade!
enamelware at pre-wprices and
nave a very large assortment. This
Is your chance now to supply your
kitchen with the needed enamelware of high quality at very low
"prices. See this new stock today
J. KORREIt & CO.
North Second Street.
08-2-

pnee on nearly ah

ar

ship-men- ts

III. The demand for new cars has thrown on
the market good used cars taken in trade,
which have to be sold at tremendous sacrifices

REMEMBER

under $30.
I he colors are as attractive as
the lOVfilV 8hria In iha inrL

NOTICE TO WOMEN
ALBUQUERQUE.

The manufacturer's

makes of automobiles has been reduced to the
pre-wlevel, or below.
II. Large stocks of used cars must be sold
immediately to make room for incoming
of new cars.

go-In-

ar

Grape-Nut- s

BECAUS- E-

'v.VrtsAWirtfBa

flowers themselves.
There are
rose, green, blue, orchid and a
host of other colors including mixtures.
This smart suit of rough tweed
features a rather unique
cut of
COat. Tt la a (I.Ma Konn
without a belt and showing. side
yaneis wnicti gve tho effect of
patch pockets.

You Can Buy
A GOOD USED CAR
and you can
BUY IT RIGHT

buva o nnttia . fr,
ucrmo at any arug store. Aftei
one application of this delightful
tonlo you cannot find a particle
of dandruff or a falling hair. Besides, every hair shows new life,
vigor, brightness, more color ano
tn

abundance.

A NEW CAR becomes a USED CAR the moment it hits the street
The fact that a car has been used, frequently means that it has just
been properly broken in.
All the experimenting with that particular car has been done by the
man who bought it. He has either turned it in on a new car of a
different type that better suited his needs, or circumstances forced
him to sell.
You can get a good used car from any of the reputable dealers in
the Journal Want Ads and be sure of a square deal.

There Are
75

Children

75

Presenting

LITTLE RED
RIDING HOOD
Directed by Mrs. Elizabeth A.
Bradford
For Rt. John's Sunday School
High School Auditorium

Monday, Feb. 27th,
7:30 p. m.

Adults 55c.

Children

85c

MILES OF SMILES
In Every Used Car Advertised in the

JOURNAL WANT ADS
Week in nnd week ont the
Journal carries more Antomoblle
Classified Advertising than any
other newspaper in New Mexico.

ALBUQUERQUE MORNING JOURNAL

Page Six.
WALKS TO CAPITAL
TO OBTAIN PARDON

CONVOCATION

FOR SOLDIER

Gil 0
IS

H

hi. i

;

v

f

Tomorrow.

tVp t hrpp-da-

f.ee.sinn of the

v

Brand lodge closed last niuht, the
annual convocation of tho Koya!
Arch chapter of the state will
at the Masonic temple today.
It is probable that the session will
s
last only one ilay. The KniRhts
their annual n
t
Templar will hold
A
conclave on Friday find the Kast-er?
Star state chapter will meet on
Friday and Saturday.
Arch
The officers of the Royal
chapter who will be here for the
session jtodav are: J. Smith Lea,
HORWell, grand hish priest; Charles
C. Manning, Gallup, deputy Brand
Alhigh priest; Richard II. Ilanna.
M.
i t1
buquerque, grand king; John
i
scribe:
nonman, I.as ('ruccs. grand
grand
Fe,
Ralamon Spitz Santa
Albutreasurer; Alpheus A. Keen,.Tohn
querque, graml secretary; lecturer:J.
Kellv, Silver City, grand
prand
K.
Wood, Gallup,
Samuel
Franklin I. Kilburn,
chaplain;
captain of the host;
grand
Clayton,
Brand
George S. Robinson, Poming,
El-sprincipal sojourner; Wilbur L.Arch
I.as Cruces, Brand Royal
William H. Duckworth,
captain;
master third vail:
Clovis, grand
W.
Turner, Silver City, grand
John
master second vail: Peter Cameron,
Albuquerque, grand master first
vail.
V
The grand chapter of the Eastern
Star will open its session Friday
and
morning, following a reception The
dance at the Temnle tonight.
nv,rthv matron. Mrs. O: O. Clark,
will make the address of welcome,
which will be responded to ny too
grand associate matron. The work Mrs. Margaret Anderson, photowill be exemplified on Friday evengraphed as she urrived at the
subseWhite Mouse.
ing by Adah chapter with
on
Saturquent business meeting
Mrs. Margaret Anderson, sixty,
day.
of Sioux City, Iowa, lias arrived in
IN
Washington after walking much of
TWO AUTOS BURN
tlle way ,rnm IK'r nome 10 sctK
rUDiircl
SCHNLlUtH uAHAuti president Harding's aid in obtain- ine the release of her soldier son,
j3 SPrvji)i a' term in the peni- .j
Two automobiles and a garage
last
fire
were badly damaged ly
tentiury for tin olfunse during the
SchneiL.
F.
of
homo
the
at
night
war,
der, 225 North High street. Aofshort
one
In the electrical apparatus
of the cars caused the fire, which
BUICK ROADSTER IS
quickly spread to one of the gasowas
The gasoline
line tanks.
HERE FOR AUTO SHOW
the
burning In the garago before
AFTER MUCH EFFORT
city fire department was notified.
Firemen
managed to stop the
lilaze before either car was comOne of the most interesting expletely destroyed. Aj! hough the hibits of tho autumc bile show,
tops and bodies were liurncd. itun-is which opens at the armory this af
thought that both engines are
4
ternoon, will be the
damaged.
roudtier, which was announced for
the first liino ill the recent Js'ew
Vork i;how.
POLITICALCR!S:S IN
Accoi tli.ii- - to Clyde Oden, loca'
PORTUGAL. HAS ENDED
I'.uick distributor, this is the l'ir.--t
to be shipped west of
WITHOUT BLOODSHED
It was due to strenuous
ciigo.
on his part and on the part of
IJshon, Feb. 22 (by the Asso- I lies
branch manager
The political crisis at El i'a::o,factory
ciated Pre-s)that tho c:;r was sent
It
bloodshed.
ha3 ended without,
hire.
After a formal refusal to fill Mr.
apparently has resulted in the overthrow of the republican guard, Oden's oidcr hud been received by
out
par- the Et Paso branch, the manager
which had been carrying
tisan propaganda ever since the as- there wired E. T. Strong. Iiuick
of Premier Sidonlo r.cncnil salts manager
sassination
in Flint,
Faes in December, J 91 8,
.Michigan, every uay for a week.
to
return
The government will
l'e wired him
GeUiii;: no
the capital and the chamber of every hour one day and finally was
connected with him by l:ng disdeputies will meet tomorrow.
tance telephone from El Paso. Htold Mr. Strong that he would h Id
(he wire, at the Buick factory's expense until he received a promise
DYE
that tho car would be shipped to
Albuquerque in time for the show.
It worked and the car is here.
The reason difficulty was experienced in obtaining this car is that
tho factory is now thousands of
cars behind ils shipping schedule
on this particular model, which has
been previously displayed only at
.New Ytrk and Chicago shows.
Is a
The Iiuick Special six-5- 4
three passenger roadster, built in
Each package of "Diamond the
whcelbase. It is paint-- i
d maroon and finished with khaki
Dyes" contains directions i?o simnickeled
ple any woman can dye or tint top. five wire wiieels,
her old worn, faded things new. radiator, etc. The upholstery is
Tho
Even if she has never dyed be- hand tooled red morocco.
fore, she can put a rich, fadeless equipment intitules everything from
color into shabby skirts, dresses, spotlight to cigar lighter.
waists, coats, stockings, sweaters,
hangings, IS REWARDED BY FORD
draperies,
coverings,
everything. Buy Diamond Dyes
no other kind then perfect home
FOR REFUSING TO SUE
Just tell
dyeing is guaranteed.
D., T. AND I. RAILROAD
your druggist whether the material you wish to dye is wool or
my The Associated PreM.)
silk, or whether it is linen, cotton,
Be21!.
or mixed goods. Diamond Dyes
Napoleon, Ohio.
never streak, spot, fade, or run. cause he refused to sue the Detroit,
or
to
Toledo and Ironton railroad
KUKgest a settlement for injuries
received last October, William Tiso
has been rewarded by Henry Ford,
owner of the roaft.
Piso was badly crushed in an accident while employed by the railroad. Ford ordered him taken to
a hospital where ho remained until
fully recovered.
Ford's representatives then mado
a proposition to pay all his expense
while he was disabled, allow hiir
full pay with a bonus and give him
a life Job as crossing watchman
here . 1'iso accepted.
He begins his new duties March
15 at a Hilary of 50 per day for an
eight hour d;iy with Sundays off.
he-B-
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lup, was unanimously elected presi-ideof the Sons of the American
Revolution at the joint dinner of
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skin treatment
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Kesinol Soap gently
cleanses the clogged

t.

heals the inflamed
spots and blotches
Try them,
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RAR COACHES
FLAYING FIELD
THE SIDE LINES

Pr"i.)

(Itv The An'm'liitcd

New Haven, Conn., Feb. 52.
proposal to bar football conches
from the playing field and side
footbn
colleco
durins
lines
immes was made y Prof, rlarenc
W. Mendel, chnirman of the Ya
adAthletic board of control, in an
dress todnv at the alumni lunch-coone of the events of alumni
university day at Vale. Chairman
Mendel was replying to a receni
LawA.
statement bv President
and
rence Lowell of Harvard,
President Alexander M:kIejohn of
Amherst, in repard to the
in college
professionalism
football.
Chairman Mendel also advocatthe
rules afniiT-'- t
ed stringent
transfer of "tramn athletics" from
one college to another. "President
of
Lowell has been widely ouoted
late on athletic matters and Prod-deextenas
almost
Meiklejohn
sively." said Chairman Mendel,
"Behind the statements made by
both of these men lies the firm
conviction that too much importance i3 attached throuehout the
country to the big football earnc.
Lowell re"When President
ferred to football In his nnnual report he simply repented what he
has constistently believed and said
for. many years."
In an address at Tale more than
ten years aero, he pointed out with
eloquent irony the tendencies In
sport which have so largely
1

STANDING SKI JUMP
IS WON BY ANDERSON
(By The Annrlalrd
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Wh y Not Own It?
The Price Makes It Easy
$1345, f. o. b. Detroit.

All Esses Prices Reduced
An

interesting study of Mrs. Mar-go- t
Asquith, taken aince her ar-

rival in the V. S.
Mrs. Margof Asquith, wife of the
former British premier and inter,
riationally known for her frank
writings on England's notables, is
America s mosi interesting ioreign
visitor at present.
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DROGS

RESTORE

See These Wonderful Values at the Show

Use Cuticura and

Have Lustrous Hair

Touring

Regular shampoos with Cutlcura
Soap will keep your scalp clean and
healthy. Before shampooing touch
spots of dandruff and itching, if any,
with Cuticuta Ointment. A healthy
scalp means thick, glossy hair.

- $1095

Gold Avenue

Sedan - - $1895

Coach - - $1345
r. O. B, Dttnit

MOTOR COMPANY

LAUDERBAUGH

Srapl Barb rnw fcr MH. AddrwidT "CvtlraTftlak.
otatoriw. I)tpt.24F, MftldpD4S,Hui." Soldevarr-wtwr- r.
S(ait2Tie. OinUnnt 2&and&0e. Talcum 26.
Soap ahavea without mug.

at Fifth Street.

PHONE 855

JlCuticura

HEALTH

eak, Tired, Nervous People Find
New !loii!:h In Famous
e
Vita-min-

Prescription.
Men and women who have that
continual "half alive" feolinp
duil and prey to headaches will
iiuiclily find new health throush
AlexandiT
Vilaminos, tho
of a famous food chem.'inoct everyone is familiar
ist,
willi vitanilnes, thot'o mysterious
organic food subrlancts, i:o neces-r'ir- y
to health and so lackinrr in
ilia ordinary diet, of today. They
are ris'hUy called the most famous food discovery of tho nKe,
tor lack of vltan;lnos, or "vita-'r.in- o
starvation" is responsible
for practically
every deficiency
dlrrano Knovn.
Mrs. Marjrarot Condon says:
".Since taiiim? Ab .vander
1 have been able to do all
1
of ir. y housework
something
had been unable to do for sev1
owe it all to the
eral years.
Vitamines. They are dimply won-- d
I
ul.
have refrained considif
erable tvolKht that I had lost,
and I can't remember when 1
ever felt better. Alexander Vita- mines are all that is claimed for
them nnd I intend to recommend
them to all my friends."
is below normal,
If your wei'-;li- t
if you lack cnercry and rich, red
blood, by nil nva us ko to a druggist today and ;rct a box of Alexander Vitnmines. They come in
capsules. Try them
handy
according to directions and within a few days you will find your
normal new
becoming'
weight
nnd appearance will be
visor
yours. He snro you get tho genuine Alexander Vitanilnes. ns they
e
are not to be confused with
products containinfT driiKS.
Alexander Vitnmines are warranted to contain
no drugs pure
concentrates
vitamino
need no
help from any other source. For
salo by Putt's Drug Store, Central and First.
Vila-min-
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Musterole insures quick relief from
neuralgia. When those sharp pains gc
shooting through your head, just rub a
little of this clean, white ointment on
your temples and neck.
Musterole is made with oil of mustard, but will not burn and blister like
the
mustard plaster.
Get Musterole ct your drug store.
35 8i 05c in jars & tubes ; hospital size, $3.
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for 22 Years
IM3HBiHW.;H.T!a!Bi

Theater.

MODEL

BKI

I
THE MODELS WHICH WE ARE SHOWING
ARE THE BEST EXAMPLES OF
THEIR ENDEAVORS

Good Car

DURANTE
A-2- 2

TOURING, ?8rp, f.o.b. Uvhg,

ii

PLASTER

ROLAND SAUER & COMPANY

m

Distributors
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
420 WEST CENTRAL AVENUE.
O. S. EMBLEM, Dealer, Santa Fe, N. M.

Qs h i h em an who ow n$ on&

517 West Central Avenue
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Has Been Building tcirs

Fine for Neuralgia

THAN A MUSTARD

PHP! I

i

i

vita-min-

Phone 748

rd

Geori?e Mel ford. Production.,
Hhsihdk". aPararaountPictuiY
Xow at tho

r

0

Also note the new prices on other Essex models.
The show is a good place to compare these values
with what others offer.

New Mexico Motor Corporation

Rudolnh Valentino m the
i

709

i

i

V

irniv
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660
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The Essex Coach on the New Improved Essex Chassis
is the first to give such closed car comforts at sp low

You will be welcomed
in our Salesroom

f

693

ii

(9

35 years' experience. Whatever your expectations, you will not be disappointed.

catarrh, head- acne. ore nose. tc

H8

171
206
199
133

a price

dent of San Miguel county and
Har
founder of the widely-know- n
vey's ranch in the upper reaches ol
the
at
the Gallinas canyon, diod
Das Vegas hospital hero Tuesday,
at the ago of 85 years. Mr. Harvey
came here from Boston in 1SS2 for
two
the benefit of the health of his tensons, who had inherited a
dency to tuberculosis from their
mother. He found a beautiful location for a home in the high
mountains near Elk mountain, at
an altitude of in, 000 feet. Mr.
Harvey's hospitality was so great
that it was not long until people
began coming to his ranch in such
numbers that he was obliged to
People
start a pleasure resort.
came to Harvey's ranch from every
natFamous
of
the
globe.
part
uralists and hunters spent weeks
at the place to get material for
books. So steep w.ifl tho trail to
the ranch that it could be surmounted only on a horso or burro,
and all provisions were taken to
Tho ranch
the ranch on burros.
Itself, however, was located in a
beautiful valley, where Mr. Harvey
tilled manv acres of the rich mountain soil. The scenic surroundings
The ranch has
are wonderful.
been used entirely for cattle raining since Mr. Harvey retired several vears ago. Mr. Harvey was
perhaps the oldest Mason in New
Mexico In point of years and long'h
His funeral wa
of membership.
afternoon from
held Wcdnesdav
the Methodist church, with Masons
in attendance.

improve

chronic

194
172
146

Journal Want Ads bring results.

of the car that
MUCH
W.
C DURANT'S
represents

4

IBS
158
201
176

MrfiHAW I.KAVFS HAVANA.
Havana, Feb. 22. John J.
manaprer of the New York
National League baseball club, left
Havana, today for Key West on his
way to San Antonio, Tex. He made
no statement with regard to the offer of the sale of Pitchers Douglas
and Karnes.

was expected

u

748

(Spc!u1 f arre ipnnrVnce to The Jo'irnnl.)
Ln Vegas. N. M Feb. 22. ii.
A. Harvey, for forty years a resi-

your skirv

WFCfW

Totals

d

guaranteed by 30 year
lervice to million of
Americana, Kondon't
work wonder for your

672

FOUNDER OF HARVEY'S
RANCH IN SAN MIGUEL
COUNTY PASSES AWAY

wcitcK

SfATADDUl
vruruuvtiru.
Is

C39
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Franklin
1

Lake Placid, N. V Feb. 22
Injrval Anderson of the Nansen Ski
club of Berlin, N. H.. won the
standing Jump in the international
ski iumpinp contest here today. His
distance was 102 feet. A heavy BETTER
fall of snow durlns; the day made
new records Impossible.
D. Coutrn of Berlin N. TT., was
second and Archie Thompson of
Lake Placid third. Others finished in the following order:
Mrs. Matilda SUelton, one of the
K. O. fitinberir. Ottawa, fourth:
of
women
Indian
survivors
few
the
Wencr of the Montreal Fki club,
in
at
the
died
has
England
mutiny,
fifth, and Maxwell of the Dartmouth Outing club sixth.
ago of 90 years.

pores. Resinol Ointment

Totals

j

X

the Sons and Daughters of the
American
held last
Revolution
night in Taft hall at the Alvardo.
M. U Fox and Dr. David Spence
Mill were the principal speakers of
the evening.
The subject of Dr.
Hill's address was "Washington,''
and Mr. Fox spoke on "Where the
V
it Begins."
The other officers for the coming
year will be: First vice president,
Donald A. McLanahan; second vie?
president, Francis E. Wilson, of
Santa Fe ; third vice president,
Keith M. Edwards, Fort Sumner;
retary, Frank Graham, Albu- qneroue: treasurer, O. A. Matson
u.
Albuquerque; registrar,
Clancy, Roswell; historian, Arthur
Slsk, Albuquerque;
chaplain, Dr.
Trowbridge, Santa Fe.
Pearce Rodoy was toastmaster.
g
presiEdmund Ross, the
dent, mado a brief address in retoast.
to
a
sponse

rt
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ESSEX COACH 1345,5.2.?,

the
Special trimmed
two out of three games at the "Y"
Hussey of the
nllevs vesterday.
Specials 'rolled 209, the high score
of tho match.
The scores follow:
Fpcciuls.
158 180 167
Roberts
I60 194 209
Huwev
21
182
Kveis
"2 14T
100
13
Bollman

OF THE S. A. R.

v?

Charles Cowan Jtanning, of

,
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All-sta-

CHAPTER

Session of Grand
Lodge Closed Last Night:
Eastern Star Chapter will

with

ALL-STA-

SOxN

Three-Da- v

Meet

SFECIALS ROMP ON
HAS INTERESTING
BOWLERS
VIEWS ON U. S.

I1G 11EB
lJEW PRESIDENT

ELD TODW

February 23, 1922.

Michigan
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February 23, 1922.

AIRSHIPS WILL
USE HELIUM

ALBUQUERQUE MORNING JOURNAL'
DAUGHTER OF AUTO BIG SHIPMENT OF
MAKER NEW OWNER HUPMOBILE MACHINES
OF FAMOUS PEARLS
MONTH OF JANUARY

SIS
i'i

IN THE FUTURE
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(By The Aooclntrd Press.)

New York, Feb. 22. In the future hfilium. a
gas,
no doubt, will be used for airships
instead of dangerous
hyflrogen,
naii! a statement issued tonight by
the Aeronautic Chamber of Commerce of America, which added
that the Roma disaster "should be
regarded the same aa an accident
in a laboratory."
The chamber asserted that development of the airship must be
prewed, despite the disaster.
"The loss of the Roma should
not bo regarded as a reflection en
the operating personnel or the
Judgment of the 'yar department In
having purchased it from Italy,"
Raid tho statement.
"It waa the
obvious thins to do, because we
have not devoloped lighter than
air craft in this country to the extent that other governments have
developed it with public funds.
"The potentiality of the airship
is such that it is bound to be developed despite nn accident or a
eeries of accidents.
It is so Important and its promise Is so nain transportation and
tional defense- that it must continue.
"Wo do not abandon our laboratories, mines, railroads or steamships when accident befalls them.
The accident to the Roma may indicate our future course of pro-- j
cednre.
"There are now several important airship projects in the United
States. Thev are developed with
s 11 possible care. AVe are advised
today that they will not bo aban
doned. Our airships will be built
in this country and our personnel
organized and trained in their con
utruetion from the drafting board
to the navigation of the finished
product.
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BULLET WOUND FATAL

!

TO
Mr. and Mrs. James H. K. Crom
well.
Mrs. James H. R. Cromwell, for
merly Delphine Dodge, ia now said
to possess the $825,000 strine of
pearls which at one time were the
Catherine
possession of impress
of Russia, Mrs. Horace E. Dodge,
widow of one of the auto builders.
was given the pearls by her husband. Mr. Cromwell is the bon of
Mrs. E. T. Btotesbury of Philadel- pma,

SWELL IOWA RIVERS
(Br The Adxoclntpil Frees.)
Iowa, Feb. 22. Con
tlnuous rains Binee Tuesday morn
have
nwelled
all rivers and
ing
creeks in this vicinity and several
towns in Allamakee county are
threatened with one of the biggest
floods in years. The rainfall which
has been accompanied by hail and
lightning, is tho heaviest February
rainfall ever recorded hero. Ice
now are going fast, threatening
many bridges. Train sorvlce was
at a standstill today and no light
or power was available in Waukon:
Postville or Insing today. In
dustries ar all paralyzed.
It was stated late tonight that
power service might be resumed
AU wires and trees are weighted to
the ground , with ice and public
schools were closed because no
power could be obtained for heat
Ing plants.
Late tonight there was no pros
pect for abatement of the rain.
TVaukon.

Business economists and leaders
are unanimous In saying that the
corner has been turned and that
business is on its way back to normal. But because these prominent men have mostly been talking
about the future, the public has not
given their opinions the credence
they deserved, and has waited for
concrete evidence.
Such evidence Is now offered In
the remarkable record of the Hupp
whose
Motor Car
corporation,
January, 1922, shipments were the
largest for any Januury In the fourteen years of the company's existence. In January. 1922. more than
four times as many Hupmoblies
were shipped and sold as in January, 1921; or twice aa many as in
January. 1918, or January. 1916;
or three times as many as in JanFrom a production
uary, 1919.
standpoint, January was one of the
biggest months the company has
ever enjoyed.
At the opening of the New Tork
automobile show, Charles D. Hastings, president of the Hupmobile
corporation, expressed his confidence In the results which could
be secured In 1922, and announced
the determination of his company
to build and sell 30,000 cars In
1922.
With January starting off
at 400 per cent speed, his hopes
seem certain or fulfillment.
The Hupmobile Is sold In Albu
querque by the American Garage,
booth , at the show.

Theaters Today

CALIFORNIA

WIFE IS HELD

MAN:
IN

I

ilED

"B" Theater "The Sheik" Is
still holding big crowds at each
show, afternoon and evening, at
TESaL
tho "B" and is being repeated
NoxictToFmr
today. The management is also
No. 13202.
repeating the Burton Holmes pic- In the District
Court, State of New
tures, "The First Families of AmMexico.
County of Bernalillo.
erica" of Pueblo Indians and W. C.
Oestreich, Plaintiff, vs. Pla- their villages here and In the
cida Armijo, the unknown heirs
vicinity; also showing the interof Vicente Armijo, deceased, and
esting "Current Events" pictures.
all unknown claimants of interests adverse to Plaintiff,
Lyric Theater Repeating today
ts.
for the last time the John M. To the Above
Named Defendants:
wonderful
Staht's
production,
Tou, and each of you, are hereby
"The Song of Life;" also repeat- notified
above named
that
the
ing the Goldwyn-Bra- y
comedy, plaintiff has Instituted suit against
"The First Man to the Moon."
you in the above named court for
purpose of quieting title to real
Pnstlmei Theater1 tVllliam Far-nu- the
estate situate In the county of
one of the greatest film
Bernalillo, state of New Mexico,
stars, is making a record for and described as
himself with Albuquerque fans as
Iot Ten (10) In Block Twelve
the leading character In "Per- (12;
of the Francisco Armijo y
the
with
connection
In
jury."
Otero addition to the city of
great picture the management is querque, New Mexico, as shown on
showing a Sunshine comedy, "The the plat filed March 4. 1892.
Boole Agent."
Tou are further notified that, un- !
vnu enter nr rni.sn tn he en.
FAKK SAN'O STORMS?
tered your appearance In the said
NO; ;km iyk one rv
cause and In the said court, on or
ricTi r.K, "Tins sheik" before the 25th day of March,
1922, your default will be entered
The great wind machine was and plaintiff
will apply to the court
wnrklnir its hardest In a desert for the relief
prayed for In the
storm scene of "The Sheik,"

notice
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DOWN
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TEXTILE MAKERS
(nv Ths AMaolutrd Press.)

Povldence, li. I., Feb. 22. Rhode
Island textile manufacturers today
refused to submit to arbitration tno
question of hours and wages In
volved In the strikes that have affected 15,000 operatives in the cot
ton mills of this state.
At a public meeting before tho
state bourd of mediation and con
ciliation they also refused to make
public their operation costs but of
fered to do so confidentially to the
chairman of the board.
Representatives of the organized
strikers agreed to arbitration of the
wage question only.
A recent wage reduction of 20
per cent and restoration of the
week led to the
btrike.
Blackstone and Pawtuxet Valley
strikers were quiet under tho
watchful eyes of state military, who
guarded mills at Pawtucket, Pon-tla- o
and Natick, where trouble oc
curred earlier in the week. A thou
sand silk workers whose wages
have not been cut walked out at
Pawtucket.

BY
ANXIETY CAUSED
ADJOURNMENT OF THE
ARD FHEIS AT DUBLIN

JAIL

(Br Tba AuMolntrd Frets.)
Bakersfield, Calif., Feb. 2 2. Mrs.
Eva Davis, 39, was held in the
county Jail today following the
fatal shooting of her husband, J.
Ed. Davis, 46, an oil worker, at the
home of his brother here last night.
In a death bed statement at a hospital. Davis said he thought his
wife was "kidding" when she told
him she was going to shoot. Davis
died two hours after he was shot.
Questioned bv the police, Mrs.
Davis is reported to have said she
fvnd her husband argued, after they
had gone to bed, over whether he
would get her a glass of water. The
police quoted her as having admitted she shot Davis as he lay In
bed, the bullet passing through a
quilt and entering his abdomen.
She asserted, according to the po- ice, that her husband slnppert her.

RATION
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MILLIONAIRE IS IN THE
JAZZ DANCING CAUSES
PSYCHOPATHIC
WARTS ON FEET, IS
WARD
OF THE LA. HOSPITAL
LATEST
INDICTMENT
(By The Associated Press.)
t,os Anseles, Cnlif., Feb.

(By The Asorlnted Press.)
Boston, Feb. 22. The latest

22.

William Wendt, Los Anfjelcs millionaire, who could not bo located
at hia hotel today when officers
sought to take him into custody on
a warrant and complaint charging
Insanity, was a prisoner tonisht In
tha psychopathic wnrd ot the Los
Angr-lccounty hospital.
Detectives found him at a railroad 6tatlon, where, it was believed he was planning to board a
train for El Paso. In his pockets
they said they found bonds and
stocks valued at $350,000 and in a
hotel other than that where he
lived, an additional
$100,000 in
currency. h was said to have
carried both in a small grip when
he left his hotel this morning1.
Courts at Buffalo, N, Y.. recently declared Wcndt Incompetent.
He said the ruling made no differ-enc- o
to him, as ho was not In their
Jurisdiction.
Then his
Miss Margaret U Wendt, daughter,
brought
charges of insanity against him.
Wendt was known asj the "Iron
King" in Buffalo, where ha lived
until late In 1918.
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One Car Value
Known to Everyone
--

In-

dictment against jazz dancing is
that it causes warts on the feet.
The charge was brought here today
by the Massachusetts
chiropody
association now in session.
According to experts who addressed the convention, "the vibra-

Whether they have owned it or not, somewhere, somehow, people have gained the positive impression that the Hupmobile is a car
among cars, a value among values.
Reviewing all the cars in existence, It Is
hardly possible to think of another car in its
class of which
rs
and
alike think more highly than they do of tha
Hupmobile.

tion of bodies made tense by the
gripping custo of jazz and thrown
like triphammers upon wenry feet,
causes myriads of minute
abrasions through which
filterable
virus enters the skin," Hence
verruca, or warts.
Tho wrarlnsr of flapping overshoes was also condemned as in
jurious to the foet.

WASH(rHAbRED
HAIR, HART

t

car-owne-

ASSERTS

(By The. Assorluted Press.)

Bocton. Feb. 22. Albert Bush- nell Hart, professor of government
at Harvard university, addressing
a Washington's
birthday celebra
tion here today, declared that the
first president ot the United States
had red hnlr,
OttDKTt IS JtrcVOKEO.
"Although It has been ignored
Berlin, Feb. 22. Tho order for- by posterity," he said, "Washingbidding officers and soldiers
of ton had red hair, covered by his
the German army to marry unless wig."
the woman had 75,000 marks or
"He never learned to accept the
tha Individual himself was weal- canons of spelling,
preferring to
thy, was today revoked by the min- spell glue Blew and window
ister of defense.

rs

j

non-owne-

Exhibited at the Automobile Show

HSCAF!
rnoxE

GfiSiASH

307,

North Fourth

219-22- 1

(By The Associated FreM.)

London, Feb. 22. In the lobbies
of tho house of commons tonight
tho adjournment of the ard fheis at
Dublin wns regarded as puzzling
and caused anxiety. It completely
upsets the time table of Irish eventsoutlined recently by Winston bpencer Churchill,
secretary for the For
colonics, when he laid stress on the
Importance of an early election
enabling the moderates to make
their influence felt In Ireland.
Many members of the house feel
ir,
that prolongation of the present theThe nicest eathartlc-laxativ- o
world to phyaic your liver and
conditions will not improve relauoweis wncn you have Dizzy Headtions between Ulster and South
ache, Colds, Biliousness, indigestion, or Upset. Acid Stomach is
candy-lik- e
"Cascaretg." One or two
BOSTON MILE RUN IS
tonight will empty your bowels
WON BY JOIE W. RAY

UtilwlJi
Constipated Bowels, Sick Headache,
Sour Stomach, Bilious Liver
completely by morning, and you
will feel splendid.
"They work
while you sleep." Cascnrets never
stir ycu up or gripe like Suits, Pills,
Calomel, or Oil and they cost only
ten cents a box. Children love Cascnrets too.
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Boston. Feb. 22. .Tole W. Bay
of the Illinois A. C. easily won the
Boston mils run et the American
legion games at the East armory
today.
Bay, who captured tho
event last year also, finished fifty
yards In the lead of Jimmy Con
with Mike
nolly of Georgetown,
Dcvanney of tho Milrose A. C.
third. His time was 4 minutes 2fi
seconds.
1- -5

Free to Asthma and
Hay Fever Sufferers
Free Trial of a Method That Anyone
Can Use Without Discomfort
or Loss of Time

We have a method for the control of Atth- -

Albu-!C?,.tt.- ?i

mm

AlaacSt

Unbelievable

You can hanflv rauce
the wonderful im
Drovemcnt to vdutski
and complexion yom
mirror will rpv.al In vam

afwasingGouraud'jdriiSjtiil

Mi)

Cream for the first time.'
Send 15c far Trial Sim
FERD. T. HOPKINS & SON

Ruddy Cheeks Sparkling Eyes
Most Women Can Have
Says Dr. Edwards, a
Ohio Physician

Well-Know- n

Dr. F. M. Edwards for 17 vears treated
scores of women for liver and bowel ail
ments. During these years he gave to

his patients a prescription made of a
n
few
vegetable ingredients
mixed with olive oil, naming them
, Dr. Edwards' Olive Tablets. You will
Know them by their olive color.
s
These tablets are
on
the uver ana bowels, which cause a normal action, carrying off the waste and
poisonous matter in one's system.
If you have a pale face, sallow look,
dull eyes, pimples, coated tongue, headaches, a listless,
feeling, all out
of sorts, inactive bowels, you take one
of Dr. Edwards' Olive Tablets nightly
lor a ume ana note me pleasing results.
Thousands of women and men take
Dr. Edwards Olive Tablets the sue
cessful substitute for calomel
now and
then just to keep them fit, 15c and 30c.
wonder-wprker-

d

or rwcnt development, whether it is pres.
ig
ent as Chronic Asthma or Hay Fever, you
'nouia seno tor a iree inai ot ourmetiioa.
no matter in wnat climate you live, no matter
what your age or occupation, if you are
troubled with Asthma or Hay Fever, our
method should relieve you promptly.
We especially want to send it to those
apparently hopeless cases, where all torms of
inhalers, douches, opium preparations, fumes,
'patent smokes." etc., have failed. We want
to show everyone at our expense, that our
sand
method is designed to end all difficult breathcomplaint.
which George Melford was produc
Attorney for Plaintiff Is J. A. ing, all wheezing, and all those terrible
ing lor raramouiu ami wmui w Miller, office and postofflce. Albu- paroxysms.
This free offer Is too Important to neglect a
being repeated at the "B" theater querque, N. M.
sinsle day. Write now and begin the method
today. The millions of particles (Seal)
at once. Send no money. Simply mail coupon
FRED
CROTXOTT,
were swirling at a hign rate oi
below. Do it Todayyou do Dot even pay
Clerk of the District Court.
postage.
speed as Agne Ayres and Rudolph By HARRY F. DEE. Deputy.

Valentino, the featured players,
NOTICE OP SCIT.
were engaging In a dramatic scene
No. 13217.
wherein he rescues her from ma
State of New Mexico, County of
rauding Bedolns.
In the District Court.
Bernalillo.
moi"Stop tho engine," called
AViaHnnHu
the TnpchftniC Rosa Anna Anema. Plaintiff, vs.
Paul C. Aiiema, Defendant.
switched off the aeroplane motor
To the Above Named Defendant:
which was raising so mucn ausi
You are hereby notified that a
but the sand continued" to fly. Melsuit has been filed against you In
"What the deuce
began
ford. "Didn't I tell you to stop that the said court and county by the
above named plaintiff, in which
stand storm?'"
. .
Then everybody realized tnat a the said plaintiff prays for absolute
durcome
divorce and care, custody and conhad
up
real stand storm
trol of two minor children, support
win..
1IIJ5 iiio em...iv..f
j
ed under cover and for five minutes money and alimony for herself and
children
and costs of suit, on the
the air was almost unoreainaoie.
"If we'd waited live or ten min grounds of abandonment and
And you are further noti
utes," grinned the producer, after
that unless you enter or cause
the storm had passed, "we might fied
to
be
entered your appearance In
have saved a lot of gasoline!"
"The Sheik" was adapted from said cause on or before the first
Kdith M. Hull's novel, by Monte day of April, A. D. 1922, Judgment
r Kniterlnhn. The supporting will be rendered in said cause
against you by default and the re
caist is excellent.
lief prayed for will be granted.
The name of the plaintiff's attor
APrKAMNG PATHOS IV
ney Is George R. Craig, whose
PASTIME
address Is Albuquerque, N. M.
AT
'PERJlItY,' NOW
FRED Cr.OLLOTT,
(Seal)
h
William Fox
t iinrtMi '
Clerk.
-at
vcflterdav
nnrneA
n.inl ,1lli
By HARRT K. LEE, Deputy.
wm
ana
the Pastime tneacer

for thin, anemic girls
of

"teen-age.-

"

It is

post-offi-

t..A

well-wort-

h

trying.

Scott ft Bowse, BloomfleM.N.J.
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nUr one kind
of battery economy

t.

"n

If ever there was a case of "penny wise, pound
foolish," it is when a man goes
for a battery.
There is only one way to economize on a battery, and that is by buying the best obtainable.5
The difference in original price between an
Exide and the cheapest battery is nothing com-- j
pared with what you save on the Exide in
, longer life and freedom from repairs.
And the inconvenience you suffer from an ")
effective battery can take most of the joy out
of motoring.
Don't deny yourself the satisfaction you will
get from owning an Exide. You owe it to your
temper and your pocketbook to have a battery
that will give uninterrupted service for a long
time. You will find such a battery at the nearest Exide Service Station.

;vtt
i--

i

price-shoppi- ng

PRICES the lowest we have ever sold them and
the biggest VALUE we have ever offered.

COMPANY

418 West Copper

Whatever males of battery
Is In your car, yoq can b
confidant of skilful ropulr
work, fair prices, and responsible advice at the nearest Eiid Service Station.

The Electric Storage Battery Co:; Philadelphia

THE

LONG-LIF-

E
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The Finest Automobiles NASH ever built.

IIOOifEIt MOTOR

't-

M- -i

in-"-

have on display for your
inspection and comparison

....

XM.y

'

;

At the Auto Show we will

bome-mn-

wrf Wm

Scoffs Emulsion

.

characterization of a man torment
ed by suspicion, torn oy jeaiuiw,
mada with rage, crushed by despair.
uAniail hv rpslznation
ii
"
aim st
iiiifmy

Jail 'WW'tf'"

There is nothing in the
world quite so nourishing or helpful as

rt.

and human sympathy. The varying emotions were oispiayeunc.reen '"star
fnmniin
i..nt
fulfilling every requirement of wnat
u
i
tne
oupremo
undoubtedly
dramatic abiUty has been called
to meet.
pon
A Stubborn Cough
seen
-,
fa
Porlnrv'
mu.
i un tic&v.
Loosens Right Up
es
genial, active ami
a strong;, cunr'PCJkf
first
ill
in nis
kin.... iiio.il)
amuiuuus
Thin
career and happy In his married
rntirdy In won- oi
man
as
a
seen
Is
last
He
f life.
and chauly made.
old, with
G5 years, prematurely
behind
r.t nrinnn life
him, but with a wonderful gentle
home-majnature
e
aeveiopuu ujr
Here is a
syrup which ness of
separation from the
millions of people have found to be prolonged
world.
the most dependable means of
In hla Jealous rage Farnum is
up stubborn coughs. It is cheap
and simple, but very prompt in ac- lerimt;, oA In Vila lntAV TllOOdS
t IS
tion. Under its healing, soothing in- wondrqusly, appealingly pathetic.becontrasts
fluence, chest soreness goes, phlegm
There are sharp
loosens,
breathing becomes easier, tween the quiet acceptance of the
tickling in throat stops and youjret nrdshlos or prison me oy xvuucn.
a good night's restful sleep. The k
1VIOUI O KIlu
niw hutArnnSA of the
usual throat and chest colds ara con- struggle of his wife in the outer
quered by it in 24 hours or less. world to save ner cnuureii
Kothing better for bronchitis, hoarse- ruin
The reunion between the
tViA mnot nnrjeallnglV
a.
ness, croup, throat tickle, bronchial i
iasthma or winter coughs.
scenes ever presented o
pathetlo
To make this splendid cough syrup,
e Bcrocn.
of Pinex into a pint
directed bv Harry
four 2 ounces
bottle and lill the bottle with plain Millarde, who won fame as director
granulated sugar syrup and shake of the great Fox picture "Over tho
thoroughly. If you prefer use clari- Hill," nd the cast Includes Sally
fied molasses, honey, oreorn syrup,
..... YiToiinxa TnroklnB. .Tohn Webb
instead of sugnr syrup. Either way,
Frank Shannon, Frank Joy- Dlllion,
full
a,
a
pint
family supply
you get
of much better cough syrup than ner, Grace Ia Veil, unpen ttooney
could buy ready-mad- e
for three and Alice Mann.
?ou
the money. Keeps perfectly
and children love its pleasant taste.
SAILOR DANNY BURNS
Pinex is a special and highly
compound of genuine NorOUTPOINTED BY LYNCH
way pine extract, known the world
over for its prompt healing effect
Idpon the membranes.
(Br The Associated frem.) '
PrCHCOtt. Ariz.. T'tv 29
Snrcaontl
To avoid disappointment ask your
ounees of Pinex" Jack Lynch of Fort Bayard, N. M.,
druggist for
RRiim.
with full directions, and don't accept easily outpointed
bonnv
anything else. Guaranteed to give Burns of Denver in a ten round
or
itatisfactir
absolute
money bout here today. The soldier took
n,n
promptly refunded. Tie. Pinex Co, eitrht rminrta nn
JVayae, lni
They are middleweight,

it.

FREE TRIAL COUPON
FRONTIER ASTHMA CO., Room SGJ-Niagara and Hudson Sts., Buffalo, N. Y.
Send free trial of your method to;

VSlisl.O1
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VISIT THE

BATTERY
I

NEAREST

S

' "

'

FOR YOUR

CAR

EXIDE SERVICE STATION

NEW MEXICO
AliBtfQTJERQTJE

Arno Huning; Electrio

Company.
AIAMOGORDO
Hutchlm Motor Co.
ARTESIA Arteala Auto Co.
BBXEX C. N. Cunningham.
CARIiSBAD Carlsbad Auto Co.
CLOVIS Clovit, Exide Station.

DESnjfG Joe Beckert.
EAST
VEGAS fr. C. Orth.
V
FARMINGTON
Green B. Lasater.
FT. SOtNElt Ft Sumner Motor Co.
GALLUP Watson-Palg- o
Garage,
GRENVTLLE L. O. Ousler.
POUTALES Portales Garage.
'".""I
I--

ROSWELL

Roswell Auto Co. :"
Cloeaon & ClosBon.
SILVER CITY Q. B. Ford'i Battery
Station.
rEIICO Texlco Garage.

SANTA

-

FE

ARIZONA
W1NSLOW

Wlnslow Supply Co.
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THE AUTO SHOW.

fifth annual automobile show
Albuquerque's
opens at 1:30 o'clock this afternoon In the National
Guard armory. It will continue through Friday and
Saturday with proKrams both afternoon and evenings.
dealers represented In the
There are twenty-tw- o
Automobile Trades association of the city. The
Industry that they constitute is an extremely valuaIts payroll Is surprisingly
ble one to Albuquerque.
large. The value of the business houses needed to
caro for its sales and service rooms would reach an
astonishing total.
It is the automobile which will keep Albuquerque's new community hotel and the addition to the
Alvarado full at all seasons. It is making possible
a number of new buildings.
The people of the city owe it to the automobile
dealers to attend the show, if not as buyers, then
as boosters for Albuquerque's "second industry."

ence treaties. When he had finished, it will be IT IS
realled the president was given warm persona!
greetings by senators on the democratic side of the
chamber. It is true that in the calling of the armament conference and In helping to forward its work
to a successful conclusion a republican administration was fulfilling a pledge made in the presidential
campaign, but republicans generally had shown no
disposition to reap partisan advantage therefrom.
Now comes Mr. Cox of Ohio and others, trying to
make a political question of the treaties and their
can
ratification, an issue on which republicans
meet them squarely before the country.
Senator Lodge before the republican members
of the Massachusetts legislature, and Senator
in a speech to his colleagues, have been
Impelled to reply to the democratic criticisms and
they have done so most effectively. It is to be
hoped the Washington treaties will be ratified
within In a short time, but if the democrats at the
coming congressional elections wish to raise the
l&sue of the accomplished
deed, republicans will
welcome this test of their stewardship,
An historic "solemn referendum" showed how
unalterably opposed were the American people to
their government's membership in the ltague of
nations. Millions are only awaiting the opportun
ity to register their hearty approval of the Wash
and its notabl,
ington armament conference
achievements in behalf of the world's peace.

February 23, 1922,

JUST AS WELL TO REMEMBER THAT IT ISN'T THE NEWCOMERS WHO
MAKE THE CAR SEEM SO CROWDED.

lr

d

d

semi-month- ly

Russia is said to be In need of canned goods, and
a couple of canned leaders would help
a little, too.
It looks as if

VERSE OF TODAY
TJIE DOOR.
And yet I seem to hear
His footfalls on the
stair;
I hear his baby cry and see his eyes
As, sad, he stood without the hindering door
So big to him, that door so small to me!
My little dog Is dead!

(?B

Ken-dric-

CRISP PARAGRAPHS
THEN IT WASN'T NEPOTISM!
The new mayor of Boston has made his brother
There are some thing it doesn't uo
treasurer.
city
to trust outside the family.
Portland Express.

.

at 1 .

$
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A CHESTY QUERY
Why is it that In real life the chests do not go

I

must be the lace curIhnilL'ht T'nrln WiL'irilv. "I'll
Ijiist take, a look at them before 1
go out limiting an adventure."
"These

Bedtime Storieb
For Little Ones

tains"

He opened the package and saw
some filmy white things. Holding
one up in his paws, the bunny gentleman suddenly cried out:
"Why, they're full cf holes!
Nurse jane's new lace curtains are
full of holes, lil e swiss cheese! 1
hope none of the Longtail mice
children have been gnawing these
curtains as they gnaw cheese!"
But a second thought told the
bunny that mice would hardly
gnaw lace curtains, which are not
good to eat.
"But how did the holes get in?"
adcd the rabbit, speaking out
loud to hims"lf. "T know!" he exclaimed.
"That little doggie delivery boy from the eleven and
twelve cent store must have dropped the new curtains, stepped on
them and torn the holes with his
Poor doggie! Maybe
claw nails!
I won't tell
ho couldn't help It!
them at the store or they might
send bim away. But. oh, dear!
Such holes In new lace curtains!
Nurse Jane will be unhappy!"
Uncle Wiggily sat down
and
looked at the holes In the Inco curThe more he looked the
tains.
more holes there seemed to be.
"I know what I can do" he suddenly said.
Going into Nurse Jane's room,
TJnclo Wiggily came out with a
needle and thread.
"I don't need a thimble," he reA
I can't use one.
marked, "as
penny or five-cepiece will do as
well with which to push tile needle
through. I'm going to mend the
holes in these lace curtains that 3
what I'm going to do!
"I may not be a very good
sewer," went on the bunny gentleman, "and when I fasten a button
on my shirt it may look as though
a toadstool had started to grow
there. But I think I can close up
the holes in the new lace curtains
so they won't show so plainly."
Uncle Wiggily had one curtain
over his knee, find he was Just going to thrust in the needle and
thread to fasten shut some of the
holes, when, all of a sudden, the
door opened and someone came In.
"I hope that Isn't Nurse Jane returning before I have had timerab-to
sew up the holes!" thought the
bit uncle.
It wasn't Nurse Jane. It was the
bad Bob Cat, and as soon as he
saw Uncle Wiggily the Bob Cat
cried:
"Mew! Mew! I want ears to nibble!" He ran close to Uncle Wiggily, but Just then the rabbit took
a long stitch with the needle and
the sharp point stuck the Bob Cat
on the soft and tender nose. "Oh,
wow!" howled the bad Bob Cat.
"What are you doing?"
"Mending holes in the lace curtain)!" answered the bunny, "and
If you get your nose in the way I'll
stick you again!" And he spoke so
bravely and the needle was so sharp
that the Bob Cat gave another
howl and ran away.
"Ha! Ha!" laughed Uncle Wiggily. And he was Just going to sew

Los
up and down as they do in moving pictures?
By Howard B. Carls
Angeles Times.
!
t
Copyrlght. 1921, by McClure
MEN ALWAYS IX FASHION.
WITH TIIEIH OWXF.nS IX THEM?
Newspaper Syndicate.
If all the pink silk pajamas in Hollywood were
end to end they would reach from Sodom
Trousers will be fuller this year, the merchant placed
UNCLE
WIGGILY AM) THE
to
Gomorrah.
Ohio
State
Journal.
tailor says. Tho merchant tailors ought to know;
LACK C I IM A I XS.
e
shotflders
be
will
chest
and
them.
The
"Are you going to be Hume for a
THEY WILL RE NESTING SOOX.
they make
more roomy, too. The coats will be longer. The
Yesterday, in the hush of even, wo heard a su- - ittle while, L ncie Wiggily?" askedJuno Fuzzy Wuwzy one momhurban
.Nurse
real
estate
in
dealer
the woods by
singing
waistcoat will reveal rather more of blooming shirt. the River road.
is she was about to hop down
Chicago News.
Cuffs on trousers will meet only frowns. Checks,
toff the steps of the hollow slump
bungalow. The bunny gentleman
plaids and tweeds, in grays and browns, will have
stood in tho door, locking out at
the call.
tiie weal her.
The average man will read and yawn. He knows
"Well, I'll be home for about an
that the tailors know that he will not stand for
hour," aiihwered Air. Longears.
DISCOVERING THE FARMER.
"And then 1 expect to go otf aiul
any Changes sensational enough to bo worth causInik for some adventures. But why
ing excitement. In lower realms let the male be(From the New York Times.)
do you ask, Miss Jane?"
While the farmer has been discovering the city,
deck himself. The average man is content to dress
new lace curtains
or at least the city of Washington, a widening are"Well, St. me from
the cloven and
coming up
neatly and not conspicuously and let it go at that. group
of cities in the Middle West have been dis- twelve
cent store." answered the
His first garment is white, his last black, and In the covering the farmer. They range from centers of
muskrat
lady. "They are paid for,
Intermediate years there is a limited range of mod- some twenty-fiv- e
thousand inhabitants up to St. so you don't
need to worry about
est blues and browns and grays. Ages that produce Louis, and their discovery results from a realiza- that!" she said with a laugh, an
is very largely based on Uncle
tion
that
their
prosperity
Whvcily put his paw on his
gaudy dress for men, produce little worth while.
the agriculture of the surrounding district. Hitherpocket. "But I have to go out, and
John D. Rockefeller, Jr., walked past a battery to, as
they now admit, they have too often treated if you leave also, there will be no
of camera men the other day who were waiting the farmer as their natural prey, a being who was
In their
for him and they didn't know him. "I don't know forced by ofnature to pay local tribute.
chambers
commerce, butchers, bakers and canwhy it is,'" he admitted, "but probably I don't dress dlestick makers were fully represented, as were
well enough. After I've worn a suit ten or fifteen also lawyers, doctors, merchants and some others.
farmer was an alien, an outcast. The reyears I get rather fond of it. My wife's affection But the
bad for
estrangement
There you have the sult was bitterness and to
for it of course, wanes."
business
and fata!
the constructive copresent
clothes philosophy of a busy man in a nutshell.
operation which is essential to he future. The sitHad uation is graphically described in the current OutOf course, Mr. Rockefeller exaggerated.
his suit been obviously old he would have been con- look by its industrial correspondent, who names a
Mr. IJaer
the
League
spicuous and the photographers could not have congressman presumably
of some years ago as apostle of the
to
is
missed him.
something
Consplcuousness
new gospel.
The basic idea is to have the farming population
avoid. Neatness avoids it.
Neatness and modestey are the fashion for men. represented in the chamber of commerce, accepthim as spokesman for an essential part of the
and while women sometimes flaunt fashion and ing
The most immediate and powercommonwealth.
ful solvent for misunderstanding Is personal conconvention, the average man never does.
tact Farmer and business men have only to become acquainted to respect and help each other.
GETTING SOUNDER DAILY.
But this is only the beginning.
There is not an
region in the country in which proRuslnessmen everywhere are making a close agricultural
duction cannot be increased by a thorough appliIt Is
study of business conditions with a view to provid- cation of scientiflo and business methods.
good colleges of agriculture, esing for the inevitable expansion of industry an! true thatinwethehave
which
are
Middle
West,
pecially
doing their
trade within the next few months. Indebtedness is be- utmost
to disseminate knowledge of soils and seers,
over his knee
that
and
is
it
conceded
generally
of the care of stock and of dairy products, even of
ing rapidly reduced,
of
marketing. .But tne farmer ap
brighter days are ahead, A fine Impression has been the business
usually as an one here to take in my new lace
left as a result of the arms conference and the Pea,H t0 'hem as an individual, and
10 auempi new curtains."
lnuiviauai
unprepared
iinanciauy
United States stands today at the head of the na- methods on
a paying scale. Local banks have
"I'll .stay until they come,"
tions of the world In all that constitutes integrity been wisely liberal in financing such efforts, but kindly offered Mr. Longears. "As
hitherto
have
on
also
the
proceeded
out
perforce
long as they are paid for I have
and energy and vision in working
problems they
basis of individual credit. The chambers of com
to worry over."
growing out of the war. Capable management is merce propose to organize advanced farming and nothing
"No, you have nothing to worry
now regarded as one of the important factors in marketing on a community basis for the Joint over," laughed
Nurse Jane.
of city and countryside.
But Uncle Wiggily did have
bringing about a normal situation. Ancient meth-- 1 benefit
When Sir Horace Plunkett organized Irish something to worry about, and I'm
ods must be discarded in business as in national
his slogan was "Better farming, better going to tell you the story of it.
administration, and while the Washington authori- agriculture
living, better business but better business first!"
Away hopped Nurse Jane, to go
ties are cleaning house and Junking archaic theories These western communities are following his plan call on Mrs. Wihblewobble, the
in the several departments, businessmen the coun- on a larger scale, developing what is in reality a duck lady, and Undo Wiggily sat
In its in the hollow stump bungalow
wholly new object lesson in
e
try over are likewise dropping many
origin it preceded the farm bloc and, if we are waiting for the lace curtains to
methods.
fortunate, it will long survive it. When it is suf- come from the eleven and twelve
Speculation is having its reaction arid men risk- ficiently developed the city will have taught the cent store.
Soon there was a ring at the door
farmer, as the farmer will have taught the city,
ing their surplus capital in visionary schemes are that
neither has any interest that can be fully bell, and a little doggie delivery
conto
course
tho
safe
is
that
pursue
only
finding
realized except by promoting the interest of the chap handed in a bundle to the
servative business lines wun a view to restoring me nation as a whole
bunny gentleman.
equilibrium which was upset by the inflation period
following the war.
"REG'LAR FELLERS"
(Copyright 1921 by (Mow
"The whole country,"
says a distinguished
now
on
a
business
"is
safer
banker,
doing
price level,
and while the readjustment has been unevenly balanced in many particulars, the glaring inequalities
of the war period have been corrected." He says
further than the present situation calls for the most
intelligent leadership and the exercising of great
conservatism in all business affairs. Many of last
g
failures are held to have
year's
resulted from incompetency, but weak spots have
been strengthened, and, while the doubtful elements have not been wholly removed, the situation
is getting sounder by degrees.
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Trade Mark Registered tJ. S. Patent Office)

By Gene Byrnes

record-breakin-

couuDrf

ItEPUIHJCANS

ARE WILLING,

difficult to follow the mental processes of
who attack the
those democratic
achievements of the recent Washington armament
conference on a purely partisan basis and then
accuse its republican defenders of seeking to make
political capital out of the International gathering.
It had been hoped that the admirable broad nonpartisan attitude adopted by President Harding in
his address closing the conference might by permanently preserved. The same attitude was expressed
r$ his address to the senate presenting the cohfer- -
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An item says the value of a toad on a farm to
919.44.
This Is interesting as an example of how values can Jump.

4

Preaa.)
(By
LEVY.
LIVESTOCK MARKETS.
Mrs.
County
Superintendent
Grace V. Ogden of Mora spent sevChicago LlvP3tx'k.
eral days the past week visiting the
Chicago, Feb. 22. Cattle Re- schools at Levy, Nolan, Fairview
Beef steers strong.
8, 0U0.
and Arkansas Valley, She was ac- lecipts
Choice heavy steers, $3.20; bulk,
companied by her husband, Irvln $7.25 (ir 8.25
;
sho
stock and veal
Ogden, editor of the Mora County calves steady to strong; hulk veal-er- s
Patriot.
to packers. J10.00ll.00; to
Mr. and Mrs. Mark E. Robinson
J 2 fo 12.50; bulls, stock-er- s
of Duncan, Okla., arrived Sunday shippers.
and
feeders Rtrong to higher.
for an extended visit hero in the
Market
Hogs Receipts 20,000.
homes of the former's parents. Mr.
y ester-day- 's
Mrs. E. J. Robinson, and slow, 5c to l!c lower than
and
average, 'mostly 10c lower.
brother, Mr. J. C. Robinson and Top, $10.60
to
160
on
wife. They expect to spend the
hogs; bulk, JlO.OOiffilO.DO;
pigs
summer here.
to 10c lower; bu'k desirable
James A. Davis came a few days steady
100 to
$9.75
55)10.00;
a
visit
Cruces
Las
for
ago from
up to $10.25.
with his daughters. Miss Frances some strong weights12,000.
Market
Sheep Receipts
Davis and Mrs. L. J, Wood, and
slow, about steady, weak underfamily.
Miss Ruth Irwin, who has been tone. Choice fat lambs to packers
$16.00fi16.15; city butchers,
attending the Normal university at early,
$16.25; good Idahos, $15.00; ehorn,
Las Vegas, arrived home Friday Texas
wethers, $ S 2 5 ; choice
for a few days' visit with relatives.
wooled ewes, $8.75; choice
O. A. Christopher, who has been
shorn ewes, $7.00; deIn Wagon Mound several days under the care of Dr. Gibbs, is now sirable shearing lambs. $14.50,
convalescent and is expected home
Kansas) City Livestock,
soon.
Kansas City, Feb. 22. Cattle
Mrs. J. C. Robinson has been
All classes gener8,000.
Receipts
confined to her bed the past few
with best time Tuesday;
ally
days by illness but is now reported somesteady
sales
beef
steers strong to
out of danger.
Top steers, $8.25; many
The
meeting of tne higher.
others,
good and
Levy Jolly club, which was to have choice, f$7.00(8.00;
5.00 Ji) 5.50;
most good
been held Saturday evening at the heifers, $0.0OifP6.5O;
choice
few
home of Mr. and Mrs. F. L. Criger, cows,
bulls
has been postponed indefinitely on 4.50; $7.00; canners largely $3.50SJ
mostly $.1.00;
account of the unusual amount of; better good
grades cutters, $3.75 4.00;
sickness prevalent in the
bulk choice vealers, $10.00; early
sales good and choice feeders, $7.00
Messrs. Cook Ely, R. H. Libby (fi)7.60;
medium to good stockers,
went to Springer
and Daniels
7.00.
$6.00
Friday to attend to business in
9,500. Market
Hogs Receipts
terests.
lighter weights 5c to lOo
Nell Bolt, wno has been confined active, others
steady to 10c higher
to the house the past ten days on higher,
and packers. Bulk
account of injuries received in a to both200shippers
to
$10.05
basketball eame. was able to re good
240
to
10.10;
turn Tuesday to Wagon Mound to $9.S510.00; shipper top, weights,
$10.20;
resume his school work.
top. $10.15; bulk of sales,
The Fairview Card club was en packer
0;
10.1
most
9.50
J
packing sows)
tertained Saturday evening at the
$8.00; bulk pigs receipts
homo of Mr. and Mrs. A. T. Slmms. aroundsouthwest
at $8.00,
selling
plain,
Cards and other games were
were 8.50;'best natives up to $9.75,
and refreshments
Market
5,000.
Sheep Receipts
served to Mr. and Mrs, Claude
steady. Shorn Texas wethers, $7.80;
Simms, Mr. and Mrs. Glea
to 25o lower, closing
Mr. and Mrs. Marvin Slmms, lambs steady
Messrs. Max Gibson. Stanley Ken- - sales off most; top, $10.55; shorn,
drick, Jewell Simms, Donald and $13.50.
Ralph King and the Misses Lola
Denver livestock.
and Lottie Dillard, Anna Gibson,
Denver, Feb. 22. Cattle He
Maxlne Bolt and Zuell Simms.
celpta 1,200. Market strong. Beet
steers. $6.007.25; cows and heifcalves, $.50
ers, $4.5019)7.00;
10.75; bulls, $2.50(3.50; stocked
7.00.
$6.00
and feeders,
800.
Market
Hogs Receipts
w
steady, 10c lower. Top, $10.0J
bulk, $9.509.90.
,000. Market
Sheep Receipts
steady to strong. Lambs. $14.75!
ewes $7.008.00; feede
15.25;
up the holes in the lace curtains
lambs, $13.00 14.00.
when in came Nurse Jane.
KANSAS CITY PRODUCTS..
"Wiggily! What ar , you doing?"
sho cried. The bunny told her. "Oh,
Kansas City, Feb. 22. Butted
you dear, kind, foolish old rabbit!"
eggs and poultry unchanged.
laughed the muskrat lady. "Those
1
holes belong in the curtains it's
BARNES AND DOUGLAS
tho very latest style!
I bought
NOT LET OUT. CLAIMS;
them on purpose for the holes!"
Ma and Mrs. Hews went to the
"Oh!" said Uncle Wiggily, and movies last nlte and I stayed home
he never spoke another word but because I had to do my lessins and
(By The Amoelated Press.)
took his hat and went out for a pop stayed
home
because he
Rochester, N. Y., Feb. 22. Irr-in- g
walk with his pink noso. But later wunted to, and after the movies
K. Wilhclm, manager of th
on he laughed and said: "Lace cur- ma came back saying. O Willyum Philadelphia National league club,
tains with holes are bad for Bob it was the best pickture, I dont who Is visiting relatives here, de
Cats!"
know wen I saw sutch a good pick clared today that "there isn't anyi
So next. If the spool of thread ture, you awt to of gone, Willyum. anything to that tale of McGraW
doesn't get all tangled up in the
Kny good fitcs in it? sed pop, letting out Barnes and Douglas.
egg beater so it can't go roller and ma said, Fites, hj, I dont re It's all propaganda work. I know,
skating with the apple pie, I'll tell member eny, O Willyum, it was because we could use them and,
you about Uncle Wiggily and the certeny a good pickture, I wish you thero's no way of prying them
corn cake.
had seen it, there was the most loose.
"I will have Fletcher hack with
beautifull gerl in it and it showed
her life histery from the time she the Phillies this year and Lee
NO FAMILY WITHOUT
was a little baby, ony of corse the Meadows will pitch for us. I have
pitch"
CHILDREN MAY RENT same persons dident play the part four promising
all the way throo,
crs and two of them should deveU
'
FROM THIS LANDLORD
Im glad to heer that, it would op In fine style.
be a grate strain on an actress, no
"Take it from me, the Phillies
tOD
matter how good she was, sed pop, will be at least up around the
(Br The Associated rm.
Venice, Calif., Feb. 22. No fam- so I missed a good pickture. did I. of the second division. No tall end
I dont see how it could of bin so for us this year."
without
children
from
rent
ily
may
Benjamin Brodsky, who is con- good without a single fite.
It was the best pickture Ive Been
an apartment house here
structing
to accommodate fifteen families.
this yeer. said ma. this gerls mothIn addition to this, Brodsky an- er and father get killed in an axsi-dewen she's ony 4 munths old,
nounced he will give a month's
rent freo to the parents of every imagine that, an orfan at 4 munths, For Rent-Roowith Board
st
Mrs.
Hews
and I started crying
child born in his apartments.
from the very start, and then ROOM AND BOARD. 11 South Broad- the babys wicked ant abandons her
JAMES BROWN POTTER,
Rooms with board. 211
on a doorstep so she can get her FOR KENT
Pouth 3 oadway.
FIFI'S FATHER, DEAD money. dont she
AND BOARD All new bedi.
Wy
jest take it away ROOM
Bniith Broadway, phona 1971-from her, ma, if she's ony 4 munths
(By The AMnclntrd I'ress.)
ROOM
AND
BOARD with aleeping porch;
old? I sed, and ma sed, Dont
al"
lli38 Ea' Central.
araEeRichmond, Va., Feb. 22. James
and then the gerl grows up FOR
Brown Potter, father of Mrs. Fifi and
RENT Nicely furnished room wlttt
the peeple in this house make
first clasi tabla bos.rd. 110 South Arno.
Potter Stillman of New York, died her werk
like a
scrubbing the 1327-suddenly at the home of Frank floor with her slave,
beautifull cerls, it FOR RENT Heated glassed-iPowers, In West Hampton, a sub- was one of the most
aleeplnj
touching sites
p,,rch, reasonable; board for two. Hi
urb of Richmond. Mr. Potter came I ever
saw, Mrs. Hews and I cried North Maple, phona 1403-here from New York last night
like 2 babies, and then the young GOOD HOMF, COOKING, aerved fami'r
man of the house runs away with
atyle. Mrs. Knight, corner Broadway
New York, Feb.
22. James her
and after a false marrldge he pr,d Oold.
Brown Potter, who died suddenly
JAM15SO.VS
withRANCH
a
in
her
deserts
Ideal location for
city
today, long had been prominent out a cent in her strange
fenr reservation! 00W
healthseekers;
and not a available.
.
Phono
Internationally as a merchant and solo she knew. pocklts
banker. He was 69 years old and
sleeping- porch,
or twZ
Well, well, you must of enjoyed GLASSED-Ia member of the Wall street bankv.lth furnace heated dressing room;
sed pop, and ma sed, We did,
1207
desired.
East
Central.
ing house of Brown Brothers & that,
we simply cried, and cried, and Kar.aL,
Co.
REED has moved to 809 Sou ill
then she gets a Job in the chorus MRS.
Broadway and has lovely rooms ani
and the manager is a married man sleeping;
porches with board for oonve,- MIKE MTIGUE WINS
and tries to make love to her but lfscenta. Phone B2I1.
she repulses him and he discharges ROOM and sleeping porch, with good
OVER Y0UNG FISHER her and she's all alone in an even board. In modern
private home, furheat best location in hlghlanas;
stranger city without even money nace
reasonable.
123
North
(By The Associated Tm.)
Apply
enuff to pay her hotel bill and she's rates
New York, Feb. 22. Mike
out in a terrible snow storm at Maple, phono 2392-New York, middleweight, put
midnite, it makes me cry to think A SANATORIUM-HOTEfor tubercular
claimant of the Canadian cham- of it.
convalescents: araduata nurii In r.
pionship, won a decision over
It makes me cry to hear it, please tendance:
rates by the week or month.
Young Fisher of Syracuse at the spare me the rest, wats the use of Cnll 2400..71
end of fifteen rounds of fast bor- being lucky enuff to miss a series FOR rent In modern
home, close In,
ing here today.
of axsldents if I haff to heer all highlands, nicety furnished rooms,
Fisher recently won a decision about them afterwards? sed pop, porches: special meals for patients larg
with
at Syracuse over McTlgue, the lat- and ma sed, Now Jest for that I weak stomachs; fresh eggs and milk;
tray service', rates reasonable. Address
ter then complaining of a sore wont tell you about her deth scene. postofflce
boy 824, city.
shoulder.
Wich she dident.
R EHE R VATI ONS may now ba had at
Sanatorium (Episcopal: rates,
n
RAIN IX KANSAS.
Mrs. Laura Knight, a
117.60 to 125 per week;
Includes privatst
Kansas City, Mo., Feb. 22. An London artist, who has been ap- room With sleeping
Dorch. cnnn.n.H in
Inch of rain in central Kansas was pointed to the Jury for the forth- bath and tjllet; medical care, medicines,
excellent menu ir
reported by the weather bureau coming international exhloltion of general nursing:
extras. All rooms have steam
here today. Rain has fallen in the pointings at the Carnegie institute, service:hotno and
cold running water. Rev.
Texas panhandle and as far west is the first woman from abroad to heat,
W. H. Zleaier.
gunarititAnrint
thnn
as Dodge City, Kans.
be so honored.
401.
1

a farmer is

DOESN'T WORK BOTn WAYS.
Many a man who is proud of his ancestors could
not get an "O. K." from them as their descendant.
Washington Post.
a 4 4
TIMK TO CET THE HOOK.
All the world's a stage and just at present it's
putting on a bum show. St. Joseph News Press.

J

I

OSTLY K X I'F.R J M EXTI X C .

They were testing a new type of plane. The press
of the country carried rather mild criticism of the
constnnt loss of life in totting new flying machines.
A few months ago, the 7.R-- 2 fell at Hull, EngThe death list was an imposing protect
land.
machines.
against testing heavlcr-than-aNow the dirigible Rcma has crashed to earth.
The death list stands at 34 while the army officers
are investigating.
They will probably report that
some structural defect caused the disaster.
Deaths are probably necessary to an advance In
the science of flying. It would seem, however, that
equipment put Into planes might be tested as to
its tensile strength before its use. Flaws in workmeasmanship are inevitable.
ures might prevent Imperfect pieces from bein".
used. The money cost might be more, but the saving in life would be worth it.

THE BASKETS
The AMrt,iti-i- t

What echoing stair now bears those footfalls dear?
What eager air his baby cry repeats?
What door stands no before, so still and sad?
Almost a year ago, two United States navy air So big to me, that door so small to God!
Helen Clarkson McCloy in N. Y. Times
flyers were killed by a fall at ' Rockaway, N. Y.
t
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BRINGING UP FATHER.
KINGSBURY'S

Copyright,

KOLUMN

friend. What
TOO

my

HEIGHTS.
A
well
constructed
adobe
house,
five
dashed,
pebble
large rooms, modern, hardwood
floors throughout, larpe front
nnd back porches, full sired
lot. also good pdobe garage,
plnstcred Inside and out.
This ia a real bargain and must
be Bold at once.

NEED

'-

-

WltH I HAD
A LOT, So .YOU
WOULDN'T,, BE
ANNOY IN'. ME

insurance:

i

y

V

the International News Service.
I!. R.
Patent

By George McManut

Office,

TELU
YOU TO MEET ME.
AT THE DRESS

SAY-DIDN'-

I

a(

1921 by

Registered

I

C

y

MAKERS YOU

TOO CREAT

t'r

...'TIME

I

I

LL.

CHAS,

I'M tiORRY &UT
YOU WOULD CE

HOW HURRV UP

WAIT-Fi- o

YOO DON'T
KriOW THE
HALF OF

A

IT-

I

I

'1

REXT
Wo have several furnished and
unfurnished
houses for rent.
We will be glad to show you.
INSURANCE.
Oct (hat fire Insurance today
for tomorrow may be too late.
We have one of the best and
oldest companies in tha business.
D,

KINGSBURY

T,

rtEAiron
Loans

and

Insurance.

210 W. Gold Ave. Phono

BRICK LI.SS
VlwUtS OUt.
Four good sized rooms, bath,
nice closets, maple floors tliru-ougas, plenty built-i- n
cupboards in kitchen, front and
back sciuenud
cemented baaemont with
inside and outbido entrance.
Hidewaiks In front and on both
sides of the house. It la vacant and owner is out of town.
If you ate in tho market for
a small
home, close
in 'ou will want to sea this.
It's going to sell, and on easy
payments at that, if you like.
We believe that the real estate
office whose aim is "a satisfied
purchaser" gets the best
for all concerned.
y9
loan money at 8 per cent on
srilt
seem Uii.s
edged
unly,
therefore, this offico is having
a grant domand for money
in
vunuus amounts to take care
ot Its business transactions.
L.ets talk these money matters
over with you today.

L

FURNISHED HOME

BARGAIN

Five-roo-

stucco, law) sleeping
home' R kinds
rfn,h
porch, fireplace, built-i- n
features,
flowers, extra rood
furnace.
basement,
Completely house and outbuildings.
furnished with beautiful new cash; balance $25.00 a 1500 00
furniture. Sea
You can't beat it. $3,760 month.
MIKI.M3Y REALTY CO.
ackersox &
115 South Second St. J'hone 727W
Phone 414.

n7fTei

Griffith,

HCDDEN SERVICE.
Ths Bed Arrow (all over ths West) renders sudden service on Kodak finishing
Id people who demand quality.
Wot
in before 11
day.
i, m. m.milled umi
Work in hefors
p.
mailed noon nut
Address work to
day,
TUB BUD ARROW,
E. La. Vegas
Albuquerque
Wa wont
representatlrs In TO'JH
errltory.)

Money to Loan on Good

Estate.

Wanted Good real estate salesman, call if you can fill the bill
It. MoCMGHAX,
Realtor.
204 W. Gold.
Phone 412--

A. FLEESCEEK, Realtor

HELP WANTED

Insurance
Bouth

In nil It. brunches, Loam
Buret; Bond..
Fourth Street, Xut to P.
Thono 674.

FOR RENT

A REAL HOME,
Why pay rent when you can
modern bunbuy this
galow, nicely furnished, garage,
full rize lot on paved street.
Owner Is leaving; town and
must sell within a few days.
Terms.

J.

H, F00TE,
Contractor and Builder.
Flrotn.CLaMWork
Guaranteed.
Bouth Walter Street.
Phone 2348-W- .

223

Room.

OR RENT Room, with sleeping porch,
zua worth Edith.
I URNLSHED rnnma, bath and telephone
no flit K. 41 1 went silver.
FOR KENT Sleeping porch and dressing
. j
loom.
vest uold.
Foil KENT Front room for bousckoep
woutrr
ing.
second.
FOR KENT Rooms to women only. Z:
South Seventh. Phono 721,-VOXK RENT
A very pleaeant front room
clnse In. reasonable.
623 West Copper.
KENT
Furnished light housekeep
ing mom for lady, 10 per month. 406
noutn K.lltn.
rooms,
jsyjn itc.M rwo unfurnished

ton

range, bath, sleeping porch, Mil
f irtn.
FCTt RENT Furnished room.: also can
birds
for sale. 218 Bouth Wal'er.
ary
pnone 111.
KENT
Two furnished rooms and
sleeping porch for two; no children.
j jo tiomn walnut.
FOIl KENT Furnished room with sleep
mg porch, rear good boarding- house.

Wanted Good listings, we can
sell your property if price and

torms are right.

J.

HOME FOR SALE

-- A

BARGAIN

rooms, pressed brick with
two bath rooms,
hot water
heat, also fireplace. Extra large
corner lot, walks,
basement,
lawn, trees, largo parage, splendid location, 301 South Walter

GEO, D, STATES0N,
Or Any Real Estate Agent.

WANTED

Lil

L'

"!

Man with family or two men

to milk and care for thirty-fiv- e
to
e
cows; house free; muit elvo
reference; 1101 per month each. C. M.
La Trade, Wlnslow, Arls.
forty-fiv-

WANTED

Girl forgeneral houswoi-kNorthJTwelfth.
TEACH motion picture acting. Foto
JMy Film Studios. 601 North Second.
WANTED Girl fur ger.era Housework.
small family, on farm. Postofflce box
47.1,
phone 240S-RWANTEU
A cook in a family of four;
good wages for a good cook.
Mrs Weinman. 70S West Copper. Apply
w ANTED
An American woman or girl
for general housework and cooking.
Phone 1386-address 703 West Slate.
WANTED Clrl for typewriting
anil
shorthand work; must write Spanish.
Apply 418 South Second. Fred Crollolt.
W ANTED
i7ig7ady to
Competent
with- books and sell ladles' reariv- Apply E. Maharam, 618 West
Central.
WANTED
House girl or woman; go
home nights; must be competent and
reliable. Mrs. Roiley, 417 North Four- teemh, phone 310-J- .
Mule nnri remnlK.
WANTED
Young men and women for
Armstrong's dancing classes: also pri
vate instructions.
207 'A West Oold.
108

WT3

West

Central

Avenue

Realtors.

Estate, Fire and Auto
Insurance, Loans.
W. Gold
mono 156.

y,
in

Watch values increase when
the building of the New Hotel
starts. We have several listings
on West Central, that are certain to show a material advance soon.
to $20,000

$10,000

to loan on

FRANKLIN

t;

&

by

'Int

l

Feature Sebvice'InCj

1

WE HAVE
For Albuquerque

FURNISHED

BUYER

A

properly. If
you can use well secured land
contracts as part payment, list
your property with us today.
Five Houses for rtent.

FIVE ROOM

BUNGALOW

With two glassed porches and
large front porch, well located
In Fourth ward. Must be sold.
This place is modern except
heat. See it today. The price to
sell at once is only $3,500.
ROLLIV E. CUTTIRIDGE,
Phono 1023.
311 W. Gold.

"voi

OPPORTUNITIES

FOR SALE
well Improved, close-i- n
RANCH. Fine soil, truit
and shade trees. Four-rooadobe pebblo dashed
house,
cement sidewalks, good well,
good Irrigation
ditch,
of water at all times; plenty
barn,
garage, chicken houses, place
to keep a few pigs. This place
is within a few minutes walking distance to the street ear.
If you have $500, terms like
rent can be arranged. See us
for appointment.
DIECKMANN REALTY
CO.,
Realtors.
Real Estate, Insurance, Loans.
309 W. Gold.
rhone f,70.
Two-acr-

e,

m

A. C. STARES,
31" West Gold Ave.
Phone IDS.

run

FO it RALE

black

setting; (6 a
S403-J-

1214

lions.

sale-Luy- .n:;

vtuuer. phone L'ir,l-tUU MALE Pure blood
JUccockerolii.
inquire
100.

Mlnon--

New stucro adobe, modern, five
rooms, hardwood floors, hot water heat, full lot; Rnrnftc; in
Heights; $1,250 will handle.
Seventy-fiv-

feet on corner

e

fac-

ing east, with four room modern
house on back, now rented; nm-- i
pie room for large house in front.
$2,050 will buy It; torms if desired; Highlands.
home
In
Fourth
ward: fireplace, gas; now rented
at $55; $3,300 will buy it; $1,200
down and terms on balance.
Five-roo-

Seven-rooy
modern,
This Is one of the finest located homes In the city, facing one
of our parks In the Fourth ward;
h.is fine trees and lawn, on paved
street, large lot, 60x142; not many of
these fine locutions left nnd this is
going at a burgaln $T,3".0,
with
1,600 as first payment; move fast
If Interested and call.

Bouth

Hllode Island
West l.c:nt

71

i "iTZ

Fred Bakes, phono

FOIi IIA'lCHiNO 7'IHiel
wm.e hocks; limited numltr. at strain.
is for
Phono 4
UU SAI.K H. C While Leghorn hutching eggs, from Kianea Colorado strain
of
Ions, 7c each. Ueo.
(ireshem, I!ox 2iir,, cltv.
E(K!H

ILioisilbeir
As Long As

We have several good loans.
If you have the money lets get

It Lasts

together.

$10.00 Per Load
A

Rotter

Grade

$15.00.

(Of about 1,000 feet)
Call with Wagon
Terms Cash

McKinley Land
Lumber Co.

&

New Mexico.

Albuquerque,

McMillion

&
Realtors.
2rfl West Gold.

Four

Wood,
Phono 318.

FOR SALE
By owner,
modern stucco home, clean and in good rehardwood
floors: built-ipair;
features:
white enamel kitchen
and bathroom. Glassed-ialso two screened porches. porch,
Well
located In Fourth ward. Phone
.
five-roo-

FOR RKNT.
SEVKRAI, URM.silI I) AXD
IM'l RXIHUl:i) IlOl KIJIS.
FIRE AXI AUTOMOBILE
IXSlRANCi:.

A

14"0-W-

SALE

SAI.E-

D.

WEINMAN,

708 West Copper, City
Or any real estate agent.

NATIONAL INVESTMENT
COMPANY
ItEALTOKS
West (.old Avenue
FOR SALR
2 rooming
houses, 1
1
four room frame,grocery
store,
FOIt KENT
room
I""1, 1 Bi
fS.000
loan on West no5.
Cenavenue
tral
property.
Kvery kind of insurance.
T.lct your
property with us.
Insure) your property with us.
vo Get nnd Give Results.
I'lionc C.13.
200 !i

l'ho

FOR

SALE
Ruled
240. RJ.
TRV IlODDT'll MILK. BEST

Phone 2.13-R.'AHA VENUE. t

Telefnnu
l'Xill SALE

2409-R.-

FRUIT

TREES

PTTAHR TUBES

MENTALS

AND

FROM

ORNAAT.BU- -

QUE KQVK

Miscril

- lrlno player piano,

old-lin-

pressed brick
with
house,
two
bath
rooms and largo sleeping
All
porch.
modem and In
Rood condition.

n

FOR

We enn give you ample protection In seven of the best
e
companies in the states.
As to Auto Insurance
we
emphasis
I'ubllo
Liability
Have you got it? If not,
let's
protect you right NOW.

CHEAP

n

KO!t

nilAXD SEW
room frame
house,
front porch, screened - in. Wg
In
BUSINESS CHANCES
the Fourth ward.
one block
A1'li Grocery ston.
from car line.
This
Is
house
'rocery, care Journal.
priced to sell; $300 down, $30
FOR SALE Buff Orpington
egtfor
'j'rli'k buiidin:
month.
per
f'"!s S'!;u'z?wn-gt'":also
Buff cockerels, winner
hutching;
or nrst nna special prizes In Aluuquer-ouW.M. SHAVFlt
CO.
h'nd of business. location good for
poullry show Phone 1710. W.
300S. I.diih.
,
,
,
u
r
it
le,
rIlonp 100.
..... oni.ci' nr.. an ,hn. i
.
LEADING
White Orpingtons!
strains
line of
FOR SALE
HotLlllliit cgi-'sH. I'. Klio.ie
J
pla. d Reds, lluvs' smelt, $1... r,,r i;l,
IS. C. White Leghorns, tl for 1... Wallace,
AddresJ j L8 ?.slL'i!- PhjnelH2-W- .

o,

.FOR SALE

New Btucco fotir rooms, one
glassed In, bath, two porches; oak
floors throughout; btiiii-lfeaTerms. tures; Fourth ward; $500 down
will
handle.
liv-

r oproiiTuxin"

COTTAGE

Three rooms, hath, porch, gar-nenearly new; SO foot lot,,
near car line, $2,100, with $500
down nnd $30 month.
J. A. HAMMOND,
824 E. Sllvtr.
riione I5S2-R- .

J, D, Keleher, Realtor I
211 W. Gold.
rhone 410.

CO,

Lowland Home. Liberal
A six room brick, beautiful
ing room with fireplace, bookcases, dining room, built-i- n
features; lurse kitchen; three sleeping rooms; fine larfro porches;
splendid
location,
shade and
shrubbery. Lenient terms.
T. I. GILL. Honl
Kstate.
115 South rieetmtl.
Phono 723-- J

H

.

REALTORS.
Third and Gold.
Phone 657.

BOMB.

Male.
WANTED Buy. Inquire Strong Brothers.
WANTED A reliable
man
to drive
Bulch to Salt Lake City. M. E. K. ,
care Journal.
EMPLOYMENT
OFFICE wants pnntrv
girl, two dining room girls. Pa;ne
rd-

-

business property.

A. Jj. 5f ATtTTN CO.,

Real

(

0 1922

c.3

n

Real

brick,
Practically new fmir-roomodern, completely furnished. Including electric washer;
sleeping porch,
double irnraKe: hiehlands.
12,100 Three-rooframe, glassed porch
riirn'shpn, corner int.
white stucco bungalow,
$6,000
modern, hrtrdwoo
floors, fireplace,
furnace, parage, fine location
paved street; Fourth ward.

Ill

...

MY

WANTED
FOK SALE

IWO

TU.V--

well-bui-

007--

$5,000

CO.

d

n

EOTl

&

IRKSS1'.I

-

SMAMi HOME.
Located in University Heights,
three rooms, bath, partly furnished, good lot, good building on rear of lot that will
make a good garage.
Priced to sell.
NORTH ELEVENTH STREET
Located elope in and was built
for a home. This home has five
large rooms, hardwood floors,
two
electrical
good
fixtures,
fire places, all' kinds of built
in features,
of large
plenty
closet room, good size attic,
with servant's
room,
large
screened front porch, kitchen
canvflssed-lporch,
sleeping
good heating plant,
porch,
plenty of shade, walks, garage
with cement floor. If In the
market for a home don't fall
to lot Us show you this one.

2APF
Realtors,
i on s.u.k
G,

NURSERIES
Oct your Order in Now. Write
for catalog.
J. T. YOUNG A CO.
Albuque-qu"- ,
N. M.

PROFESSIONAL

FOR SALE

Houses

CARDS

aliOHM'ld.

JOHN W. WILSON,
Attorney,
0"tne IB, IT and 19, Cromwell Building.
Phone 1153-J- .
FHYHK lAV. AMI Hr K,HXI N.
e).
- IUKTOX,
Disease nf Inn gtemech.
P"l'e,
Harnett Building.
UK. H. C. ( LAItliTj;
Eye, l.nr, Niw and Throat.
Harnett Building.
Phone 131.
Office Hours
t" H a. m.,and 8 to I p. m.
DR.

HAUClAltLT

Residence

W.

11

Wl.

CART VK1 (Til if.

,

:3 East Central.
l'hono 671.

Phono

SHERIDAN,

M.

17 L

DT

Practlt Limited to
GENITO - URINARY OlSESFS
AND DISEASES OF THE SKIN
WaSHerman

IN TOWN.

('ana dulce emhalada.

I

FROM THE LOW ZONE TO
THE OZONE.
Thafa us and we find that
are
there
hundreds more Just
like us. The manager of this
firm is moving his family to
University
nil the Joy
was being Heights;
taken from their
lives In winter by the heavy
smoke nnd in summer by tho
mosquito. To get real New
Mexico ozone about Albuquerque where must one go''
UNIVERSITY HEICHTS.
OV COURSE.
The General Offico j., at Second and Gold ave.
Phone
640 or 893.

i iiliorclorT

i.?'?B""fcttMg;

In

Connection

Phono

HjROPCtORS

H86.

brick house.
water ETter for 111). foil BALE
.Edllh. Phone 2401-R.
Walnut.
Chiropractor
H A 1. 1.
Five-rooFOK
IS and 30 Armljn nulldlnjr.
modern home,
8AXA1'HI.NI':S
p
und Ilnrns, new . nd used
In and Convenient In ahnn- - . "fi
Fred It. Bills, phone
W.-aMip;n.
:oim
,
.
foal.
FOR RENT ApartmcnU
i'j
'tilt SAl.U-Dli- ver
lypewrlior with case, NEW small horne. on b..uth
to share
ii.Mtu-u- ait
reasonable
Klnslo Comb Rhode Island lte.is,
machinery; price very -- e'astnWalter,
rile
. H". Postofflce hox 513, city.
apartment.
well built and you can have It FOR RKNT
Dnqulra 207 North High,
apartment. 41'
for
e
S.
.aaress
nnd
R
ess
'eavmr
,
prices,
iniV
.
t.
cockerels, zlmmer
art Kaneh
DENVER POSTdel!v.7.0-DweIIinc
South Eillth.
'.I'IIH l.'.iit-.your door! for Jloi) down and 2t a month. Phone
Co., San Aenela. New Mexico.
65o per n.unth.
la-Phone
lS
Two-roo410.
FOR RUNT
l'Olt KENT
HUNT
Three rooms, furnished.
furnished
"urnlshod
two rooms
1'Olf SA I . E- - iV! C. an dS. C. " Rhode "it- Irh?..SAr'l':r"""'1' wl,h "iKhteenTo
FOR BALR CheapT fruTt
Bun t h Ilrondwey.
ami porch; newly fixedhouse,
wnn ontn ana sleeping apartiM.Miu,
e nd Ttale FOK SALE
up. 1018 South
porch.
By owner,
also lieht
land Red hatching ceks; 15 for one
modern FCIH
trees, SI 2 South Edith. L. R llnrris.
j.iHi,,,
two
RKNT
houre.
sender automobile; or will trade for
nujmmti waiter.
11 .3
Modern apartment.
large
terms
If
porches;
fertility
Phono
city nollnr;
guaronteed.
FOR RENT One upjtalrs room, sir win
Three-rooEast Central, phon i 871.
property. Phone 1571-RENT
or 2410-J4- .
furnished HUMAN 8 Exchange. Y.W.f.A. for h,.me lmoit 111? West Kent, block west Rob- H. Wcaterfleld and
dnws, two closets, furnlBhed for house
house. Bleeping porches; keys at 704
p:irk.
work.
Son.
fancy
B'OR
RENT Furnniheo. apartment; a'so
Rnturdays.
conjtedood,
HM,"r"'". oposlte Santa
i
Ke.
Est
FOIl S4ALK n owner. thro.rn,
keeping, ete west Coal.
KAiE Hake oven. c,ipliTity,oT
trL garage. Phone 1530-R- .
wl"
,
Z VOt,.nr
r'ures and rent FOR SALE Daliy chicks,
fine
WANTED IWiscellaneoui
,,-- i iiouse, terms; would consldFOR RENT Furnished light housekcep
eight loaves; coal or wood. 211
RENT oft BALK Three-roofor other business
RKNT
FOR
Furnished two rooms and
Rooks
quality;
purposes.
nnd
Leghorns,
lr,c;
Kimu mm. cows as part payment,
U"'laflL ,we"
houpe Willi screen tioreh ,,!T,n,
ing room and porch: also oak dining y ANTED Belting hens. Phone llijK-Ad- porches, f S. 700 East Santa Fe, phone
fountain, Reds, He: "V.vandottes, 11c. Write Mm.
whi h
es. itonftevelt.
I4.i-M- .
,ur nmg. fiaa wnutn Amo.
ii.,
Foil SALE (linger sewing machine, JO; 'lres 11, ,x 1. eity.
Kate Tudor, 1277 Van Duron alreet,
wouitni separate,
IF YOU WANT somo one to haul dirt or
5Hio ll'lWN utid SL'O a month
kitchen
FOIt RENT Nlo clean rooms for houseKenans.
ra n.
nm nr.. i urnlplied
FOP. ,
Three-roo1858-J- .
rravel,
lootnn iri.i n n oi'.iw nou,
cottage Iron, renr. ware, dishes, cheap. 113 East
furnished
.
terms on a brand new shlnzla hon, . FOR RB.NT
keeping nnd sleeping; under new man- - EXPEItlF phone
n ",r,'!'
meepmg porcn. 1'hono 2185-J1A
apartment with alfecnlna norch
under cultivation; FOR SALE S. C, White Leghorn hatch-i- call.no
CED
LAUNDRESS
wants
two
i
120,1
low;
rooms
RKement.
l,;.lst
and sleeping porch, North Sislh.
large
SALE
izi'ft worth Third.
Copper.
and baby chiek. t.i) pel
Carpenter tools and kitchen Eli-"-work by day or to take home. Ph,me
1'hono 110.
nlso
nlso
IMPERIAL ROOMS rice, clean rooms 1698-iti-,.two
i
range;
Gen-trn
few
100;
i
cocks
cockerels.
rolls
and
stock fence.
Xl ,nr
FOP. RENT Two furnumed rooms, for
furnished cot- llvln
rooms
rates by day or week. Over Pastime
...
storehouse, corrn s! fin.
i
n
ince. nee J. A. Hammond, S24 East Phone 21111-Poultry Ranch, postofflce hex 31 2
mornings.
ractlcal.y new four-roolight huusekeenlna: adnlr.; nn al,.tr
ibrick,hAI'1'--modern
WANTED
fur
i
Money
loan, rnsnllne engine; three
neuter, ziih west Central.
FOR SALE One and one-ha- lf
except
prune J..2.-R- ,
heat, close In. 724 Bouth .Second.
heavy horse's, har- - nhonn 17R.-months nicely
first mortgage, new property. McMil-llo- n
ooo
furnished,
old
TWENTV-NINbalance
Cull
401
like
ELOIN HOTEL Sleeping rooms and
.oree-ronpups.
down,
i
,url""Ton
sumo
West
or
nr...
the
old
Lead,
FOR
& Wood.
years
eL- ,,T
RKNT
noiiw,.,
'hlrty
rh eken.
rent. Phone 1925-M- .
Apartment, eomnletely fur- ranch
8. c. White
to chops. In the highlands, only phone 1U32-forenoons.
w' 'writy
apartments, by the day WANTEIJ
chicks,
n .
nisned; two rooms and aleoninir norch.
, ,,,
Horse, to weigh 800 to 1.0UO; fiv
or month,
M3
v.nnup,
Twenty-fiv- e
in n Tiioinn.
West Central.
Mexico; tan $20 per hundred.
vrnrs' ex
FOR SALE Pair canary birds with gilt J2G0 DOWN
and$25 a month wilt buy 1001 East Central.
I'none .10.
must work eood double and ha ehean. mile, from railroad:
well-buia
a
you
Vott Poultry FOIt KENT We have
bargain; dlssolv-i-- i perience with mcuhators.
adobe, plastered white,
RENT
cage, cheap: owner leaving city. Phone
Large, well f urnlshedbed'- - r.
severul very de
enre Journal.
Address postofflce box nancn,
furnished anart- p?,n',r"nlnshingle roof, good floors and brand new, FOR RENT Two-roobox 107. phone 17C'l-J- .
can .Mrs Johnson,
sirahlp unfurnished houses In Fourth ii'ii-.i- .
i"om, steam heated, hot water In room,
ment with
norch .n,i
Price
phon 410.
FOR PALE
garage ir aeslred. (11 Wrst Coal, phone ULANINii, kalsomine and paper, wax
HUFF ORPINGTON
warir
MCMIIIIon & Wood.
FOR SALE Used
for
32. South Firth.
and
tractors,
FOR
ing and oiling floors: work auarioteed.
HAI.E
lr-2ijy
hatching-blue ribbon wlnnerp, first,
with
owner, 718 West Coil, FOR RETT Two
utt n
,Vew four-roogang plows.
Hardware
New Developments
nouse, $25
John Goodson, phone 684-well furnished light
frame stucco, 4 rooms and bath.
second and third pullet, first cock and
Every second
I
C. D'jsrtment. J. Korber ft Co.
per montn. fee F. H.
ok kb.nt Two rooms furnished for SCAVENGEIt AND
or
housekeeping rooms. with sleeping
GEN-Ulargo porches, newly decorated, vacant.
HAUL- AL
cockerel, special on best female nennett. phones 75 or 145Strong
UOli
SALE
housekeeping; us of bath and tele- Melm
porch. Phone 1S52-Grape cuttings, Ulaek
In
u
1S0J-W- .
I.N'Q.
IS. A. Grlffllu.
Reasonable
Tcrinslfderlred.
Phon
the
rates.
uay
Mediterranean
vaugnan
cockerels
class,
19S6-enone; aiso garage, rnona
209 731 mast
volse, White Verdels, Zlnsandel,
FOR RENT Desirable four-rooFO'lt RENT Four
house,
and pullets for sale. Phone 1172-Iron, phone S.'890-modern fornl.h...
hALL
house (two apartKnitn.
Phone 33.
with sunny sleeping porch: clean and
Field,
Fruit avenue.
1,000" suits, ladles or gentle
ments), corner lot, three blocks from 220rooms With two InrA nnrnh..
.
n ,U- J OK RENT Three rooma for light WANTED
RnTt?
wciirurntned.
fyPEWRlTHRSlTTSakes;
North Walnut, phons 1990-J- .'
A
and
concerns nave men FOR RALE Hatching curs; f"ur popular
l.
men s, to clean and Dress. SI eaoli.
up; East
2l2.Houthlllgh.
ntral.
terms
:i,7r,0;
W.
Rice,
J.
.i
with
housekeeping,
u
'
$j per month. Albuqueriiue Vvpcwrltor
sleeping
xrounn. iou cannot afford to
porch, Duke City Cleaners, phone 448.
FOR RENT Three or four-ruos. c. It. I. Retl.i, Mayhood FOR RENT Three, four and five-roovarieties:
furnlnh.
bath, light and' water furnished.
329
pass this proposition up. If you already strain,
nouses and apartments, some furnished, ExchanBe,23SouthFourth.
ed apartments,
A DARGAIN,
five-roo200
modern.
16, .1.50; Famous Pilver CamWANTED
hwie
A car of oW furniture, ru-- .
home In Fourth South
jvortn Firtn.
have all the money that you will ever
McMillion ft WocJ, 20. West Oold.
SALE
FOR
cotFreshbuttermllk
Sixth Inpulre Savoy Hotel office.
and
s,
S.
15.
C.
nrnwn
two
n
ft. 00;
pinas,
Llnht
ward;
glassed-itoves,
and
any
clothing;
everything;
fire
need
then
porches,
this
for
play
tage cheese; also fresh milk In gallon Place, gas. 1.7.300: twelve hundred will FOR RENT Three-rooWOUUWOHTH
thing
15. 11.5"; S. O. Hark llr.nvn
Newly
furnished, nice. pay cash. Address Box oo, care Journal.
vacant houses with the City
pastime. If
your
modern
fiirni.lv.
"oc
mucn money as you will
clean rooms ard housekeeping apart13. J2.00.
De'ry. phone IDKi-Old Town,
Robinson,
jieany i.o., for prompt and efficient -- J?L
rent.
Phone 34S.
apartment, with sleeping porch, i"r,
Secondhand
ruinituro
and need, play for quick profit. The
ham;jmiancljk
ments, hy day, week or month. 112 WANTED
service 207West Gold, phone 667.
phone 1888
roses, dahlias, i(Uitl- - FOR
Call 412 South High, or
SALE Oil RENT Six hrnna new water paid.
trunks. We buy everything in house Play for a little money that youlargest
woutn intra.
have
1 5H lus,
ennnas,
Five-roofour-rooetc. R. V.
J.
phone
perennials,
hold goods,
brick houm
mini's Bargain Store, 316 ever seen, and geologists agree that it COLUMBIA
houses,
corner
Box FOR RENT
HATCHERY V.
).
Ninth
end
o
jphne2JI(l7-JLpotofficbox
njioom,
SPECIAL OFFER One furnished room. South First.
sleopl.-ibath,
will
orrers
unfursell
one
Mill
Coal;
porch,
868.
or
Phone
1102, Denver. Colo. We pan iionlv
RENT
garage,
the most tremendous
all on
furnished com"c a r
b Td e s u n i. i te, 8; viiZZTTiii. terms. See v. H. Strong, or Ureasonable
adjoining bath, In brand new modern MAX 13AHUAIN STOKE, at Jli Bouth for money making that they possibilities
u Ben- gasplete; llaht, Apartment,
water, heat and cooking
have ever with any quantity of hnby chlcka. Capac- nlslied, 145, Ttater free. 220 .North Hlghr.
F. O. B. our office.
home, private outalda entrance, furnace
,
nett. Phones 75 or 145
1110 Pouih Broad
......
furnished. Crane Apartmer.ts,
rour Tor one In ity 10,000 weekly. Soventeen vartetfei. FOR RENT 104 Columbia avenue, Uni way.
mat
will pay tha highest price lor
JIS
First,
M.
N.
Bteel Co., Inc., phone 1947-Llv
North Seventh.
employed people preferred; reason your second-han- d
sruarRnteed:
Tinrrel unit
.NEW CI, KAN HOME, University
versity Heights; six rooms, large porch,
clothing, shoes and sixty asys for those on who are buying prepaid.delivery
Heights,
able. Phone 1949-M- .
modern except heat. Star Furnitur Co., FOR SALE PURE
Write for prices and full
Just completed, four rooms, screened
a
MILK
WHOLE
furniture.
RENT
w.,n
Phone 858.
conservative
furnished
Completely
threa
statement.
with- ail the cream, delivered tn von n
phone 400-room apartment with glassed-i- n
under way, at
porches front and rear; bullt-l- n features;
liETTEK KODAK FINISHING
It Is this writing Negotiations
porch
for seventy-fiv- e
AUTOMOBILES
thousand HJSD POULTRY YARDS Blue ribbon 15 A now three-roofurnished cottage, It cdmes250.from th cow. HICK'S DAIRY, very nvderato in price; small payment sn,j separata tmth: furnace heated, 160
better, Return postage paid on mall dollar deal in acreae-ethini.
hnn'i
and
Kast
terms.
phone
easy
frnTYi
UniverCentral, phone
Inquire Gilbert, iihone
Winners, etrrn tnr hnffWnff.
sleeping porch, not modnrn.
EXPEHT Radiator Repairing. O. K. Sheet orders. Tha Latnum Studio, 21 9 ft A' est cause this thing Is happening near AN teen
g
to permanent tenant only. FOR SALE
I'OH RENT Furnished
fl. C. sity Heights:
Incubator. with
bout winter lavi-mMetal Works. 217 North Third.
Central, Albuquerque, N. M.
ments, cont
mnuerqne. mat it is Impossible. The R. I. irrand pens;
moisture pan. osDuciallv tneiln fop this FOR SALE Five-roovenlent to sanatorlums;apartfour
is for Il.no. S2. 1.1. ir.: narred CVH 210
brick
house; rlassed-lrooms,
5
biggest things on earth, can. will and Rocks,Reds,
TEACHING
FOR SAI.K
Bulck touring car;
also
n
climate;
15 for 12. 13. tr: onlv ten fine FOR RENT
small
cook
923
well
stove.
d
on
modern;
situated
modcar
In
line
are
sleeping porches, gas; on East
cottage,
urii-ciaSAXAPHONE, clarinet, drums, cornet,
happening, near Albuquerque, today. breeding cockerels left. Wm. THrtz,
Co.
conauion. iiona-ijiiio- n
8
on ranch north of Menaul school. South Edith.
highlands; house has hot air heat, Central car line. Call 1321 East Central,
ern,
We
feel
Vauahan
Is
that
all
brass
Prof.
Instruments.
..h
trombone,
ilmmi
city
r see McMillion
West Atlantic, phone 1483-W- .
Hill boulevard; reasonable, E. J. 6tron, SOFT SPOTS Heel and arch cushions Elasscd-i- n
sleeping porch, and Is com302-Wood, phone 348
urb of Albuquerque. Help a littles and
WANTED
A Ford tourlne body In ex- Ellis, 1028 Forrester, phons
furnished. Price la very reasonor
prevent rallen Instens; irnrn an foot pletely gon-tags a little of anything that means '.MOUNTAIN VIEW 8. C. R. I. REDS," phone 1345-KUO CLEANEHS
for a roadster body. Phone
able;
terms.
152.-Phon
change
trouoies.
Arch
Three-rooThos.
Bupoorts,
FOR
si, plantar
RENT
make bis winning at National Western
with
PERSONAL
prosperity for your town and her trade
house,
1523-J- .
SxlJ Rugs Cleaned, 81.25.
-,
field la hein
Stock Show at Denver. January. 11122.
sleeping porch, wired for electricity, F. Keleher Leather Co., 40s wst Oentrnl. Fon SALE One of the nicest homes in TjTvTrrrKrATmf--t
renovated, 13.60 and up; territory. This
FOR SALE Some extta good usednrs"; MATTRESSES
flv.-rooas rest as men and money can This show was oie of the larcest held In partly furnished, hot and cold water. $11, Fort BALK Young pet coyote, about
ijruuuotion
University
Heights;
furniture
and
Ervln
Spanish
,
repaired
packed.
he secured. This Is not a guess or a unitea Htates this year. We won second water paid. Inquire 40J South Hlgk
easy terras. Mclntosbi Auto Co., ill
fifteen months old; have raised this r.s type adobe, new and modern
repaired.
L'"r; r''llfl' upho:at-ed-'"' ,vlctrolae
Bedding Co., phone 471.
West Copper.
chance to get oil, as production Is al- cockerel class of 88; sixth pullet class of FOIt RKNT OR BALE Well Mrnlshed a pet since two weeks old, and Is very Inrue iiorches, hot water he:it,throughout;
our spe- basement, clalty; ill 1lan''
Careful Kodak finishing. ready proven.
; nmtn youn
tame.
work
The thing yet to be
1423
at
FOR BALE Ford touring. Ford truck, WANThD
Hardwood
garaae,
of ."; rourtn
South
or
Phone
pen,
'econd.
floors:
Apply
Is
house
well
claps
guaranteed.
cozy
rooms
five
and bath, large
home,
2177-satis
.
Twice
service.
Remember,
loe-wIs
dally
the
BOO
determined,
see
in good running order.
I'ni'nfl
second
amount.
Our
710
Oat a few display, class
owner. 117 Bouth Olrard.
Reds.
lurnisnea.
North faction
yard, vines nd roses, cool and
Send your finishing shares today. Call or writ
guaranteed.
A (,'Ji fc'U'r id
Denver oockerel was valued by experts shady
Tnirteenth.
CJULDREN'S
514
HAIR
in
CUT
close
In.
North
hornTa':
trvi
at
summer;
their
FOR SALE Mr. R. R. Shop Employe
to a reliable, established firm,
R. C. POWELU
ilanns
at jsfioj also chamnlon winners at Al pleasant
3oc; ladles' shampoo, mens hair cut
FOR SALE 1822 Dodge Touring; sacri-fle- e ft Hanna,
Third, soe owner at 07 North Third, OOOD for all kinds of roofs, li per gal- we can sell you house No. 418 West
111 South Fourth
Master Photographers.
and shaves at their home, by Perkins
buquerque, 11)27,
Street,
winning first, second room 13.
1JO
for cash; will take Ford In trade.
aiio uinnzinu
Bouth Atlantic avenue, consisting of a five-rooio.,
,
New
and
cock-third
second
Albuquerque,
CLEANING
Mexioo,
thlr
and
n
first,
See IMit 214 Columbia.
Al.BUQUEUQUE WINDOW
WaJnut, phone 1834 J. Try
built up rrnmo nouse wltn a, very valuable lot, Brothers, phone U8"-Home Office, East Vaughan.
hen. first, second and third cockerel
WANTED Position
CO.
floors
cleaned
and
Windows
roof, will last as long as the bulldln g.
50x100. for $2,750. on reasonable l..mi YCU.NO MAN. henlthseekisr, will give
SALE
Bulck racer, has starter
tun
first pullet, second ynun pen, first old LAUNDltKSS
atons, offices und houses
wants
and cord tiros, In good shape; first $85 scrubbed:
sinpsychological Instructionniy Realty Co., 207 West Qold, phone gle lady client
days
pen; specials for best male American
honest
rates
OIL
reasonable
and
Oil,
cleaned;
748-Phone
tnkrs It; forced to sell. Call 1110 Bouth work. A. Granone; leave your calls THE DRILL la running,
preferred. Address Psychoclass and champion
of show.
cock
going
care
BALE
right
logist,
FOR
Journal.
Five
hundred
shares
Walter,
of
WANTED
fl'v
on uown.
Housework by the day.
birds for sale; hatching sues
American Grocery, phone 353.
iou can spare 828 or 850. ureeain
E ectrlc Rsllwnv. below
nr b
WILL JO to people's homes to give
FOR SALF Ranchet
Rhone 1845.
FOR SALE Oi
It mishit mean financial Independence. and baby chicks from fifteen of the
Ford truck, 1200
scalp
L. Uust N, T. Armljo building.
treatment, shampoo, facinl and manl-curE. C. Powell, agent, Mesa Leon Oil
5
worm drive;
finest pens mated In the west. ORDER STENOGRAPHIC
worTi
CARPENTERING
light Bulck, 1590;
and
clerical
Trust,
I specialize on treatments under
For sale2117-J- Snail
111
F. M. Zlckert.
ranch,
CHTCKS EARLY. C. P. Hay, S34 North
Ford touring, 1125; studebaker,
South Fourth, Albuquerque,
1S.6-wanted.
New
Call
t.
ODD
tho
MAN,
PETTIFORD
THE
JOB
.
phone
220J-W22S0-Mexico.
Harper
method.
$260.
Phone
High, phone
lis West Gold.
WANTED Experienced
All kinds of work. Phone 1B78-Olga Mirtln.
USE EFFECTO AUTO TOP and seat toil SAI.L
typist
A tmall ranch, three-fourth- s
FOR SALE Ford touring or Ford speed1667-Call
position.
Effecto
Valsmne
or
west
Auto
WANTED
house
ANOTHER MEXIA.
dressing,
Enamel.
WHAT W0RRII.9 1 OU ?
Odd Jobs carpentering,
Druige; modern house. A.
ster, both In A- -l shape; or will trade
iWANTED- - -- Work by the hour.
Phone pnr, Valspar Enamels on atitomolilks. J. James.
WHETHER your troubles are love,
fo.- Ford light truck.
painting and repairing, at reasonable VAUGHN oil field may be another Mexla. E
Call at 207 East
1.143-XPERT dressmaking,
after S p.
l'lion i!1 825-Paint.
Plymouth Cottage
Homestead FOR SAI
Geologists believe It. A few dollars Inhealth, money or marriage, write fully;
prices. Phone 1468-Central at noons, or after 6 p. m.
You
Rsnch.
file
can
on
HO
Floor Paint, Roof Paint and Cement. Sat
WANTED
acres In the beautiful Cham's vallev strict confidence; prompt, personal reply,
Fester , 603 WANTED Wa ihlng and Ironing to take isfaction
WANT you to Investigate my low prices vested now might mean financial IndeSewing. Mr
FORDS FOR RENT Hates: lac per .nlio,
assured. Thos. F. Keleher I.eeth- You will get qulok action.
home, lnoi West Mountain road
North Fourth, phone 1233-on any kind of a building proposition pendence.
Prof. Cofrman,
Write K. Heron, Chama. N. M. ws help thousands.
11 per hour minimum.
er Co.. 40g West Central shone toin.j. thl) spring.
Special rates you have
This la a shallow sand. E. C. Powell, DRESSMAKING
Dlv. J.17. 1224 North Second. Albuquer-flue.
19. Palmer, BungalIn
view.
A.
HOUKU
FOR
week days. Ask for them. Drlverless
FOR ' HA LE Fifteen-acr- e
dov or at horn.
CLEANING,
the
By
waxing,
ranch planted
r.esa
N. 11.
Leon
111
agent,
Oil
1768-South
Trust,
ow Builder, box 41, city, phone
1112 West Iron, phone WB-M- .
lawn work, call J. W. Lies, 14au-R- .
Ford Co., 121 North Third, phono 680.
an
in
unaer
on
.mi,
North
Hitch,
'FOR
Fourth, Albuquerque, New Mexico.
SALE
Livestock
Fourth, four miles out. Inqulrsi 1021
large
HEMSTITCHING, pleating. Williams' Mi- EXPERIENCED COOK wants position;
HAVE 60 to 75 per cent on used parts, BUILDING, alterations, repairing,
TIME CARDS
Jobs or small! work by contract or by
will leave city, if necessary. Phone chef, FOR 8AI.E Two
1, young milk Forrester.
llinery, S00 South Broadway, ph. 777-.OIL.
tires.
wheels mngnitoa,
bearings, the day; reasonable prices; work guar TOTJ hav no
1571-cows,
rnone
.07.
SALE
FOR
12S
acres
doubt
a
missed
lot
etc.
of
vallev
DRESSMAKING,
Our
stock
good
unimproved
springs,
grows larger
designing nnd
estimates free. Call 17S6-land, eight miles out, nt a bargain if
Milk
things. This Is your chance. Not a
a
cow, and heifers.
best of refere ces WE AUDIT, CHECK, OPEN, CLOSE end FOR SALE
dally. Parts In stock for Overlanda, 90, anteed;
bl-- j
E. Johnson. 818 John street.
so a soon, uy owner. Address 1. (1 0 .,
man'i play, but we small Investors Phons 1B80-- specialty;
Phone J409-R80; Chalmers, Maxwell truck an-- pleasure
keep books. WILLIAMS A ZANO,
can
care
room , Mellnl building. Phon 701-In, with splendid chance of finanJournal,
car , Chevrolet, 490, Paige 4, Reo 4, Stude-bakFIRST-CLASFOR BALE Bucks and does: also fry
FOR SALE Real Estate cial get
dressmaking done; uuick
success.
Tour check mad to bank.
4 and
.
FOR SALE Ranch. Old Town boulevard;
Mcintosh Auto Co.,
ing rnbhlts, 710 West Lead.
Mrs. Bandy, COMPETENT WOMAN wLt.es to assist
In an a find out about it. B. C. 80sservice; own designer.
311 West Copper.
owner
exFOIt BALE r ins corner lot, reasonable. Come
with
housework
leaving on account of health;
In
North
home.
nrlvate
i.
OR
SALE
Eighth,
Youiiif Jorsey cow,
Powell, agent. 111 South Fourth, Albugood houses, garage, fruit, alfalfa, horses,
for board and room. Address bog
Phone 1862-- J.
now tan quarts very rich milk. giving
WHEN IN NEBD VV
1411
PLEATING, aocordlon. side and box: chango
querque, New Mexico.
cows,
chickens
and farming Implements.
WESTBOLNJJ Dally,
care
-onefifty-fosouth
Edith.
journal.
TIRES, rims, carburetors, springs, mag- FOR BALE Three
mall orders.
K. Crane, 215 North
lots,
Phone S4S, or owner. 2417-11Train.
Arrive
netos, generators, wheels, gears, axles,
Pepart.
halt block from Highland park, all for NO SALARIED TRUSTEES NO PRO- Seventh. Crane Apartment.FOR BALK Rubblis, guaranteed breed
phone 814.
No. 1 The Soout
7:30
FOR
SALE
1:80 pm
FOR
SALE
two
SHOO:
Furniture
mllee
A.
terms.
from
Ranch,
Hammond,
bearings, horns, accessories,
easy
only
J,
MOTION STOCK.
Ing does and bucks; youna stork and
Calif. Llmlted.lt. :30 am 11:00 am
n main ditch, double
four
acres.
COME TO PARTS HEADQUARTERS.
24 East Silver.
WB BUT on tha same basil with yon.
70S
PL'
hutches.
KM
South
UEPA1H1.NO
Third.
MONEY TO LOAN
Tints
and upholster.
7
We have salvaged to date the followhouse, garage, milk houss, good chicken
argii Fast. .10:n am 11:20 am
Not an ordinary stock selling pinpo-sltlornon 471. Ervln 3eddlng
Co. FOR SALE Jersey cow,
ing.
The Navajo. .12:35 am 1:0s uro
giving two and houses, blooded chickens and turkeys; No.
WANTED Ranches
ing ears: Bolck, Maxwell,
Chandler,
Tour check mads to the First MONEY TO LOAN On watches, dla-- . FOR 8AI, 1 One
f
milk.
room
and
nlso
and
gallons
table
furniture
BOUTHBOUND.
Highland
and
dining
Mitchell, Chevrolet 490 and F. B. Overme
terms,
tools;
valuable
and
mnnds,
ph
guns
bank of Rsnta Fe. Better get
everything
five leather-seate- d
Land baween Man- - National
Mo. li
chairs. Sll North Harvard. University Heights,
Chester 241H-JEl Paso Ktp
10:10 pra
land, every model, (9, 69, 79, go, tl 83, WANTED RANCH
In now.
at 825 will soon advance. Mr. B. Marcus, 91 3 Kouth First.
or phone 1259-Brewer.
sanos mountains and Estancla valley; Mesa LeonUnits
Thirteenth,
27
No.
El
75, 758 and SO; Crow ElkPaso
11:1 am
sill. 85-SALE
111
Fo.:
Oil Trust,
Fruit
or will trade
South Fourth. MONET TO LOAN on diamonds, watches
Ep
foothills, with some timber; relln- - Albuquerque, New
FOR PALE Slightly ustd furniture. 601) FOR SALE Or trade for hogs, good I for city property. ranch,
hart. Rco, Durt, Baxon. Studebaker, both prefer
EA3THOUND.
Mexioo.
acres
con'
and
Twenty
horse,
liberal
gold Jewelry!
reliable,
4 and 6.
rr.ent, patent or tax t.tle give loca1
norse.
No.
worn
cent
Viaduct Ciurage, 600 South Seccow
less
The
per
than
urn
an
1:10
be
about
2:40 pm
and
wetgnt
1100;
Navajo..
factory
farming Implemsntg with It: also No. 4
l
n '
fidential Oottlleh Jewelry Co.. 105 N 1st prices; com and sea for
lee. Address 17 North Walter.
ond.
at C. W. Hunter ranch, north end SO Leghorn
Calif. Limited. 6. 00 pm
Largest parts houa in tha stale.
hens. Five miles and a half
pm
yourself, 32. seen
LOST AND FOUND
CONFIDENTIAL loans on Jeivetry. dia- South First.
Hlo (Trends blvd. phone t409-R-- t.
Our prices the lowest.
AO.
8.
F.
town.
7:25
irom
pm 8:10 pm
I'oatottlca box 601. Phone
Eight..
KENT MisceHaneom LOflT Aniors. cat, answers to nam of monds watches. Liberty bonds, plan s. FOR SALE
-- UK
2420-RNo. 10 The Seoul.... T:20 sro Li am
SALE
FOR
Furniture
Holateln
Registered
at
bull,
factory
prices
automobiles. Lowest rates. Rnthman's
"Floss:" reward. Phono 1508-FOR RENT- - Piano. Phone lail-W- .
FOR RENT Ranches
whlclt makee It cost less than eoond
rj.lved May 17, 1920; aire, King Scull
117 Routh lrlret.
Unnded to th stale. hand
No. 1! From El Paso :S5 pm
LOST
One maoklnaw, between TIJeras
goods. Come and see for yourself. nf the Manse: dam. Jessie Perfection de
WANTED- - Houses"
FOR KENT T wen ly (20) acre orchard FOR RENT
wo. v sToro hi raso 7:00 am
Office
Rooms
American
vna
121
and
Furniture
Co..
the
E. J, Strong,
fifteen
hundred
hiook
South see. Kol Fobes; a bargain.
for one or several yeara. Writ post
WANTED
r.i furnished houses to rent In
Board
1345-on South Second; pleas return to Jour- No. 10 connects at Telen with Ka tl
&Room
si
end.
or
1104.
phone
9
31
OR
RENT
Office
West
fice hox Sfll. Helen, N. M.
rooms,
811
of
i
town.
McMillion
ft
Wood.
urnce;
for Clovls, Ptoos Valise. Kans- - cits and
reward.
W AN TBD
R atun's iitTgooiT VoardTln pi i
Py's 10
Central, over Wonlwnrth'e.
n a.- Foil RENT Cash or terms, eleven acres.
0
Coast.
TYPEWRITERS
ilu
ilTOI.EN
runt
LOST
OR
Hlv.r,..,m
TRESS
vate
buy
RENOVATING
L.
K
onre
oowl
sick.
not
red
family;
Light
tour-roobrt-idehouse, two miles weat of
No. J9 oonnect. at IJeljn with Mn.
i
on left hip J. A. P., from past- .Tonrnal,
nf w" site. Phone 834-FOR RENT Storeroom
VPE WRITERS All makes' "iiverha"u'3
A I t HCPa KLeUV A t i.Mi, IS.tfU Slid Up.
Albuquerque; no better garden land In
fmm
Clevis and points na and south
ure on North Broadway: reward If re U'AN'Ililj Rooms
To
WANTED
nd repaired.
buy three nt f.ur room
In
Ribbons for every ma
for
hoard
and
iwo,
furniture
Rug
furOH RENT Febru, ry in, store-movalley: on main ditch; orchard and
cleaning,
,1
at
repairing,
turned to
Lavato. 60s North Kdlih .
liuuse; must he modern and s cash
n
Ex- - niture packing.
private family: not sick: near garage. chine.
Albuquerque Typewriter
822 South tecond,
M. P. St&mm,
Ptiou 471, Brvla Bed
grapes. For full particulars phone 2179-- J,
or phone 9S0-price.
Address Mr. Jay, csrt morn-lucar Journal.
,
( Address K. B
Changs, phone V3-J- .
lit Uuiun round. ding Company,
Journal.
y
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NEXT WEEK
Is National Canned Goods Week. Ward will have
something of unusual interest for the buying public
all week.
Today we are selling Sliced and
Bacon in pound and half pound packages at a special price. Not a cheap bacon, but a good kind we
De-Rind-

guarantee.

COAL $10.E0 PER TON
Gallup Lump

BOY SCOUTS
SUN WATCH

GUTS TRANSFER

--

Phone 371 324 S. Second

Liquor pormlls which, In large
quantities, have a certain value as
waste paper, may be secured from
the federal prohibition office by influenza victims who will obtain a
doctor's prescription for the beverages.
An order from Federal Prohibition Commissioner Hnynes recently
received nt headquarters here asked
!the director to
with
and druggists In granting of
permits In ease of an epidemic of
influenza.
Prohibition authorities here vill
;lie glad to grant a permit to anyone
raving a sentimental desire ror one
hut in view of the fact that the
state of New Mexico has a constitutional amendment all lis own, the
only value of the permit will be to
cover a faded spot on the wal'
paper.
Artlclo 23 of the New Mexico
constitution states: ,
association.
ro
or corporation shall, within this
for
sale, barter
state, manufacture
or gift, any ardent spirits, ale. beer,
alcohol, wine or liquor of any kind
whatsoever containing alcohol: and
'no person, association, or corporation shall import into this state any
of such liquors or beverages f oi
sale, barter or gift; and no person,
association, or corporation, shall.
within this state sell, or barter, oi
keep for sale or barter any of sue;,
liquors or beverages, or offer onv
of such liquors or beverages for
sale, barter, or trade;
So there you are: if you like, you
can secure a prescription from youi
physician, show this to the locai
prohibition officer, secure a permit,
Uind send this to Washington for
final approval. Then, when you get
it back after three weeks or so. you
can paste it in your scrap book to
show to your

I1IT

I

3

HOMER H. WARD
riionos

315 Marble Avenue.

PASTIME

T0DflY

William Fox Presents

iliiam Farnum
ALSO

"THE DOOii flSEJiT"

$11.

LOCAL ITEMS
Coal Supply Co. l'liona 4 and is.
Dr. A. V. Gabeleln will deliver

1ND!AN
BEADED BAGS
MOCCASINS, CURIOS
PILLOW TOPS
RUGS
BASKETS
NAVAJO JEWELRY

tlie last lecture or nls series nt the
First
Presbyterian church tonight at 7:45 o'clock.
John Milne, superintendent of
city schools, will leave today for
Chicago, where he will attend the
national superintendents' meeting
Ho will be absent from the city
about a. week.
is
Factory wood, full truck load
four dollars. Hahn Coal Company.
I'hone 91.
Music and Jewelrv Store
The (',. K. Warren post. Wom111 8. First St.
I'hone 91J-i- l
an's Relief corps, will meet nt the
Immaculate Conception church nt
S:4o o'clock this morning to attend
the funeral of Mrs. Anna Ellison.
was
Matson
Mareella.
Miss
pledsed yesterday to the l'hi ilu LOCAL
the.
state university.
sorority at
The Ladies' Aid society of the
First Methodist Kpiscopal church
will meet this afternoon at U:3"
o'clock at the home of Mrs. O. W.
Bond, 423 West noma avenue.
of
Mis. A. Si. Terry, formerly
this city, now of T.os Angeles,
Calif., was called to the city a few
days ago on account of the serioti?
illness of her son, John Terry, who
is a patient at Albuquerque sanatorium, where lie is slowly recovIt. Kiddoo took first place in t!v
ering from pneumonia.
fence vault nt the Y. M. C. A. inIr, Murray, osteopathic physician. N. T. Armijo Kldg. I'hone door athletic, championship at the
"Y" gymnasium last night.
His
711.
Mr. and Mrs. Tloland Sauer, who record was six feet, five inches. Hob
TCI
lit
Elder trok second, vaulting five
enjoyed their honeymoon
I'aso, Tx., returned to the city feet, eleven Inches. G. White,
Mr.
and
Waiter, Davidson and Hernandez tied for
yesterday morning,
just as if nothing had happened, third
place, vaulting five feet, nine
was at work in the afternoon getting his exhibit of l'ackards ready inches.
for the opening of the automobile
In the sixty-yarpotato race, Elshow this morning.
der and White tied for first place,
Pete and George Leakou, for- doing the distance in sixteen and
seconds. Crawford and
merly in business here are again in
the city and may arrange to go in Kiddoo to'it second and Christen-.se- n
h
business again here. Since leaving
made l bird place
of a
visited second behind.
Albuquerque.
George
conEuThe
five
In
Greece and other countries of
the
highest men
test arc: White, 247 points; Kidrope.
The Ladles' Aid society of the doo, iC3; Elder, 214; Harrington,
Congregational church will meet 1G7. and Crawford, 177.
The events for next Wednesday
at 2 o'clock this afternoon at the
will be the rope climb and the
lecture room.
potato race. The point winBorn, to Mr. and Mrs. Arthur
P.ecker, 423 West Mountain Road, ner of all events will be awarded
the Quickel Atilo company trophy.
a son.
Warren Graham is confined to
his home by Illness.
DENVER Y SECRETARY
The banquet
of the Business
Men's
association
TO TALK AT DINNER
which was to have been held at
HERE NEXT TUESDAY
Taft hall Friday night, has been
postponed until March 3, Secretary
Ackerman announced last night.
It. E. Lute, secretary of the Denver Y. M. C. A., will be one of tho
speakers at the local Y. M. C. A.
UNIVERSITY HEIGHTS
nnd activities beard dinner
DOINGS
to be held Tuesday evening at S
o'clock. It is expected that Mr. Lute
Whoever is responsible, it Is not will discuss a number of features
fair to the university
to permit of Y. JL C. A. work of especial
East Central avenue to become al- interest to the southwest.
most impassable either to vehicles
DRAW.
or to persons, on foot.
Phoenix, Ariz., Feb. 22. Harry
George Moffat has purchased
another lot on Harvard avenue, Casty of Seattle and young Jlike
of Phoenix fought ten rounds to a
south of Coal avenue.
Two new water taps ordered In draw here tbis afternoon.
They
last week, which means two new are lightweights. Chet Neff of Los
homes to be Btarted at once.
Angeles was given a decision over
Kc.otty afler six fast
Battling
tn
rounds.
Tho
nut
"NCNSIIIW
1I.TY filFT PACKAGES. MaC. II. COXXEU, M. D. D. O.
chine shelled, Plnon nuts. Fannie
S. hpiti, 323 North Tenth street,
Osteopathia KecialiKt.
2:13-802.
Stern
llldg. Tel. 70I-.Telephone

First

Phone

Rot

u

ATHLETES

SCORE HIGH IN

CHAMPIONSHIP

DAWSON CHESTNUT
A Superior coal

388--

WANTED

plasterer. Must do
and reasonable.
good work
Apply 1311 South Edith.

d

two-fift-

one-fift-

Malone Taxi

J,

.

spring tonic and

delicious table tea; fresh selected, red roots for making; 50c
pound, or 3 pounds for $1.00,
prepaid. Como Tea Company,
Come, Texas.

HAHN COAL COMPANY, PHONE 91.
From the Novel hy Edith M. Hull. Scenario by Monte M. Katterjohri

WALL PAPER

8V2C

To Taos (Head Down)
Leave . 7:30 a.m.....
Arrive . 10:30 a m

Per Roll and Up.

See 224

Leave
Arrive
Arrive

West Gold

A. A. ROBERTS,
I Minimize Prices

Prop.

Quaker Instant Oats, small package
pound package Whole Wheat Flour
pound package Graham Flour
Washing Machine Soap, package
Bradley Yams, per pound.
Bradley Yams, per crate
Strawberries, No. 2 can

Solitaire Maine Corn, No. 1 can
B. & M. Lima Beans, No. 2 can
Glass Jar Tomatoes, No. 2l2 can
Cactus Butter, pound
Brookfield Sausage, package
We Deliver Your Order for 10c.
Orders Over $8.00 Delivered Free.

WILLY-- M
J. A. SKINNER

13c
30c
30c
34c
5c
$2.00
34c
15c

THE IMPERIAL

,17c
22c
46c
30c

OF QUALITY-- '

0

Hats
Clean UK
Dyelm?,
and Blocked, Kub
latest
cleaned
process
by
Dry

I

(leaned

ILLY

i

ss

B

pay good prices for firearms such - as Rifles, Shot

.

price.

PHONE

LoulaB.Mayet presents'

.7ie

M. Staid
JohnProduction

ificTHE
of l:

BE

i

u

ii i

77r'TW

'

fi

Tolmti&aM

walk
ri:
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ATTRACTION

H

ip

624 TODAY

Well Country Camp

Phone

FOGG, The Jeweler

CLEANED

Rugs,

--

l--

b.

FRANK TROTTER

'lUl

'

Why Neglect
Your Kitchen
Just because it is the room that is least visited by
the guest is no reason why it's furnishings should
not be given the same thought and consideration
as the furnishing of the parlor.

Added Attraction:

matter of fact the kitchen is the most important and most used room in the home. That is why
LIVINGSTON gives it the same thought and consideration as the other rooms of the home.
As a

As an inducement for better kitchens, we have
placed on sale for this week a solid carload of new
gas, wood, coal, and three fuel combination ranges,
all guaranteed, and at prices that are the lowest in

many years.

In addition we are offering this week:
Solid oak kitchen cabinet, white porcelain lined,
metal top biscuit board. flQJ? Afl
with pull-oRegular price $55. This week special tPOO.UU

"The First
A

BRIDGE and 500 CARD
PARTY

This Afternoon, 2:30
St. Mary's Hall
We deliver any sTze any
where. Henry Transfer Co.,
Phone 939.

I. ting und Stomach

we sen Skimmer's

Eg; Noodle, Spaghetti and
other Macaroni Product

509 East Central.

the highest grads Macaroni,
M
II
Sn9rVinti P

I

?thr

Macaroni Product.

ELMS HOTEL
rooms in the state-st- eam
heat, hot and cold
water all outside roams.
Weekly rates, with or without private bath. 14 to J 10 wee K
Transient rate 11.60 single,
$2.00 double.
With bath $2. 50 single anu
double $3.00.
Finest

USE

If LIVINGSTON & CO.
fUoME FURNISHERS

The Highest Grade Macaroni

Comic.

Viiti'il

ut

White porcelain top kitchen table, with drawers.
Regular price $12.50.
J?A
Jrr ,OU
This week special

to Ite isoon

Goldwyn-Bra- y

t)ikHimm$m Bliiwiirti mtUH

OoldJUenuc.

Store.
CHOCOLAT

b

REGULAR PRICES.

Sold At Thi

REAM COFF

w

P. M.

FIRST KATIONAI?

WE SEliL FOIl CASH
ALL GOODS DELIVERED
For Convalescent Tubercular
IMPORTED I'KJS.
In the mountains. Kates J 12.50
NEW DRIED PRUNES, lb. 10c
Hebe Small Milk, (i for
per week. For Reservations.
2,rie
24 Crystal While Soap
$1.00
490-- J
16 lbs. KtiRar
$1.00
10 lbs. Potatoes
5e
100 lbs. Potatoes
$2.20
f.allnn Apricots
80C
(iullon Apples
oNc
Gallon Peaches
ose
Gallon
Strawberries
$1.35
DIAMOND
ENGAGEMENT
Gallon Pitted Cherries
!$1.73
RINGS.
Gallon Illaekherries
05c
Opposite Fostoffice.
Gallon IiOKanbcrrlcg
'.$1.20
Gallon
Raspberries
903-122
S.
$1.20
Phono
Fourth. Glassed .Jar
ioc
Pears,
Glassed Jur reaches,
2i-lh- s
33 1.3c
Glassed Jar Apricots,
"C
Bulk Peanut Duller, in
20c
Fluked
9x12
Hominy, 3 Jw
$1.25.
2,c
Comb Honey
3U(,
For Next 30 Days.
;.."$1.75
Honey.....
PHONE 471.
ooc
Honey
4 lbs. Lima i leans
jjnt.
Khick-Eyc- d
1'eas, lb
124c
Ciller Vinegar
fioc
Royal Cocoa
fine
Suck of Meal
j)3e
Uacon
I)
Pig
25e
rainier and Paper Hanger
Star and Horsehou Tobacco. . 80c
Interior Decorator.
Aprlcols, Peaches and Pears
cans
25c
208 N. Edith.
Phone 1123-J- .

Si

It

Smeted by

COFFEE REDUCED TO 5c A CUP
We Solicit Your Patronage.

i

-l

I'hone -

TO

LAST TIME TODAY

te.

The Quality and Service with which
our patrons are familiar shall be continued the only thing reduced is the

T5J3I!l5S. ta

in

Specialist.

up-to-da-

1

ht

WANTED

Brewington

CONTINUOUS

Choice cut steaks, chops, and everything- eatable at a 20 per cent reduction in prices.- Our restaurant has
just been remodeled and everything"
is first-claand

At this season every year we have a
of
small
surplus
electric heaters in
This year
stock.
we have put nn extra special price on
them rather than
them over.
carry
They're tho double
kind
spot-ligdurable.
efficient,
economical.

DYEUS AND HATTERS
ItUG CLEANING
Phono 45.1. Cor. (tth and Gold

Robert

Reduction in Prices

-

tlPIP.E Cleaners

Dr.

CURRENT EVENTS
NOTE: ADVANCE IN PRICES t
Matinee: Adults 35c; Children 10c.
Night, (6 to 11): Adults 50c; Children 15c
(Tax Included)

STURGES CAFE

$12.75

205 S. First St.

Up)
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
a.m.
a.m.

AT

Phones 148 and 449.

that broken window

Steam
office space
207 West Cold Avenue. Apply
CITY UEALTT CO.

(Heart
7:00
4:00
12:45
11:15
7:30

Burton Holmes Travel Picture of the Indians in and
Around Albuquerque.

"Tite r.uxnr.Y

Electric
Heaters

FOR
RENTat
heated

"FIRST FAMILIES OF AMERICA"

LAUNDRY CO.

Transfer 153

F. BROSEY,

.
.

.
.
.
.
.

Albuquerque Headquarters, Ringling Brothers
Cijrar Stcre. Phone 600. 210 West Central Avenue.
Santa Fe Headquarters, Bank Confectionery,
j
Phone 222.

BJS-llra- .'.

3
3

.

To Albuquerque
...Arrive
Albuquerque
Leave
Santa Fe.
12:30 p.m...... Santa Fe
Arrive
Arrive
L':00p.m
Espanola
G:00 p.m
Taos
Leave

Fare to Santa Fe, $4.50; to Taos, $11.50.

for Painting

and Decorating.

Let Us Send a Man

RUGS

Taos

A

WALL PAPER

J.

Ill

Santa Fe

Albuquerque

WALL PAPER

221--

Must
be
Guns, Pistols.
Acondition.
213 South First Street

Jff

PRODUCTION

NSk

ADDED ATTRACTIONS:

MTV K..KCTRIC NIIOK SIIOI'
2l:i Snnlh Second.
riloae .H.7-I"re tail nml Ilehvery.

We

984-- W

Best for Stove and range. Nice, convenient size
coal. Costs less, burns longer. Makes more heat.
ORDER A TON TODAY

Drink Sassafras Tea

ROOMS

glass. Albuquerque Lumber Co
I'hone 421. 423 North First.

Phone

$10.59 Ton

Have just unloaded car of milk
cans and carrying cans. I.argo assortment at new low prices.
J. KOKUER & CO.

To replace

SHOP

CERRILLOS EGG COAL

IN

A

lim ELECTRIC SHOE

THE KING ELECTRIC SHOE SHOP

A arehouse
Supply & Lumber Co.
Phones 4 and 5.

well-know- n

story of stolen love, that
hns sent a new thrill thru
tho English-speakin- g
world.
Filmed in a blaze
liar,
baric splendor nnd ojsweep,
injr
through unforgettable
events.

PHONE 984-We are ready to serve our customers. Free call
and delivery. Auto Tops $15.00 and up; Hand-Mad- e
Work Shoes $5.00.

Best
the Market.
Sl'PEKlOK WHITE LIME CO.
Coal

CARRIED AWAY!

book.

5

905 South Second.

DAIRYMEN!

NOTICE,

100-yar- d

TEX-KOIX- I)

Ct

1508-.T-

Phones

AW

Has Moved to 905 South Second

Fresh Lump Lime
on

Vttai

I'hone

Sonlh f irst.

n

THE

In Bulk

ganise, ions.
John M. Cries, chief of Ihe division of building and housing of
of
commerce,
the department
and standurged simplification
of
ardization
building materials
in order that the cost of production may be reduced with a consequent encouragement to the investor. He said the tendency to
standardi'o all building material
was gradually extending to every
of the building trade,
branch
much to the benefit of the homo
builders of the country.
The report of the committee on
industrial education urged builders to assist in increasing the
number of apprentices.

.tlS

4

(Double Header)
mid OIIUjS
High School Gymnasium
Saturday, February 25, 3 p. m.
Tickets 2rc.

Phone

SATURDAY

AND

A

35c

BOYS

Non-unio-

TOMORROW

That's what happens to all
tno countless thousands who
uro rcudlng this startling

SUPPLY AND LCMBER COMPANY.

P. Hall

BASKET BALL

in 123 cities and

HOUSE

COAL

Admission

CAPTURED

for heater and furnace

$8.50 per ton

ST. MAHY'S vs. BELEN

sanitation.
The report on labor conditions!
in the industry was determined
or-

BITTNER

In K.

Friday Night
8:15 P. M.

Memphis, Tenn., Feb. 22. A
reduction of wages in the build
ing Industry ranging rrom 8 to
2H
per cent is expected during
the current year in 23 cities,
while in 14 cities present wage
scales are expected to remain tin- changed. Guy C. Mills, of Web-- ;
ster City, Iowa, chairman of the
labor and wages committee of;
the National Association of Build- ers' Exchanges, reported today to
the annual convention of the or-- 1
by a survey

S. 2nd

HIGHEST CLASS IN EVERY WAY

CARD PARTY

INDUSTRY
EXPECTED THIS YEAR
The Asmirliileil

Pi TWfTT ATP 17

d

ION

A

WHY?

THE SF.CmiTY BENEFIT
ASSOCIATION will give a

BUILDING
(B.

V. Gold Ave. Phono 731
For expert typewriter repairing. We buy. sell, exchange
and repair all makes. Dealers
Rebuilt
in the Shlpman-WarUnderwoods.

TODAY,

Johnson Coal Co.
900 N.

......

WAGE REDUCTION

at

WISEMAN'S

2 1 5

writer Exchange

200

Gallup Lump Coal
on

grand-childre-

A SUNSHINE COMEDY
Raised Admission Matinees, 25c for Adults; 10c
for Children.
Nights, 35c for Adults; 15c for
Children

The New Mexico Type-

See the new

dor-jto-

WARD'S STORE.

LET'S GO

LIQUOR PERMITS
TO FLU VICTIMS
BRIM iVO BOOZE

February 23, 1922.

213-21-

5

West Gold Ave.

Albuquerque, N. M.

I

fiK OF

CUCBCV

Ssigarife Fasisy

Cteinut

In Furnace, Heater, Range, Areola

$9.50 per Ten

GALLUP- - LUMP, GALLUP EGG, $11.00

Per Ten

HEW STATE COAL CO.
PHONE 35

